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Abstract

Fast scramblers are quantum systems which spread many-body entanglement in a

timescale which only grows logarithmically with the system size N . As originated

in the theoretical investigations of the non-equilibrium properties of black holes,

it is conjectured that they set O(logN) bound on how fast a physical system can

scramble information.

In this thesis, we propose and investigate two deterministic fast scramblers—a

Hamiltonian quantum spin system and a Floquet (iterative) quantum circuit. The

models we investigate are on a sparsely coupled graph, where two sites are con-

nected if they are separated by an integer power of 2. We show that these models

interpolate between nearest-neighbor spin systems in linear (Euclidean) and tree-

like (2-adic) geometries. The fast scrambling dynamics, then, emerges as a result

of the loss of locality in the models near the point where the underlying geometry

transitions.

Furthermore, we investigate how deterministic and fast scrambling dynamics influ-

ence the systems’ robustness to entanglement destroying operations by performing

random projective measurements to the Floquet scrambler. We investigate the

critical properties of the measurement-induced phase transitions and dynamically

generated quantum error-correcting codes of the model. In both analyses, we found

that the fast scrambling dynamics plays a role in protecting the entanglement.

The models we propose can be implemented in the near-term experiments. The

Hamiltonian fast scrambler can be implemented with cold atoms in an optical

cavity by utilizing the Zeeman shift induced by an external magnetic field. The

Floquet fast scrambler can be implemented with cold atoms with optical tweezer

array, where a complex geometry is created by systematically changing neighbor-

ing atoms through shuffling operations. These models provide rich playgrounds

for investigating fast scrambling dynamics and corresponding phenomena in the

contexts of both theory and experiment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Until the early 1950s, I was in the

grip of the idea that Everything Is

Particles. . . , I recall my second

period Everything Is Fields. . . ,

now I am in the grip of a new

vision, that everything Is

Information.

John Archibald Wheeler [2]

3



4 Chapter 1 Introduction

“Panta rhei”—everything flows—as it is famously put into words by Heraclitus

[3, 4]: every state in a physical system is subjected to a dynamical change. The

motivation for Newton in writing Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica

[5], is the formulation of the universal law behind the motion of celestial bodies,

which is a symbol of order and at the same time a symbol of change. Beyond

mechanics, “no heat flows from a colder to a warmer object” as famously stated

by Clausius [6, 7], forms the foundation of thermodynamics, and hence statistical

mechanics and condensed matter physics, lie on the observation of macroscopic

dynamics, which tends to evolve towards equilibrium. Thus, the study of dynamics

has always been at the heart of physics.

One of the key properties of Newton’s equation of motion is in its determinism. As

famously put by Laplace [8], this determinism assures the uniqueness of the final

state of a system given a complete knowledge of the initial state. This is assured

by Liouville’s theorem for the conservation of the phase space volume. Contrary

to the classical mechanics, a classical sense of the determinism is forbidden due

to the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [9, 10]. However, the determinism in the

evolution of a quantum state is assured by the unitarity of Schrödinger’s equation

[11] in the absence of dissipation. Thus, similarly to classical mechanics, quantum

mechanics, the microscopic laws of physics, assures the determinism up to the

measurement. The classical determinism and the unitarity of quantum mechanics

assures the information embedded in the initial state is conserved in the physical

world.

The laws of thermodynamics [12–14], however, predict the existence of processes

with loss of information. How the arrow of time [12] emerges from an underlying

deterministic, irreversible, and unitary microscopic dynamics, has been one of the

big underlying questions in statistical mechanics. As Anderson stated in the article

More Is Different [15], there seems to be a whole region between microscopic single

body physics and macroscopic many-body physics that we do not yet understand.

The reconciliation of the thermodynamic principles from quantum mechanics has

been one of the major focuses in the field of condensed matter physics. The at-

tempts started from the studies of classical chaotic systems [16–19] and ergodic

hypotheses [20–23], and they are expanded to their quantum analogues—quantum

chaos [24–28] and the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis [28–30]. Such theoret-

ical developments revealed dynamical natures of mesoscopic systems as well as

revealing the constituents of both classical and quantum chaotic systems.
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1.1 Fast Scramblers

The laws of physics, at a microscopic level, are reversible. Reversibility implies

that the laws of physics do not have a preferred direction in time. However, in

a macroscopic level, the second law of thermodynamics tells us of the existence

of irreversible processes. In the thermodynamics, the degree of irreversibility is

quantified by the change in thermodynamic entropy of an isolated system, which

does not decrease in a process. The emergence of irreversible thermodynamic

processes from the reversible microscopic laws of physics has long been an active

topic of research [28, 30–32].

One important theoretical discovery that connects the reversible microscopic dy-

namics and the irreversible macroscopic dynamics came from the study of the

dynamics of black holes [33–41]. The concept of black hole complementarity [42–

45] is a paradox which comes from the randomness of thermal Hawking radiation

[42, 43] of a black hole and the unitarity of quantum mechanics.

A black hole is a celestial body, which forms as a result of a gravitational collapse of

a massive star. Due to its large gravitational force, the escape velocity exceeds the

speed of light and entraps anything that passes the Schwarzchild horizon within

it. Since no particles whether massless or massive, cannot get out of a black hole,

the information carried by those particles seems to be lost forever. However, a

black hole is known to radiate [42, 43]. The radiation is thermal, and has a profile

corresponding to a black body with a temperature that is inversely proportional

to the surface area of the black hole.

The thermal nature of the Hawking radiation posed a contradiction to the uni-

tarity of quantum mechanics, because it implied the destruction of information.

This paradox was suggested by Page [46] and formulated in the late 1900s by

Susskind, and it is called black hole complementarity [44–46]. This is because a

truly thermal state does not contain information since its property depends only

on one parameter, the temperature of a system. One may argue that extra infor-

mation may be stored in other features of a black hole. However, due to the no

hair theorem [40, 47], a black hole can only have four physical parameters: mass,

angular momentum, charge, and temperature [42, 43]. Thus in the mid 1900s, the

reconciliation of two apparently contradicting ideas—thermal and information de-

stroying Hawking radiation, and information conserving quantum mechanics—was

a topic of discussion.
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Figure 1.1: Scrambling and Thermalization An image is scrambled by
permuting two pixels sequentially for 104 times (top). The image with the same
intensity profile as the original image but generated randomly (bottom). In the
case of scrambling, the original image (i.e. the information in the initial state)
can be recovered by inverting the permutations. When the image is thermalized
with an external reservoir, such an operation for recovering the original image
is not possible.

Resolution has been proposed by Susskind in 1990s, through a holographic inter-

pretation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (BH entropy) of black holes [48–51].

The holographic principle states that the information is embedded at the sur-

face. The problem, however, remained, because the principle implied a cloning of

quantum information onto the Schwarzschild horizon of a black hole.

The cloning paradox goes as follows. Imagine Alice with her qubit, and she is just

about to pass the horizon. If the black hole is massive (large) enough, then for

her, she wouldn’t detect that she has passed the horizon, because the spacetime

is locally flat. Therefore, her qubit is not expected to be disturbed, and remains

with her beyond the Schwarzchild horizon. However, for an external observer,

Bob, who is at a point far away from the horizon, it will look as if the qubit is

stuck on the surface of the horizon. Thus, there exists two identical qubits in

the system—one on the surface and one with Alice. This directly contradicts the

no-cloning theorem of quantum information [52].

An attempt to resolve the quantum information cloning paradox was made by

Susskind, Thorlacius, and Sekino by considering the timescale necessary for the

observer outside a black hole to recover the quantum state out of the Hawking
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radiation [53, 54]. In order to avoid the cloning, the shortest time allowed for the

complete retrieval of information must be longer than the time for any observers

who are present to fall behind the horizon. The retrieval time, tret, turns out to

scale like tret ∝ logN , where N is the number of degrees of freedom (i.e. number of

particles); and the timescale tret is dual to the scrambling time, which is the time

it takes for a perturbation to spread over all the degrees of freedom of a system.

This implies that black holes are scramblers which can spread information, or a

perturbation, exponentially fast with respect to the system size [53–55].

1.1.1 Scramblers

A scrambler [53, 54, 56] is a physical system which spreads the information over

its degrees of freedom. To give an example of a scrambler, a system which exhibits

diffusion or ballistic transport are scramblers so long as the system is isolated and

no information from the initial state is lost.

In the information theory, the information typically comes in “bits” consists of 0s

and 1s [57, 58]. In order to physically manipulate and transfer the information,

these bits must be encoded into physical states of a system which represent the

strings of 0s and 1s. Initially localized information is, therefore, the bits that are

encoded in a locally accessible states, and scrambling dynamics further encode

them into states in a larger state space spanned by the entire system.

In this context, the conservation of information in a closed system is assured by

Liouville’s theorem in the classical mechanics and the unitarity in the quantum

mechanics [51]. The description of a state of a system is self-consistent and does

not require the help of an external system. This fails when a component of a

system, such as particles and energy, escapes into the external reservoir; in this

case, the information is lost.

A fundamental difference between the processes of thermodynamics and scram-

bling is the conservation of information inscribed in the initial state. As depicted

in Fig. 1.1, scramblers conserve the information about their initial state throughout

its dynamics [45, 51, 53, 59]. However, when a system thermalizes, the informa-

tion is lost into a reservoir or when the microscopic features are ignored, and the

recovery of the initial state becomes impossible [51].
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Figure 1.2: The two formulation of random all-to-all circuits.
a. A realization of a random all-to-all circuit. At each layer, a randomly chosen
pair of qubits, where the world line of each qubit is represented by a colored line,
is evolved by a randomly chosen unitary gate (orange squares). b. Parallelized
random all-to-all circuit. At each layer, N/2 non-overlapping pairs of qubits are
evolved under N/2 randomly chosen unitary gates in parallel. Here the time t
is measured as the number of layers in the circuit.

The process of scrambling has the corresponding timescale, called the scrambling

time t∗, for initially localized information to spread across the degrees of freedom

N . In the slowest limit, we have localized systems [60–63] where the scrambling

time increases exponentially with N , t∗ ∝ expN . The scrambling time of diffusive

processes grow polynomially, t∗ ∝ N
2
D , where D is the physical dimension of the

system. Ballistic transport has the scrambling time which still scales polynomially

t∗ ∝ N
1
D . In the fastest limit, we have fast scramblers where the scrambling time

grows logarithmically t∗ ∝ logN . The fast scrambling conjecture states that fast

scramblers are the fastest dynamical process which spread information over the

system in the timescale t∗ ∝ logN [53, 54], and black holes are conjectured to

saturate this bound.

1.1.2 Fast Scramblers

The fast scrambling conjecture motivated the search for other models that saturate

the fast scrambling bound (t∗ ∝ logN). A classical example of such a system was

already know, and it is a special case of spreading of diseases (≓ information)

in a population [55, 64]. When the population is large and the recovery rate

of the disease is 0, which is commonly known as the SI model in the field of

epidemiology [65], the number of infected people increase exponentially at the

beginning, followed by the saturation of the infected individuals (analogous to the

information holding individuals) in the population.
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A quantum mechanical analogue of the model and a prototypical example of a

quantum fast scrambler is a circuit consists of random two-qubit gates. A ran-

domly coupled all-to-all circuit [53, 55, 59], is illustrated in Fig. 1.2 a. and b., is an

N -qubit system that is subjected to a random unitary evolution. Here a qubit is a

two-level quantum systems which holds the information in terms of quantum-bits,

“qubits”, where 0 and 1 are represented by the two states of a qubit [66].

One way to realize such a circuit is, at each layer, to evolve a random pair of qubits

evolves with a randomly chosen unitary operator as shown in Fig. 1.2 a. Here the

time is proportional to the number of circuit layers, or also called the depth of the

circuit. The depth of the circuit therefore measures the total time which the state

is evolved in the unit of time. In this circuit realization, only one gate is applied

at each layer of the circuit.

The information encoded in the qubits propagate through the circuit by the unitary

gates in the form of a correlation, or equivalently known as an entanglement. When

a random unitary gate is applied to a pair of qubits, the two qubits almost always

get entangled when they are not previously in contact. The information propagates

through the system whenever qubit that is already correlated to the information

gets entangled with a non-correlated qubit. In this random circuit, in order for

the information localized at a qubit is completely scrambled, O(N lnN) layers are

required [53, 59].

This process can be made more efficient by allowing the parallel applications of

random unitary gates on N/2 non-overlapping pairs of qubits at each layer, as

depicted in Fig. 1.2 b. This reduces the total circuit depth required for initially

localized information to spread. In this case, the required time (=circuit depth)

scales like O(lnN) [53, 59], and hence this model is a fast scrambler. We call this

model a random all-to-all circuit. This process is not restricted to the random two-

qubit gates, and this is generally true for gates over any finite number of qubits

[53, 59]1.

The proposal of the fast scrambling conjecture and the discoveries of the concrete

examples from quantum circuit and potential continuous time model such as black

holes which saturates the bound, lead to the search of other realizations of fast-

scramblers in both the theoretical and the experimental realm. Especially, the

1The change in the number of qubits on which a gate acts, only change the base of the
logarithm. The constant factor will be absorbed into the constant of proportionality which
differed for an individual model or an implementation.
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construction of Hamiltonian, hence deterministic, fast scramblers were in great

interest due to its implications not only in the high-energy physics, but also for

their implications in condensed matter physics. One of the early examples of

Hamiltonian fast scramblers was discovered by Kitaev. It is a model now known

as the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model (SYK model) [67–69], a model of interacting

Majonara fermions with random nonlocal 4-body interactions.

The existence of the Hamiltonian fast-scrambler implied the existence of a bound

to the speed of which a state can evolve. A system with rapid evolution of a

state with extreme sensitivity to an initial state is called a chaotic system. One

way to quantify how fast information scrambles in such a system is to look at

how operator evolves in time, which can be quantified by the Out-of-Time-Order

Correlator (OTOC). The OTOC is related to the magnitude of a commutator

of local operators in two different points of space and time, where large OTOC

implies strong mixing of local operators, and hence strong information scrambling.

The SYK model has a property which the growth of OTOC saturates the fastest

bound called Maldacena-Shenker-Stanford bound in the limit of the large number

of fermions; the timescale of the saturation of OTOC in the SYK model scales like

t∗ ∝ logN [70, 71].

Although the SYK model is Hamiltonian in nature, it still relies on random in-

teractions and disorder averaging. The discovery of the SYK model assured the

existence of the Hamiltonian fast scramblers and led to the intensive search for

other realizations of them. As a result, completely deterministic fast scramblers

have later found in various condensed matter systems such as atoms in an optical

cavity with quasiperiodic interactions [72] and spins interacting with long-range

interactions with terms which break a permutation symmetry [73, 74].

1.2 Fast-Scrambling Dynamics on a Sparsely Cou-

pled Graph

In this thesis, in order to model the fast scrambling dynamics, we take an approach

based on a model on a sparsely coupled graph proposed by Gubser et al. [75]. The

model interpolates between the two incompatible geometries—linear and treelike.

It is inspired by the p-adic version of the Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory

(AdS/CFT) the correspondence. The AdS/CFT correspondence [53, 76–78] is
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Figure 1.3: Two limits of the sparsely coupled interaction graph. A
sparsely coupled interaction graph, Jsp(i − j), with a tunable parameter s. A
nearest neighbor in the familiar linear (Euclidean) geometry is recovered in the
limit of s = −∞ (left). In the limit of s = ∞, the interaction becomes nearest
neighbor in a treelike geometry (right). At s = 0, the geometry is neither linear
nor treelike.

a conjecture from a theory of quantum gravity, which conjectures that there is a

duality between the geometry of Anti-de Sitter space [40] and a strongly correlated

quantum system living at the edge of the space. The conjecture is studied in the

various settings, and one of the studies are done in a geometry which is governed

by p-adic distance as a measure of the closeness of matter (c.f. Ch. 2.6). A simpler

treelike structure of spacetime, which emerges from the geometry governed by the

p-adic distance, is hoped to provide a simple yet rich playground for understanding

various aspects of the correspondence.

The key idea behind the sparsely coupled model lies in the incompatibility in the

notion of “locality” in the two geometries—linear and treelike. The principle of

locality in the field of physics states that a change in physical state at a give point

only affects its immediate surroundings and does not immediately affect something

in distance by skipping matters (fields) in between [36, 79–86]2. In the case of the

linear (Euclidean) geometry, a perturbation given at an origin propagates the space

and affect the surroundings from the points which has small Euclidean distance

from the origin to the points that have large Euclidean distance (Fig. 1.3 left).

In the case of the treelike (p-adic) geometry, on the other hand, the notion of

distance is related to the number of edges (branches of the tree) between the two

2Here we are not discussing violation of Bell’s inequality caused by the measurement of a
quantum state in space-like separated points. The limitation on how information travels is
strictly given by the Einstein’s theory of relativity, which does not allow transmission faster
than the speed of light or the deterministic teleportation of information without a classical
communication channel. For a review and discussion on this topic, c.f. [84].
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qubits as shown in Fig. 1.3 right [75, 87, 88]; the definition of the p-adic distance

is discussed in detail in Ch. 2.6.

In the case of the treelike geometry, the distance between qubit i and qubit j

decreases as the number of times which |i − j| can be divided by p increases.

This property makes treelike geometry to be fundamentally incompatible with

the linear geometry, because the qubits that are close in the treelike geometry

is far away when they are ordered in the linear geometry [75]. Inspired by this

incompatibility of locality in these geometries, Gubser et al. [75] have observed a

similarity between a field theory governed by p-adic numbers and a model on a

sparsely coupled graph in certain limits. The Hamiltonian of the Gubser’s sparsely

coupled model is

H =
∑
ij

Jsp(i− j)ϕiϕj −
∑
j

ϕj, (1.1)

where ϕ is a real scalar field. The interaction function Jsp(i − j) is defined on

a sparsely coupled graph as depicted in Fig. 1.3 (middle), where two-body inter-

actions only occur if and only if the site indices are differ by integer powers of

p:

Jsp(i− j) =

|i− j|s when |i− j| = pn, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · ·

0 Otherwise
, (1.2)

with p = 2.

The model interpolates between two geometries with incompatible notions of lo-

cality by tuning a parameter s ∈ R. Gubser et al. [75] have shown that the

spectrum of the model converges to the nearest-neighbor model in the linear (Eu-

clidean) geometry in the s = −∞ limit (Fig. 1.3 left), while it converges to the

nearest-neighbor model in the treelike (p = 2-adic) geometry in the limit of s = ∞
(Fig. 1.3 right).

As s is tuned, the model must undergo a transition in its underlying geometry. The

conjecture which is investigated in this thesis is, that such a transition in analogous

fully quantum mechanical systems, occurs at s = 0. At the critical point (or in

the critical region), we show that the model is fast scrambling because the notion

of locality is no longer well defined at such a point—the underlying geometry
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is neither linear nor treelike. Furthermore, we show that in this limit, the fast

scrambling dynamics can be observed without relying on random interactions.

1.3 Towards Simulating and Observing the De-

terministic Fast Scramblers

The technological advancements of hardware and algorithms in both classical and

quantum computing have made studies of strongly correlated quantum systems

possible [89–107]. However, due to the incompatibility between the geometry of

the sparsely coupled models and the Euclidean nature of the space where the

physical world resides, constructing an experimental procedure for simulating and

observing the quantum mechanical nature of considered models are challenging.

Furthermore, the numerical simulation of the fast scramblers in the fully quantum

regime is also a challenge due to the exponentially increasing degrees of freedom

associated with the rapidly growing entanglement across the available degrees of

freedom.

These constrain the state-of-art numerical methods such as Matrix Product States

(MPS) [91, 92, 97, 108–116], due to the quickly spreading entanglement across the

system. In this thesis, we propose various models of deterministic fast scram-

blers, and verify their dynamics numerically using extended MPS methods which

efficiently compute the correlators for short timescale. In addition, we use the

methods on a restricted subspace, namely the stabilizer state algorithms [90, 117–

119], which can simulate thousands of spins for the restricted operations. Possible

experimental implementations of the deterministic fast scramblers accessible in

near-term experiments using cold atoms are also discussed.

1.4 Beyond the Unitary Dynamics

The efficiency of a quantum system in spreading entanglement is closely related to

how sensitive the system is to the local erasure of information during dynamics. In

recent years, the effect of competition between scrambling dynamics, which gener-

ates many-body entanglement, and processes such as local measurements, which

destroy the entanglement, has attracted great interest. The Measurement-Induced
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Phase Transition (MIPT) [119–124] is a phenomenon which occurs as a result of

such a competition. In MIPT, the entanglement structure of the steady state tran-

sitions sharply from the volume-law entanglement to the area-law entanglement

due to excessively applied local measurements. Since its discovery, the study of

MIPT has been extended to purification dynamics [125], and the properties of

the dynamically generated Quantum Error-Correcting Codes (QECCs) [125, 126].

Those studies revealed that the critical points and its associated universality class

depend largely on the underlying geometry of a system, and with the right geom-

etry, a system can protect the many-body entanglement being destroyed from the

excessive local measurements.

In the context of deterministic fast scramblers, a natural question to ask is how

the properties of MIPTs and dynamically generated QECC are affected by the un-

derlying fast scrambling dynamics and determinism. In the literature, the effects

of fast scrambling dynamics on random models have been investigated through the

studies of MIPTs in the SYK model [127–129] and random circuits [123, 124, 130].

The effects of determinism are also investigated in the local nearest-neighbor cir-

cuits [121, 122] and integrable fermionic models [131, 132]. These studies revealed

that long-range interactions enhance the system’s ability to protect entanglement,

and a possibility of detecting the transitions without relying on the random inter-

actions and random local measurements.

Fast scrambling dynamics also have an effect on the properties of dynamically gen-

erated QECCs. A quantum system is susceptible to noise, and therefore removal

of errors on a quantum state due to such noise is a crucial procedure in order to

have a working quantum computer. Quantum error correction is a procedure for

detecting and correcting such errors, and this is done by encoding a state in to

much more qubits, in a way which an error can be detected through a measurement

on one of the redundant qubits that span a code space [66, 117, 118, 133, 133].

The QECC defines how a state is mapped to a state in a code space. The code

rate is the ratio between the number of logical qubits that are stored in a state

and the actual number of qubits that are required to represent a state, and the

code distance quantifies how many errors must be introduced until the errors are

no longer correctable.

The effects of deterministic fast scramblers with nonlocal interactions on the

MIPTs are still remained as a gap in the literature. Thus our interest is on
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how the properties of MIPTs change as a model transition from being a determin-

istic local scrambler to a deterministic nonlocal fast scrambler. The circuit which

has high MIPT critical points and long code distances can provide a reliable way

of generating the highly entangled states, while having little or no effect from

the local decoherence in the process. The generated highly entangled states in

the subcritical regime are known to be used as resources for quantum computing

[134, 135]. In this thesis, we investigate the MIPTs and the QECC properties of

the sparsely coupled model by tuning the parameter which controls the maximum

distance of the long-range coupling. We show that the introduction of nonlocal

couplings significantly increases the MIPT critical point, while keeping the univer-

sality class of the transition to remain in 1+1-dimension. We also show that, when

the underlying circuit is fast scrambling, the code distance becomes extensive for

a fixed code rate (i.e. the amount of information in the code).

1.4.1 Towards Numerically Simulating the Fast Scrambling

Dynamics

As the technology for classical computing advances, it allows the numerical simula-

tions of quantum systems beyond the regimes where properties of physical systems

are analytically tractable [89–91, 94, 136]. These numerical techniques are used to

predict and verify various experimental and observational outcomes [137–140]. In

order to verify that the proposed models are fast scrambling, the prediction of the

logarithmic scaling on various correlators which quantify the entanglement across

the system, are necessary. However, due to the exponentially increasing dimen-

sions of the Hilbert space with respect to the system size, simulation of large-scale

quantum dynamics are difficult.

To go beyond the exact diagonalization while not destroying the quantum mechan-

ical nature of the model, there exists various numerical techniques. Such methods

include the Density-Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) algorithm [89, 141],

which has been uncovering the ground state properties of strongly correlated sys-

tems. The algorithm is extended and reformulated using MPS [109–111, 113, 142],

which is a representation of quantum states, that accurately captures the area-law

entangled states in one dimension. This made the algorithm more accessible and

even more expandable beyond the ground state search. One key expansion is the
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invention of algorithms for simulating the exact dynamics. Such algorithms in-

clude time evolving block decimation algorithm [143] and time-dependent DMRG

[91].

Although the MPS are best at efficiently representing a state that is sufficiently

localized, there are attempts on expanding the algorithms beyond such constraints

[92, 94, 97, 144–147]. In recent years, a time evolution algorithm based on the

Time Dependent Variational Principle (TDVP) [94, 97, 116, 144, 148] made the

efficient time-dependent simulation of MPS beyond the locally interacting systems,

possible.

In spite of the developed state-of-art MPS algorithms, simulating systems with

strong long-range interactions beyond one hundred qubits or short times is still

challenging. To go beyond this limit, and to see the emerging scaling, we adopt

techniques from the field of quantum information. Clifford circuits [118, 149]

are a class of circuits which acts on a restricted subspace spanned by the states

called stabilizer states. The circuit maps tensor products of Pauli operators called

a Pauli string, to some other Pauli string. When the circuit acts on stabilizer

states—N -qubit states which are uniquely defined by the simultaneous eigenstate

of N Pauli strings—the dynamics is known to be simulated efficiently using a

classical computer in polynomial time because of the Gottesman-Knill theorem

[90, 118, 149, 150].

Despite the reduced degrees of freedom in the Clifford circuits, they are known to

exhibit rich features that are unique to the quantum mechanics, such as quantum

entanglement [119, 121–124, 126, 151–157]. Furthermore, the dynamics on random

Clifford circuits well approximates the dynamics of the general quantum random

circuits because random gates in the Clifford algebra follow unitary 2-design [151,

158, 159]. Thus, they are used to efficiently simulate the entanglement spreading in

various quantum systems [119, 160, 161], purification process [123], and dynamics

that are subjected to the projective measurements [119–124].
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1.4.2 Towards Experimentally Observing the Fast-Scrambling

Dynamics

The technological advancement in atomic, molecular, and optical physics made the

precision manipulations of atoms and photons possible [96, 162–172]. Experimen-

tal platforms such as trapped ions [96, 162, 164, 165], atoms in an optical cavity

[166, 170–172], and Rydberg (neutral) atoms [163, 167–169], made probes of both

static and dynamical properties of systems with tunable continuous long-range

interactions in one and higher dimensions, possible.

However, due to the dimensional and locality constraints that are imposed by

the nature, experimental realization of non-continuous long-range interactions,

which appears on a sparsely coupled interaction graph, is a challenge. In order

to overcome this problem, and to realize the sparsely coupled quantum systems,

two different approaches are proposed in this thesis. One is an approach based on

proposal [166] using atoms in an optical cavity. In this approach the atom-atom

interactions are mediated by the photons in a cavity. By adding a linear magnetic

field gradient, the detuning in the energy levels induced by the gradient forbids all

the interatomic interactions mediated by the Raman process, except for the atoms

that are at the right distance from one another, hence with the right detuning.

This enables us to create tunable long-range interactions, where the interaction

strength is tunable for every available interatomic distances.

Although the speed of light is still the limit on how fast the atoms can interact, this

timescale is vanishingly small in comparison to the timescale set by the strength of

the interaction, which is typically ofO(100) µs [102]. Thus, the logN scaling of the

scrambling time at the fast-scrambling limit is expected to persist for any system

size for the constant interaction strength, making the realization a fast scrambler

with the physical time. Furthermore, a protocol for measuring the OTOC is also

proposed for such an experimental setup using echoes and time reversal dynamics

[173], making it an ideal experimental platform for simulating and detecting the

fast scrambling dynamics.

The other approach we take in this thesis utilizes the manipulations of neutral

atoms using optical tweezers [105, 174, 175]. The non-trivial couplings are induced

by shuffling of atoms and implementing local interactions. The rich geometries

which emerge upon carefully engineered shuffling procedures, provide a playground

for both experimental and theoretical condensed matter physics [104, 105, 175,
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176]. With this scheme, we show that the interaction on a sparsely coupled graph

is naturally recovered with Faro shuffling [177] and nearest-neighbor interactions

via van der Waals interactions of Rydberg states [163, 168, 178–180].

Unlike the atoms-in-cavity approach, the Hamiltonian of this approach is itera-

tive and time-dependent (Floquet), making the system to behave as an iterative

quantum circuit. Due to the necessity for the shuffling of atoms for realizing the

effective long-range interactions, the transport time makes the implementation of

the scheme to scale linearly with the system size. However, the problem on scaling

can be overcome by adjusting the physical time between the layers to the worst

transport time which happens at the largest system size. Although this experi-

mental realization is not “fast” in the physical time, the long coherence time of the

atomic qubits and the fact that the realization only rely on the nearest-neighbor

gates make the procedure reliable and scalable for implementing long-range and

fast-scrambling quantum circuits in the near term experiments. Furthermore, The

protocols for detecting the scrambling time in the quantum circuits are also known

in this approach, which is the quantum teleportation protocol [59, 181, 182]; this

is also explored in this thesis.

1.5 Overview

Inspired by Gubser’s field theoretical model on a sparsely coupled graph, in this

thesis, we propose deterministic fast scramblers and investigate their dynamical

properties. We investigate two implementations: one is a Hamiltonian fast scram-

bler, which can be implemented in near-term experimental platforms with atoms

in an optical cavity, and the other is a Floquet (quantum circuit) fast scrambler,

which can be implemented in near-term experimental platforms with cold atoms

in arrays of optical tweezers. The rest of the thesis is divided into four parts:

the theoretical background is discussed in the first part (Part II), research results

are discussed on the following two parts (Part III and Part IV), and finally we

conclude and give an outlook in Part V.

In Part II, we introduce background theories on fast scramblers. In Ch. 2, we

review first, the entanglement entropy in quantum systems, then we introduce

fast scrambling conjecture and the constraints which prohibit fast scrambling in

local systems. We also discuss how the locality can be broken by introducing
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a sparsely coupled model which naturally interpolates between two geometries

with incompatible notions of geometry. In Ch. 3, we connect the fast scrambling

dynamics to the chaotic quantum systems and review how the chaotic dynamics

has been diagnosed in quantum systems with non-trivial correlators and properties

of random matrices. Finally, in Ch. 4, we introduce the numerical methods that

are used in this thesis for verifying and quantifying the fast scrambling dynamics.

In Part III we look at two implementations of the deterministic fast scramblers.

First, we propose a fast scrambling quantum spin Hamiltonian on a sparsely cou-

pled graph, which can be implemented with atoms in an optical cavity (Ch. 5).

We show that, by tuning the interaction strengths, the underlying geometry of

the model transitions from linear to treelike; and at the transition the model be-

comes a fast scrambler due to the loss of notion of locality. We show that in the

fast scrambling limit, the underlying level statistics of the Hamiltonian becomes

chaotic, and emergent logarithmic lightcone in few and many-body regimes. Then

in Ch. 6, we introduce a Floquet scrambler on a sparsely coupled graph, which

is dual to a quantum circuit. In this Floquet formulation, we first investigate a

family of random circuits on a sparse coupling graph with a parameter which tunes

the underlying geometry. By studying the entanglement structure and teleporta-

tion properties, we show that the fast scrambling dynamics also emerges at the

point where the underlying geometry transitions. Then we discuss how the model

can be implemented in the near-term experiment with atoms in optical lattice and

optical tweezers. Finally, we show that fast scrambling dynamics persist even in

the limit where all the gates are replaced with a deterministic set of gates, which

makes the circuit a Floquet fast scrambler.

In Part IV, we investigate the non-unitary dynamics of the deterministic fast

scramblers. In Ch. 7, we investigate the competition between the scrambling dy-

namics, which tends to spread many-body entanglement across different degrees

of freedom in the system, and local measurements, which act to destroy the entan-

glement. This is done by studying the MIPTs and the properties of dynamically

generated QECCs on a sparsely coupled model. We investigate three different

MIPTs on a deterministic circuit which interpolates from a local slow scrambler

to a nonlocal fast scrambler, and study how introductions of longer nonlocal cou-

plings in the model affect the critical properties of the MIPTs. We then study

the code properties of the dynamically generated QECCs of the deterministic fast
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scrambler with infrequent measurements, and show that the code distances be-

come extensive in the fast scrambling limit. We show that the robustness towards

the local projective measurements can be significantly increased just by adding

O(1) nonlocal interactions to each qubit.

Finally in Part V, we conclude this thesis with summary and outlook.
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Chapter 2

Quantum Entanglement and Fast

Scrambling Dynamics

When you have eliminated the

impossible, whatever remains,

however improbable, must be the

truth.

Sherlock Holmes [190]
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Entropy is first introduced in statistical mechanics, in order to quantify the number

of microscopic states which contributes towards a macroscopic state. This quantity

was generalized by Shannon [57] for quantifying the amount of information which

certain systems (messages) hold. Whether these two quantities—one describes the

physical state, and one describes abstract mathematical properties—represents the

same quantities or not, has been the interest for both physicists and information

theorists [191–193].

In quantum mechanics, an ensemble of states can be defined in which entropy

can be well-defined due to its probabilistic feature. With such a property quan-

tum information theory can be formulated with its own notion of entropy [79, 80].

Quantum entanglement [11, 79, 80, 194, 195] is one of the properties of the entropy

of quantum states which distinguishes the classical notion of entropy to that in

quantum systems. With Quantum entanglement, one can introduce long distance

correlations which cannot be increased through local operation and classical com-

munication. Since its discovery, how such a strange correlation plays fundamental

role in physical systems has been a topic of research across various fields of physics.

One important aspect of entanglement which we focus in this thesis is the dynam-

ical generation of entanglement. In quantum systems with local interactions, the

speed of which entanglement can be generated across different parts of the system

is restricted by the Lieb-Robinson bound [81, 196–198]. The bound restricts the

distance which correlation can reach to increase linearly in time with velocity vs.

Since the “distance” between sites is a quantity which is defined by the underly-

ing geometry of a system, dynamics of the system often provides insight into the

underlying geometry and locality of the system [102].

The fast scrambling conjecture is another bound which limits on how fast different

parts of a system can be entangled [53, 54]. The conjecture states that the time

t∗ for the information to be scrambled across the system cannot scale faster than

t∗ ∝ logN , and black holes are physical systems which saturate this bound. Due to

the Lieb-Robinson bound, however, reaching this bound with systems consisting

only of finite short-range interactions, is impossible. Therefore, the notion of

locality in the model must be broken in order to reach the fast scrambling limit.

In this chapter, we introduce the theory of quantum entanglement entropy, and

restrictions in its dynamical properties which comes from the locality of the un-

derlying geometry. We also review an attempt on breaking such restrictions to
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reach the fast scrambling limit by introducing a model which interpolates between

the geometries with incompatible notions of locality. The rest of this chapter is

structured as follows: in §2.1, we introduce classical information theory. Then

in §2.2 the measures of classical information are expanded to the quantum infor-

mation. In §2.3, we introduce the notion of locality defined by the metric of the

underlying geometry of a model, and the Lieb-Robinson bound, where we show

how an area-law entangled state can dynamically reach volume-law entanglement.

In §2.4, we introduce the fast scrambling conjecture. The notion of a lightcone is

introduced in §2.5, and its version for systems with long-range interactions with an

emergent polynomial lightcone is reviewed. Then, in §2.6, we introduce a geome-

try spanned by the p-adic numbers, which the incompatible notion of locality to

the familiar Euclidean geometry; and we introduce a sparse model once again as a

model, where its underlying geometry interpolates between Euclidean and 2-adic

geometries as a parameter s is tuned. Finally, in §2.7, we conclude this chapter.

2.1 Entropy as a Measure of Information

Entropy is a quantity rooted in statistical mechanics [6, 7], often understood as

a measure of randomness [199]. Given the available macroscopic states ω, the

entropy of a thermal system is expressed as

S = −kB
∑
ω

p(ω) ln p(ω), (2.1)

where p(ω) is the probability of a system taking a macroscopic state ω [200].

The entropy in statistical mechanics has a much deeper meaning beyond a measure

of randomness and reversibility. In 1948, Shannon published The mathematical

theory of communication [57]. In it, he laid down a series of qualities which a

measure of information must satisfy. He especially considered a stochastic system

and how much information can be gained from measurements. He concluded that

the measure S1 must have the following form

SA = −
|A|−1∑
i=0

pi ln pi, (2.2)

1It is conventional to use H in the field of information theory, however here S is used to
distinguish Shannon entropy from the physical entropy S and Hamiltonian H.
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where system A, A = {a0, · · · , a|A|−1}, has states ai, which occurs with probability

pi and the subscript i is an index over all possible states in A. The measure of

information S has the same form as the definition of thermodynamic entropy, and

therefore, it was named entropy (Shannon entropy).

The entropy in information theory is a measure of how much information can be

gained through a measurement of a probabilistic event given the knowledge of the

probability distribution. The rarer the event, more information can be obtained

when it occurs. Shannon entropy can also be used to quantify the correlation be-

tween two systems. The larger the correlation, less uncertain the state of the other

becomes when one system is measured, thus making the amount of information of

the correlated variables smaller.

This can be shown by considering the total entropy of a system composed of two

random variables. Given random variables X and Y , the following inequality holds

between the entropy of a whole system S(XY ) and the entropy of its parts, S(X)

and S(Y ):

S(XY ) ≤ S(X) + S(Y ), (2.3)

which follows from the Jensen inequality of a concave function [201]: Here XY

denotes the union of sets X and Y .

I(X, Y ) = S(X) + S(Y )− S(XY ) =
∑

(x,y)∈(X,Y )

p(x, y) ln
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

≥ − ln
∑

(x,y)∈(X,Y )

p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)

p(x, y)
= 0. (2.4)

This quantity I(X, Y ) = S(X)+S(Y )−S(XY ) is called mutual information. This

quantifies the information shared between two random variables, or equivalently

the correlation between the two. The entropy of the whole, therefore is smaller

than the sum because of the redundancy of the information shared between the

parts X and Y .

2.1.1 Tripartite Mutual Information

The mutual information can be generalized to the cases of more than two random

variables [202, 203]. In this thesis, we use a generalized mutual information called
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X Y Z p
0 0 0 1/4
0 1 1 1/4
1 0 1 1/4
1 1 0 1/4

Table 2.1: List of all the possible states of a system of classical random
variables X, Y , and Z. The system XY Z can take 4 states and each state
can occur with the probability 1/4. While variables X and Y take a value of
either 0 or 1 randomly with equal probability, Z is constrained as a binary sum
of X and Y .

Tripartite Mutual Information (TMI) [123, 204–211],

I(X : Y : Z) = I(X, Y ) + I(X,Z)− I(X, Y Z), (2.5)

where Y Z denotes the union of variables Y and Z. This quantity measures how

much of information in X is embedded globally in random variables Y and Z.

Unlike the mutual information, TMI can take a negative value. To illustrate the

meaning of this negativity, here we provide an example with two independent

classical random variables X and Y which takes a value of either 0 or 1 with equal

probability, and a variable Z = X + Y mod 2. The mutual information of Z and

X, and hence, Z and Y are (using Table 2.1):

I(Z,X) = S(Z) + S(X)− S(ZX)

= −
∑

z∈{0,1}

1

2
ln

1

2
−
∑

x∈{0,1}

1

2
ln

1

2
+

∑
(x,z)∈{(0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(1,1)}

1

4
ln

1

4

= I(Z, Y ) = 0. (2.6)

where I(Z,X) = I(Z, Y ) comes from the symmetry between the variables X and

Y . Similarly, I(Z,XY ) is evaluated as (Table 2.1):

I(Z,XY ) =
∑

z∈{0,1}

−1

2
ln

1

2
−

∑
(x,y)∈{(0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(1,1)}

1

4
ln

1

4

+
∑

(x,y,z)∈{(0,0,0),(0,1,1),(1,0,1),(1,1,0)}

1

4
ln

1

4
= ln 2. (2.7)

Here, the degrees of freedom given to Z are suppressed due to the relation Z =

X +Y mod 2. This gives rise to S(XY ) canceling S(XY Z), leaving I(Z,XY ) =
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S(X) = ln 2. As a result, the TMI I(X, Y, Z) of this toy example evaluates to:

I(X : Y : Z) = I(X, Y ) + I(X,Z)− I(X, Y Z) = 0 + 0− ln 2 = − ln 2. (2.8)

Here, it is clear that negativity of TMI comes from the fact that information of Z

is globally embedded in the combined system XY , but the information is hidden

in the individual components X and Y . Thus, the negativity of TMI, on a classical

level, measures the degree of global embedding of information.

2.2 Quantum Entanglement Entropy

The notion of entropy is expanded for quantifying the correlations in quantum

mechanical states by von Neumann [212]. He introduced a density operator ρ to

describe a quantum state which represents a classical mixture, without well-defined

phases between the available states [195]. Let pi be the probability of measuring

the state |ωi⟩, then the density matrix is given by

ρ =
∑
i

pi |ωi⟩ ⟨ωi| . (2.9)

A pure state is a special case where pi = 1, where for all other states, pi = 0.

With this, like the entropy in statistical mechanics, the entropy of a quantum

mechanical state ρ, also known as von Neumann entropy, is defined as:

S = −Tr{ρ ln ρ} = −
∑
i

pi ln pi ≥ 0, (2.10)

where pi are the real positive eigenvalues of ρ. This definition of the density

matrix and entropy expands statistical mechanics to the quantum regime. In

quantum mechanics, a thermal state with the temperature T = 1/(kBβ) is ρ =

e−βH/Tr{e−βH} where H is the Hamiltonian of the system.

Two systems X and Y are said to be entangled when the density matrix which

describes the combined system ρXY cannot be expressed in the form

ρXY =
∑
i

piρ
i
X ⊗ ρiY , (2.11)
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where ρiX and ρiY are the density matrices of X and Y , and ⊗ is the Kronecker

product. When the combined system is isolated and the state as a whole is a pure

state |Ψ⟩, the entanglement between X and Y can be quantified with the von

Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix ρX of subsystem X

S(X) = −Tr {ρX ln ρX} = SY = −Tr {ρY ln ρY } ≥ 0, (2.12)

where

ρX = TrY {ρXY }, (2.13)

and TrY {· · · } is the partial trace over Y .

The equality in Eq. (2.12) is only satisfied when X and Y are not entangled.

Inequality, on the other hand, implies that the global wavefunction |Ψ⟩ cannot be
decomposed into a tensor product of |ΨX⟩ and |ΨY ⟩ and

|Ψ⟩ ≠ |ΨX⟩ ⊗ |ΨY ⟩ , (2.14)

where |ΨX⟩ (|ΨY ⟩) is a wavefunction which lives in the Hilbert space spanned by

subsystem X (Y ). This inseparability between two subsystems gives rise to shared

information between two parts of the system that is beyond the reach of classical

states.

The properties of quantum entanglement lie at the core of quantum simulation

[66, 96, 98, 100, 213–218], quantum information [58, 66, 118, 133, 219–221], and

quantum computation [66, 118, 133, 222–225]. Due to the existence of entangle-

ment, in order to simulate a quantum system, one has to keep track of all the

conditional probabilities between entangled parts of the system. This gives rise to

the number of states, i.e. the dimension of the Hilbert space, in a system to in-

crease exponentially with respect to the number of unit of component of a system

(local Hilbert space dimension). Let Dloc be the number of degrees of freedom in a

unit part, quantum system of interacting N such parts have the degrees of freedom

N , which increases exponentially, N = DN
loc. As a result, quantum systems, in

general, are hard to simulate with a classical computer.
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2.2.1 Monogamy of Entanglement and Tripartite Mutual

Information

Monogamy of entanglement is a bound which two entangled parts must obey when

they are being entangled with a third party. It states that when two parts are

maximally entangled, then they cannot be entangled at all with any other systems.

In general, the monogamy implies the following bound in the mutual information

between the parties X, Y , and Z [226–228]

S(X|Y ) + S(X|Z)− S(X|Y Z) ≤ 0, (2.15)

Here S(X|Y ) denotes the entropy of X conditioned that the value of Y is known.

TMI, can also be generalized to quantum mechanical states. Here the negativity

of the quantity also imply the global embedding of information, in this case, the

embedding of quantum information in terms of entanglement. The monogamy of

entanglement discussed above implies that entanglement building up nonlocally

across a system gives rise to negativity of the TMI [205, 206, 229, 230]. This is

implied from the srong subadditivity

I(X : Y : Z) = I(X,Z)− I(X,Z|Y ) ≤ 0

→ 0 ≤ I(X,Z) < I(X,Z|Y ) = S(X|Y ) + S(Z|Y )− S(XZ|Y ), (2.16)

where the right-hand side is the left-hand side of Eq. (2.15) written in terms of the

subsystem Y . Here, large negativity implies information in Y is strongly entangled

across XZ (i.e. S(X|Y ) + S(Z|Y ) ≫ S(XZ|Y )).

2.2.2 Area-Law and Volume-Law of Entanglement

In a classical system, at zero temperature the entropy goes to 0 both locally and

globally due to the vanishing thermal fluctuations. In closed quantum systems with

a non-degenerate ground state, even at zero-temperature, locally, the entropy can

be non-vanishing. The origin of the fluctuation, in this case, is the local operators

that do not commute with the Hamiltonian, where the expectation values are

bounded by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [9, 231–233].
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For example, let us consider a quantum system with a Hamiltonian:

H = −Horder − gHdisordered, (2.17)

where Horder represents terms which favors the order (e.g. the ferromagnetic order

through nearest-neighbor Ising interaction) and Horder breaking is the terms in the

Hamiltonian which favors the loss of order (e.g. an external transverse field). When

the two terms do not commute, the uncertainty principle

〈
∆H2

order∆H
2
disordered

〉
≥ 1

4
|⟨[Horder, Hdisordered]⟩|2 , (2.18)

where ∆O2 of an operator O is ∆O2 = O2 − ⟨O⟩2 and [A,B] = AB − BA is a

commutator, tells us that even at zero temperature the fluctuations in both of

the terms can never vanish. This causes, in the regime where the energy from

the ordered part and the disordered part are comparable (typically g ∼ O(1) in

low-dimensional short-range systems), the restoration of order causes the energy

penalty from the disorder-favoring part of the Hamiltonian. As a consequence,

when g increases to the critical value, the large fluctuation in Hdisordered breaks the

order of the ground state, and hence the phase transition occurs.

In a non-degenerate local and gapped quantum system, long-range correlations

ought not to be expected in the low-energy regime. This is because a generation

of long-range correlations in a local system tend to require excitations. For a

gapped quantum system on a lattice, it is proven that the low-energy eigenstates

of the Hamiltonian obey an area-law entanglement [232, 234, 235], where the

entanglement entropy of a region X only increases proportionally to the area of

the boundary of the region X, denoted as ∂X. In a one-dimensional system, we

have S(X) ∼ O(1).

When area-law entangled states are subjected to a quench, excitations spread the

information about local states to sites that are far away. In ergodic systems, where

local states are expected to explore most of the state space, given sufficiently long

time, the entanglement per site is expected to saturate the monogamous bound.

In such a case, unit parts of the subsystem X is almost maximally entangled to the

complement region of X, which is denoted as X̄. In this case, the entanglement

entropy grows linearly with the size of (the number of the unit parts in) X, |X|:

S(X) ∝ |X|. (2.19)
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This is called volume-law entanglement, because the entanglement entropy is pro-

portional to the volume of region X.

In the case of a random state in a N Dloc-dimensional quantum system the state

is shown to be volume-law entangled [236–238]:

S(X) ∼ |X| lnDloc −
1

2
D

2|X|−|N |
loc

(
|X| < N

2

)
, (2.20)

for arbitrary subsystem of size |X| < N
2
. The entanglement entropy of an arbitrary

subsystem in such random states are no more than 1 bit off from its maximum

value of |X| lnDloc. This gives rise to negativity of the TMI of a tripartite system

I(X : Y : Z) ≈ −(SX + SY Z) ≈ −|N | lnDloc (2.21)

where X, Y , and Z are the regions of equal area in the system and 1 ≪ N

is the system size. The state which saturates this random state limit is called

Page-scrambled state [53].

2.3 Entanglement Growth and Geometry

Since entanglement entropy is a quantity associated with the density matrix ρ,

entanglement entropy also grows in time. Therefore, like ρ, its evolution is gov-

erned by the Hamiltonian of the system. In the case of a system which consists

only of short-range interactions, the principle of locality tells us that information

travels through a system by affecting its immediate surroundings. As a result, in

such a system, information is expected to spread continuously over a space as a

function of time t. Result of this type of entanglement generating dynamics is

a transformation of initially an area-law state into a volume-law entangled state

at large times. Thus, dynamics encodes information of the underlying geometric

structure—namely, the notions of area and volume—of the Hamiltonian onto the

entanglement structure of a state. In this section, we review the notion of locality

by first introducing the metric, which defines the distance of a system, and then

we review the Lieb-Robinson bound which puts locality constraint to quantum

systems with finite short-range interactions.
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2.3.1 Locality and Geometry

The notion of locality is closely tied to how distance is defined. The distance in

a graph is defined by a metric function, d(x, y), which defines closeness of two

numbers (coordinates) x and y. The Euclidean space, which the universe believed

to be approximated in the sufficiently small length scales, is defined through the

Euclidean metric:

d∞(x, y) = |x− y|, (2.22)

where | · | is the absolute value of a number.

The metric also define an order of physical quantities in the spacetime. The

ordering defined by the Euclidean metric is consistent with our intuition on how

natural numbers are ordered, 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 < · · · . This ordering based on the

Euclidean distance is often referred as Archimedean ordering [239–242].

With a proper metric, the notion of “finite short-range interactions” can be defined

without an ambiguity as finite-range interactions where their range is small com-

pared to the system’s length scale. Here, the length scale of the system is roughly

proportional to the radius of the D-dimensional sphere which roughly embeds the

system, hence the length scale is roughly proportional to N1/D. The notion of

locality, and the principle of locality which follows, can then be interpreted as the

dynamics which influence the sites temporary in an ordered manner, where sites

with smaller distances are affected strongly in early times, and later in time, the

sites at longer distances are affected.

2.3.2 Lieb-Robinson Bound

In relativistic mechanics, the speed at which information can spread is limited

by the speed of light. Likewise, in quantum mechanics, the speed is also limited

even in the non-relativistic limit by a bound called Lieb-Robinson bound [81].

The bound states, that for a state evolving in a Hamiltonian with finite-range

interactions, the degree of operator mixing, quantified by the commutator between

an operator A at site i at time t = 0 and an operator B at site j at time t = T ,
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follows the inequality

∥[Ai(t = 0), B(t = T )j]∥ ≤ Ce−µ(d(i,j)−vT ), (2.23)

where [·, ·] is the commutator, || · || and d(i, j) is the distance between sites i and j,

C and µ are positive constants. This bound implies, that for pairs of sites beyond

the distance dLR = v|T |, the correlation between two operators are exponentially

suppressed. Therefore, for sufficiently local models, information cannot spread

faster than linearly in time.

With the Lieb-Robinson bound, the system is clearly divided into two: a region

within the distance dLR = v|t| and a region outside. A lightcone, in this context, is

defined by the boundary between the region which the correlation has spread via

the mixing of the local operators through the interaction (d < dLR) and the region

which the correlation is exponentially suppressed (dLR < d). The lightcone is

equivalently the cone formed by points at distance dLR = v|T | at different times.

As a result, a timescale for the information to reach all the components in the

system is bounded from below by the number of sites in the system t∗ > CN1/D,

where D is the Euclidean dimension of the system and C is a model-dependent

constant.

2.4 The Fast Scrambling Conjecture

Despite the existence of the Lieb-Robinson bound, it is rare to find a quantum

system where its scrambling dynamics saturates the bound. In classical kinetic

theory, a perturbation introduced in a thermal system spreads in timescale t∗

polynomially to the system size N as

t∗ ∝ N2/D, (2.24)

where D is the Euclidean dimension of the system. In a classical thermal system,

t∗ defines the timescale, which is required for a bit of information in a initially

localized perturbation, to be delocalized into the whole system [53].

The Lieb-Robinson bound is saturated in the system with ballistic dynamics, where

perturbation spread through a system with excitations with well-defined group ve-

locity vg. As established, in such a system, the timescale t∗ of which a perturbation
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to spread across the system is expected to scale

t∗ ∝ N1/D. (2.25)

Due to the Lieb-Robinson bound, therefore, for quantum systems on a regular

lattice, one cannot expect the t∗ to scale any faster than this ballistic limit.

Now, let us consider the case of information retrieval from scrambling systems.

Here, we consider a case where a (qu)bit of information is injected into a quantum

system with state |ψ⟩ at some point in space at time t = 0. In order for this

information to be accessed by some observer at some spatial point, the informa-

tion must first get to the observer. Let R be the distance between the point of

injection to the observer, the time for information to travel the distance R scales

like the scrambling time. Therefore, for a retrieval of information to succeed for

an arbitrary R, one must wait for at least the scrambling time.

However, at the scrambling time, as argued, the state is scrambled. Therefore the

state must be volume-law entangled at time t = t∗. At this time, the information is

encoded globally in the system, therefore one must recover a (qu)bit of information

by measuring most of the sites where the information has reached. Let B be a set

of qubits which is collected, then it is known that the amount of information i(B)

that can be retrieved from B is [45]:

i(B) = Sthermal(B)− S(B), (2.26)

where Sthermal(B) is the thermal entropy of subregion B of a black-body radiation

of a system with approximate local density matrix, and S(B) is an actual entropy

of B. If we assume that the scrambled steady state can be approximated with the

Page-scrambled state, one requires collection of more than half of the system in

order to recover the injected information. To give an example, in order to recover

a bit of information thrown into a bathtub full of water, one must wait for half of

the water to evaporate in order to recover the information from just measuring the

evaporating molecules. Typically the time it takes to inspect half of the system is

much longer than scrambling time, otherwise we will not be able to enjoy a warm

cup of tea before they evaporate.

The story is different when the observer possesses a previous knowledge of the state

of a system. Hayden and Preskill [59] showed that when the observer possesses
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the knowledge on half of the state, then the retrieval time can be as fast as the

scrambling time,

tscramble ∼ tretrieval. (2.27)

In the context of the bathtub example, an observer recovers a (qu)bit of informa-

tion as soon as the bath reaches the equilibrium with the injected information.

In an everyday context, this is not a troublesome case. However, in the context

of black holes, such a fast timescale of information retrieval becomes troublesome

because it may allow cloning of quantum information. Theoretically, with a knowl-

edge of half of the radiation which comes from the Hawking radiation [42, 43], a

qubit of information that have fallen across the horizon can be retrieved by the

observer outside the black hole, while the same qubit of information is also present

and trapped in the interior of the black hole.

In 2008, Sekino and Susskind [53, 54] showed that in order for to avoid the cloning

of quantum information, the scrambling timescale t∗ is necessary to be longer than

the time which observer on the outside to fall within the Schwarzschild radius:

t∗ ≳ logRBH ∼ logMBH, where RBH is the Schwarzschild radius and MBH is the

mass of the black hole. The fast scrambling conjecture then states that black holes

saturates the bound

tretrieval ∼ tfast scrambler ∝ logN, (2.28)

where N is the system size.

2.5 Logarithmic Lightcone in Models with Long-

Range Interactions

Fast scramblers spread information exponentially fast in a system. The lightcone

which it exhibits takes a form of tlightcone ∝ log d, where d is the distance from the

perturbation. Here tlightcone represents the time it takes for information to spread

from the origin to a point at distance d. The timescale tlightcone becomes t∗ when

d spans the entire system N1/D, where D is the dimension of the system. In order
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to achieve such a lightcone in a quantum system without random interactions, one

needs to go beyond the regime where the Lieb-Robinson bound is applicable.

The first discussion reaching beyond such a regime is introduction of power-law

decaying interactions. In this model, the strength of interactions between qubits

decays with the distance d as 1/|d|α. This gives rise to corrections beyond linear

spreading of information predicted by the Lieb-Robinson bound [196–198]; for

α > 0, the bound scales as tlightcone ∝ dq, where q < 1 is α dependent constant

[198]. Fast scrambling is still not achievable with this crude treatment of providing

continuous algebraically decaying interactions.

At α = 0, the deterministic long-range models become mean-field like due to a

strong permutation symmetry. The typical spin models such as long-range Ising

and XY models reduce to a non-interacting model, namely the Lipkin-Meshkov-

Glick (LMG) model. [243–245]. LMG-like models are known to show a recur-

rence time that scales linearly with the system size [246], which again forbids

the emergence of the logarithmic lightcone. Therefore, in order to achieve the

fast scrambling limit, the locality must be broken without introducing the strong

permutation symmetry.

2.6 Beyond the Euclidean Geometry

In order to go beyond the constraints imposed by the Euclidean geometry, here

we consider an alternative way to organize numbers called p-adic numbers and its

associated geometry. p-adic numbers are another way to construct a continuum

from a set of discrete numbers, like Euclidean metric can be used to define the

gaps between rational numbers which irrational numbers fill to form the set of real

numbers.

The filling of quotient number, to form a continuum is called Cauchy completion,

and it is proven [247] that the quotient numbers can be Cauchy completed not only

with Euclidean distance, but also with a metric called p-adic distance, dp(x, y).

p-adic numbers [88] are a set of numbers formed by the Cauchy completion of the

quotient number using p-adic norm as the metric, where p is a prime number. The

p-adic distance dp(x, y) of two numbers are defined as follows:

dp(x, y) = |x− y|p, (2.29)
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Figure 2.1: A Bruhat-Tits tree. A p-adic number xp can be expanded
uniquely with a set of integers an (an = 0, 1, · · · , p − 1) as xp =

∑∞
k=−∞ akp

k.
Starting from n = −∞, a p-adic number can be uniquely identified as a path.
Depicted is the Bruhat-Tits tree for p = 2. p-adic numbers lives at the end of
the infinite path, where the left path is taken at the vertex 2n if an = 0 and the
right path is taken otherwise.

where | · |p is a p-adic norm of a number. The p-adic norm of a number, x, is

defined as:

|x|p = p−vp(x), (2.30)

where vp(x) is p-adic valuation, it is the exponent of p in the prime factor of x. For

example v2(2) = 1, v2(1/2) = −1, and v5(3) = 0. As a Euclidean distance from

0 increases, the p-adic distance of a number from 0 decreases, where the p-adic

distance between x and y is bounded by the largest of |x|p and |y|p

|x+ y|p ≤ max{|x|p, |y|p}. (2.31)

This property is called strong triangular inequality. Due to this property, the

ordering defined using the Euclidean distance cannot be consistent with the or-

dering defined with p-adic distances. Hence, the notion of locality which arises

from p-adic metric is incompatible to the locality defined by the Euclidean metric.

From the definition, it is evident that there are infinite amounts of numbers that are

equally close to x in p-adic space. To graphically show the Hierarchical structure,

here we present the tree representation of the p-adic numbers. Like a real number

can be written as a sum of a power series, any p-adic number, xp, can be written

as a summation of a series

xp =
∞∑

k=−∞

akp
k, (2.32)
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with ak ∈ {0, 1, · · · , p− 1}. Starting from the infinitely small p-adic number as

a boundary node, one can hop to any p-adic numbers by going down a fork of p

branches like shown in Fig. 2.1, forming a discretized geometry which covers all

the numbers in the set of p-adic numbers. The tree is known as Bruhat-Tits tree,

or equivalently, the Bethe lattice with the coordination number of p + 1. This

must be contrasted to the real number line, where any number can be reached

by moving continuously to the left (negative direction) or to the right (positive

direction) of a number line.

2.6.1 Monna Map

For positive real numbers, there exists a way to map them, in a way they appear at

the infinite boundary of the Bruhat-Tits tree. The map is called Monna map [248].

Here, we introduce a discrete version of this map following Gubser et al. [75]. For

any integer X in a set {0, 1, · · · , pn − 1}, X can be written as

X =
n−1∑
k=0

xkp
k xk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , p− 1} . (2.33)

In p-adic space, the integer X is mapped to the Xp = M(X)th node at the

boundary of the tree, where the Monna map M is defined as

Xp = M(X) =
n−1∑
k=0

xn−k−1p
k. (2.34)

2.6.2 Implications of p-adic numbers in Physics

This treelike geometry, or equivalently, non-Archimedean geometry, of the p-adic

numbers gives rise to the features that are interesting to be considered for a physi-

cal theory. One of the features is the naturally arising notion of a Planck-scale due

to the discrete nature of the geometry. Also, the tree geometry naturally encom-

passes a hierarchical structure, which are abundant in nature. Motivated by such

points, a study of p-adic version of quantum mechanical theories were conducted

in the late 1980s by the various mathematicians and physicists [87, 249–256].

Furthermore, as shown in this section, the infinite set of p-adic numbers lives at

the edge of the Bruhat-Tits tree. Due to this property, recently, physical theories
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on the p-adic field gained attention once again due to the similarity to AdS/CFT

correspondence. The discretized geometry simplified some calculations, and it is

known that a statistical mechanical model defined on the field show a de Sitter-like

inflating universe [257]. The foundational works on the p-adic AdS/CFT corre-

spondence are done by Steven Gubser [256, 258–260]. They have found striking

similarities between the original version and the p-adic version of the correspon-

dence. Although the implications of p-adic geometry on the physical theory in

the Euclidean geometry have not been concretely established, p-adic AdS/CFT

correspondence is an active field of research.

2.6.3 Sparsely Coupled Models

Inspired by the p-adic version of AdS/CFT correspondence and the simplified

and discretized geometry of the p-adic field theory, a more simplified model on a

discrete treelike geometry similar to the Bruhat-Tits tree [75, 261] was proposed by

Gubser [75]. It is a sparsely coupled model with algebraically decaying (increasing)

interactions

J(d) =

|d|s (d is an integer powers of 2)

0 (otherwise)
, (2.35)

which was introduced in Ch. 1.2.

As discussed in Ch. 1.2, the model interpolates between two geometries, where

locality is defined by the Euclidean norm (linear geometry, s < 0), and p-adic

norm (treelike geometry, 0 < s). This is evident as the interaction function decays

monotonically with Euclidean distance between two sites for s < 0, up to the

factor of powers of 2 in the distance; while the same goes for 0 < s with the 2-

adic norm. However, near s = 0, the locality condition is no longer valid in either

geometries while strong permutation symmetry is suppressed due to the sparseness

of the coupling graph. Thus near s = 0, we expect the locality of the model to

transition from one to the other incompatible geometry in the model, without

going through the symmetry point. While the loss of locality in the absence of

strong permutation symmetry appear in LMG-like models, we expect the strongly

correlated quantum version of the sparsely coupled model to possess the strong

scrambling behavior, which leads to the saturation of the fast scrambling bound.
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2.7 Conclusion

In the fist part of this chapter (§2.1 and §2.2), we reviewed entropy as a measure of

information in channels and measure of entanglement in quantum systems. Here

we established that the global embedding of information can be quantified by the

negativity of TMI, and the same quantity in quantum mechanical systems puts a

bound on the degree of entanglement shared over many parties. We also discussed

the area- and the volume-law entangled states, where the geometric structure of a

non-degenerate Hamiltonian appears in the structure of its eigenstates.

In the second half of the chapter, we discussed the bounds of the entanglement

generating dynamics in isolated quantum systems. Here we established that en-

tanglement generation of quantum systems with finite short-ranged interactions

can only spread correlations polynomially in time t∗ ∼ N1/D, producing a linear

lightcone (§2.3). Then in §2.4, we introduced the fast scrambling conjecture, where

the timescale for entanglement to be generated across all parts of the system can

scale as fast as logarithmically with system size t∗ ≳ logN . Finally in §2.5 and

§2.6, we discussed the attempt to break the restriction of the Lieb-Robinson bound

by introducing long-range interactions. This is done by considering a geometry

spanned by the p-adic numbers, which has incompatible notion of locality to the

Euclidean geometry. Here we reintroduced a sparsely coupled model as a model

which interpolates between Euclidean and 2-adic geometry, where it is conjectured

that fast scrambling dynamics occurs at a point where geometry transitions from

one to the other.

Because entanglement entropy does not have an associated well-defined operator,

the quantity is very hard to be observed or numerically computed. However, it

can be a powerful tool to diagnose scrambling dynamics when it can be directly

accessed because it provides the amount of information encoded in the quantity.

The lightcone on the other hand, can be accessed in terms of correlators such

as two point correlators. However, near the fast scrambling limit, one needs to

access exponentially large distance scale in order to observe a logarithmic growth

of scrambling time. Therefore, one needs more ways to diagnose scrambling and

its associated timescale. In the next chapter, Ch. 3, we review the connection

between chaotic systems and fast scramblers in order to provide more insight into

and potential tools that can be adopted from the quantum chaos for diagnosing

the fast scrambling dynamics.





Chapter 3

Fast Scramblers and Quantum

Chaos

Does the flap of a butterfly’s

wings in Brazil set off a tornado in

Texas?

Edward N. Lorenz [262]
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In classical mechanics, a chaotic system is a system where evolution of a state is

unpredictable due to its sensitivity on a small change in initial conditions. One

of the first example of such a system is the motion of three (or more) celestial

bodies, studied extensively by Poincare [263]. However, the precise research on

such systems had to wait for the invention of computers, this is because any

perturbations from the integrable systems remains non-chaotic due to the Kol-

mogorov–Arnold–Moser theorem [264–266]. The serious study of chaotic models

was started by the work by Lorenz on the famous Lorenz system [17], where numer-

ical simulation played a key role in showing and diagnosing the chaotic behaviors

of the system.

The discussion of classical chaos has also been expanded to the quantum regime.

One of the motivations for studying quantum chaos is to study the mechanism on

how isolated quantum systems thermalize despite the underlying unitary dynamics

[27, 30, 31, 31, 267–269]. With the advancement in theoretical, numerical, and

experimental techniques, the mechanism of thermalization in isolated quantum

system is beginning to be revealed. Especially the prethermalization dynamics

[28, 188, 270], which occurs before the scrambling (thermalization) time, has been

actively studied because they can be simulated with variational methods [147, 188,

270] and probed experimentally [271, 272].

In order to gain further intuition on fast scrambling dynamics, understanding the

nature of chaotic dynamics in quantum systems is important. This small chapter

is dedicated to methods of diagnosing chaos in quantum systems. We mainly

look at two methods. First, in §3.1, we introduce Out-of-Time-Order Correlators

(OTOCs), which quantify the degrees of operator mixing in quantum systems. In

fast scramblers, it gives rise to the exponential growth, similarly to the exponential

divergence in the phase space trajectories in classical chaos. Then in §3.2, we
introduce random matrix theory, which has been used to describe complex many-

body systems. Finally in §3.3 we conclude this chapter.

3.1 Out-of-Time-Order Correlators

In classical chaos theory, the chaotic behavior is often related to the exponentially

diverging paths in phase space with respect to time t, after a small perturbation

δX is given to the initial condition of a system at t = 0. This divergence in the
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paths gives raise to the Lyapunov exponent λL [16, 70, 273]

C(t) =

〈
δx(t)

δx(0)

〉
= ⟨{x(t), p(0)}PB⟩ ∼ eλLt, (3.1)

where {·}PB denotes the classical Poisson bracket on the Hamiltonian equation of

motion.

In quantum mechanics, unitarity hinders chaotic behaviors to occur in isolated

quantum systems. This is because unitarity ensures the overlap of two wavefunc-

tions, |ψ0(0)⟩ and |ψ1(0)⟩, to be preserved in time:

⟨ψ0(0)|ψ1(0)⟩ = ⟨ψ0(t)|ψ1(t)⟩ . (3.2)

However, in nature, there are many systems which possess a chaotic behavior. In

quantum systems, the apparent chaotic behavior is hypothesized to occur as a

result of the operator mixing. This quantum version of the Lyapunov exponent

naturally arises as a result of the quantization of the above Poisson bracket [25,

70, 206, 273–275], and it is called Out-of-Time-Order Correlator (OTOC), Ĉ:

Ĉ(t) = ⟨(iℏ [x̂(t), p̂(0)])2⟩ = −ℏ2 ⟨[x̂(t), p̂(0)]2⟩ ∼ eλQLt, (3.3)

where ⟨·⟩ denotes the expectation value, and [·] denotes a commutator of operators

Â and B̂ ([Â, B̂] = ÂB̂ − B̂Â), and λQL is the quantum Lyapunov exponent.

Throughout this thesis, we fix ℏ = 1. Here a hat is given to the operators in order

to explicitly show that they are quantum operators. For the rest of the chapter,

hats are omitted from the quantum operators.

3.1.1 Fast Scrambling Bound

For general quantum systems, the value of quantum Lyapunov exponent is not

a trivial quantity. Simple dimensional analysis suggests that, λQL for a thermal

state is λQL ∼ kBT/ℏ with Boltzmann constant kB. At room temperature, this

quantity is approximately O(1013) per second. This is much too large, given the

observation that bifurcation systems, such as dripping taps, have the Lyapunov

exponent of O(10−1) per second [276].

This discrepancy of many orders of magnitude was explained by Maldacena et

al. in 2016 [70], where the estimate is actually the maximum value of the quantum
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Lyapunov exponent,

λQL ≤ kBT/ℏ. (3.4)

They have also shown that the bound is saturated by the black holes and by the

holographic dual systems, where they are also hypothesized to saturate the fast

scrambling bound.

3.2 Random Matrix Theory

OTOC is a viable measure for chaos in quantum systems. However, the computa-

tion of a quantum Lyapunov exponent is difficult. This is due to the exponentially

large Hilbert space and the limited magnitude of the commutator of local opera-

tors, which typically takes a value of O(1). The former prohibits exact calculation

of the Lyapunov exponent in large systems, and the latter suppress the time which

exponential growth can be observed because they saturate the maximum value in

exponentially fast time in fast scramblers.

Due to these difficulties, historically, the determination of chaotic quantum sys-

tems relied on calculating the statistics of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian [24, 26,

277]. Level statistics is a measure of the frequency of the energy level separation

in the spectrum of a system. This provides an accurate measure of quantum chaos

even for small systems because the number of energy levels, and hence the number

of spaces between the energies, increases exponentially with the system size.

In integrable systems, the level spacing ∆Ei = Ei−Ei−1, where Ei is the i
th largest

eigenenergies in the system, is given by the Poissonian distribution

P (∆Ei) ∼ e−c∆Ei , (3.5)

where c is a constant. When the dynamical process of a system can be approxi-

mated by the random coupling of degrees of freedom available in the system, the

Hamiltonian can be written as a random matrix in a physically suitable set of

basis vectors. In such a case, the degeneracy of the energy levels, which is the key

feature in the integrable systems, is suppressed, and leads to a level distribution

to be different from Poissonian statistics. The exact distribution for Hermitian
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random matrices follows the Dyson-Wagner statistics [24, 26, 269] as follows:

P (∆Ei) ∼ (∆Ei)
λe−c(∆Ei)

2

, (3.6)

where c is a positive constant, and λ is an integer associated to a distribution:

λ = 1 for random matrix from the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (random real

Hermitian matrices).

λ = 2 for random matrix from the Gaussian unitary ensemble (random complex

Hermitian matrices).

Thus, by looking at a system’s level statistics and estimating how close they are

to the statistics of integrable/random matrices, the degree of chaos of the system

can be determined.

Finally, it is important to note that, although fast scrambling implies the chaotic

dynamics, the converse is not true; one such example is a randomly coupled

nearest-neighbor model where information in the model spreads locally and does

not exhibit fast-scrambling behavior [119, 151], while it still possess chaotic level

statistics. As a result, the spectrum itself cannot be the diagnosis of fast scram-

bling. However, the fast scramblers must have a chaotic spectrum. When there

is a large degeneracy in the spectrum, there exist some form of symmetry in the

Hamiltonian which makes the energies of those degenerate states, which implies

the existence of an integral of motion. The large degeneracy and the large num-

ber of the integral of motions tends to prohibit the scrambling of the information

across the large degrees of freedom, and hence the system exhibits slow scrambling.

Therefore, although the spectral features of a system cannot be an unambiguous

diagnosis for fast scrambling, it provides the first test on whether the system can

possess the fast-scrambling dynamics.

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed quantum chaos and its relation to fast scramblers.

In §3.1, we introduced Out-of-Time-Order Correlator (OTOC) as a quantum

analogue of Lyapunov exponent for diverging phase space trajectory in classical
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chaotic systems. Similarly to the classical case, in quantum chaotic systems the

OTOCs also grow exponentially with the associated quantum Lyapunov exponent

λQL. In the fast scrambling limit, the quantum Lyapunov exponent saturates the

bound λQL ≤ kBT/ℏ.

Then in §3.2 we introduced as a second diagnostic of quantum chaos based on the

spectral property of a quantum Hamiltonian. Here the Dyson-Wigner statistics of

the level spacing of random matrices are reviewed. We showed that although many

of models which exhibit quantum chaos show level statistics that are consistent

with that of random matrices, level statistics are not unambiguous diagnostics for

quantum chaos. Thus, this can be used as a first test to sieve out the systems that

are not chaotic.

Unlike entanglement entropy discussed in the last chapter (Ch. 2), OTOCs dis-

cussed in this chapter take the form of a commutator of operators, and hence it

can be directly measured. However, due to the four point correlators acting on

different points in space and time, accessing the correlator is difficult both numer-

ically and experimentally. Furthermore, the level statistics that are discussed in

this chapter are also a difficult quantity to be accessed as they require the knowl-

edge of the full spectrum of the Hamiltonian. However, for small systems, these

quantities can be accessed numerically in early times to quantify the chaotic na-

ture of a system. In the next chapter (Ch. 4), we discuss the numerical methods

that can be used to access these quantities in Hamiltonian quantum systems that

are investigated in Ch. 5. Then in Ch. 4, we discuss the numerical methods that

can be used to access entanglement entropy in quantum circuits. Those methods

are then applied in Ch. 6 and Ch. 7 to assess fast scrambling dynamics and probe

effects of entanglement destroying operations in the scrambling circuits.



Chapter 4

Numerical Methods

算学は何の為ぞや．難題易題，尽

く明かさざるということ無きの術

を学ぶなり．理を説くこと高尚な

りといえども，術を解くこと迂闊

なる者は，なんじ算学の異端なり

関孝和 [278]
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In this chapter, we introduce numerical methods that can be used to solve of the

dynamics of quantum spins and lattice systems. Due to the exponentially growing

Hilbert space dimension with respect to the system size N , the computational cost

can be expensive for the resources that are currently available. Thus, reduction

of the degrees of freedom is necessary reach the system sizes beyond which can

be calculated by the direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. The reduction of

the degrees of freedom is commonly done by utilizing the symmetries and various

constraints imposed on a system.

In this chapter, we introduce numerical methods for diagonalizing and time evolv-

ing quantum states in isolated quantum systems. In §4.1, we introduce a method

for representing the Hamiltonian with a restricted number of excitations in the

system, then introduce the exact diagonalization method for computing the spec-

trum of the Hamiltonian with the Krylov subspace method, and we also explain

how the method can be used to approximate the matrix exponentiation for time

evolving a state in a system. Then in §4.2, we introduce the matrix product repre-

sentation of states and operators for efficient representation of sufficiently locally

entangled states and local few-body operators. In the same section, we show how

a matrix product operator can be vectorized such that it can be time evolved us-

ing matrix product state and operator methods for the calculation of quantities

such as out-of-time-order correlators that are discussed in the previous chapter.

Then in §4.3 we introduce tensor network representation of quantum states and

dynamics, and show how 0th order entanglement entropy is related to the mini-

mal number of cuts required for isolating nodes in a tensor network. In §4.4, we
introduce an efficient time evolving algorithm for stabilizer states, which can be

used to simulate quantum circuits with a restricted set of gates. Finally in §4.5,
we summarize the methods discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Exact Diagonalization

In quantum mechanical systems, a conserved quantity is associated with a com-

mutativity of the symmetry operator with the Hamiltonian [195, 279–281].

[Oconserve, H] = 0. (4.1)
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For example, in the case of quantum spin systems, the commutation of an op-

erator M =
∑

i S
z
i /S, which measures the net magnetization in the z-direction,

implies the conservation of the total magnetic field in the z direction. Here S

is the magnitude of spin, and Sz
i is a spin-z operator, which obeys the following

commutation relations in the three spatial dimensions x, y, and z:

[
Sσ
i , S

λ
j

]
= iSθ

kδi,jϵσλθ, (4.2)

where δi,j is Kronecker delta:

δi,j =

1 (i = j)

0 (i ̸= j)
, (4.3)

and ϵσλθ is the antisymmetric tensor:

ϵσλθ =


1 (σλθ = x, y, z, and their even permutations)

−1 (odd permutations)

0 (otherwise)

. (4.4)

The associated symmetry with this conservation law is the global U(1) symmetry,

which is a symmetry under global rotation.

In this section, we introduce a numerical method for computing quantum spin-1/2

(S = 1/2) systems of the form:

H =
∑
0<d

∑
i

J(d)S+
i S

−
i+d +H.C.+ g

∑
i

Sz
i , (4.5)

where S+ = Sx + iSy and S− = Sx − iSy are raising and lowering operators, J(d)

defines the interaction between two spins, and g is the strength of a transverse

magnetic field. Here d = 0 is omitted in the first term because the term S+
i S

− +

H.C. = Sz + H.C. = 2Sz + I, where I is an identity operator, adds an extra

local field with strength J(0). This Hamiltonian obeys the U(1) symmetry with

a quantized conserved quantity, ⟨M⟩ = ⟨
∑

i 2S
z
i ⟩ = −N + 2m, where m is the

number of spin excitations, magnons , in the system.

In general the Hamiltonian can be exactly solved by diagonalizing the matrix of

dimension 2N written in a set of orthogonal basis vectors {ei}. When it is solved

and the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined, the dynamical
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and static properties of the Hamiltonian can be determined from the Schrödinger

equation for a general state |ψ(t)⟩ in the system at some time t:

∂

∂t
|ψ(t)⟩ = −iH

ℏ
|ψ(t)⟩ . (4.6)

This naive method is often limited by the memory of the computational resources

available by the system, because representing the Hamiltonian requires O(22N)

double precision numbers. However, with U(1) symmetry, the Hamiltonian can

be block-diagonalized, and solved separately for the sectors with different number

of magnons m. The most trivial choice of basis vectors of the subspace is a

basis, |ψ⟩m, where spins are up for the sites specified by a vector m and down

otherwise. When this treatment is done, the dimension of each subspace reduces

down to
(
n
k

)
= n!/k!(n − k)!; hence the total number of elements in the matrix

reduces down to
∑

k

(
n
k

)2
=
(
2n
n

)
< 22N .

4.1.1 Efficient Representation of the One Magnon Sector

In the case for m = 1, the basis states are given by, |i⟩ for 0 ≤ i < N , where

the ith spin is up (positive eigenstate of Sz), and other spins are down (negative

eigenstate of Sz). The dimension of the Hilbert space is reduced to Dm=1 = N

fromDfull = 2N . For real valued function J(d), the Hamiltonian can be represented

in the matrix form

H =


g J(1) J(2) · · · J(N − 2) J(N − 1)

J(1) g J(1) · · · J(N − 3) J(N − 2)
...

...
...

...
...

 . (4.7)

This matrix is called a circuilant matrix. The spectrum of this matrix is given by

the discrete Fourier transform of J(d) with J(0) = g [282]

E(k) =
∑
d

J(d)e−ikd, (4.8)

with eigenvectors

|E(k)⟩ =
∑
j

1√
N
e−ijk |j⟩ , Hm=1 |E(k)⟩ = E(k) |E(k)⟩ . (4.9)
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Thus, the evolution of any state |ψ⟩ is given by the solution to the Schrödinger

equation

∂

∂t
|ψ(t)⟩ = −iH

ℏ
|ψ(t)⟩ → |ψ(t)⟩ =

(∑
k

e−
iE(k)

ℏ t |E(k)⟩ ⟨E(k)|

)
|ψ⟩ . (4.10)

4.1.2 Efficient Representation of the Two Magnons Sector

For m = 2, the basis can be taken as |m1,m2⟩ = S+
m1
S+
m−1 |Ω⟩ for all combinations

of the positions of the excitations, m1 ̸= m2, where |Ω⟩ is a state with all the spins

down. The general state |ψ⟩, can then be written as

|ψ⟩ =
∑

m1 ̸=m2

ψm1m2 |m1m2⟩ . (4.11)

From the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, the basis states are required to be in-

variant under two symmetry transformations: permutation symmetry between m1

and m2, denoted as π(m1,m2), and lattice translation symmetry m1 → m1 + 1,

m2 → m2 + 1 denoted as θ(m1,m2). In general, a basis state can be represented

by the translation and permutation operation on a state |0, |m1 −m2|⟩

|m1,m2⟩ = πpθ|m1−m2| |0, |m1 −m2|⟩ . (4.12)

Therefore, a basis state can also be written as the sum of orthonormalized mo-

mentum basis states of the form

|K(k)(|m1 −m2|)⟩ =
∑
l

√
1

N|m1−m2|N/2
e−ilkθl |0, |m1 −m2|⟩ , (4.13)

where the normalization factor N|m1−m2|N is the number of unique elements that

can be reached from (0, |m1 −m2|) with permutation and translation operations,

and factor of 1/2 is to account for redundancy from the permutation symmetry.

For m = 2, the normalization factor is given by

N|m1−m2| =

2 (|m1 −m2| < N/2)

1 (|m1 −m2| = N/2)
. (4.14)
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Since the Hamiltonian has translational symmetry, the matrix representation of

the 2-magnon sector can be further block diagonalized by their momentum, where

elements of the matrix of Nk/2πth momentum sector is given by (§4.1)

H
(k)

|m′
1−m′

2|,|m1−m2| = J(|m′
1 −m′

2| − |m1 −m2|)

+ J∗(|m′
1 −m′

2| − |m1 −m2|)ei(|m
′
1−m′

2|−|m1−m2|)k

+ J(|m′
1 −m′

2|+ |m1 −m2|)e−i|m1−m2|k

+ J∗(|m′
1 −m′

2|+ |m1 −m2|)ei|m1−m2|k (Lk/2π odd) .

(4.15)

For even Nk/2π, in addition to the above, there is transition which involves |m1−
m2| = N/2. They are given by:

H
(k)

|m′
1−m′

2|,N/2 =
√
2
(
J(|m′

1 −m′
2| −N/2) + J∗(|m′

1 −m′
2| −N/2)eik|m

′
1−m′

2|
)
,

(4.16)

H
(k)
N/2,|m1−m2| =

(
H

(k)
|m1−m2|,N/2

)∗
, (4.17)

H
(k)
N/2,N/2 = 2J(0). (4.18)

4.1.3 Krylov Method for Spectrum Determination and Evo-

lution

With a matrix representation of the Hamiltonian, the static and dynamical prop-

erties of a system can be determined from its spectrum (eigenenergies) and the

corresponding eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. In order to determine those quan-

tities, the matrix must be diagonalized by finding the unitary transformation U ,

which transforms arbitrary basis in terms of the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian,

H = U †ΛU, (4.19)

where H is the Hamiltonian and Λ is a diagonal matrix which consists of the

eigenenergies of the system.

In general, there are many ways to solve this problem numerically for general

class of matrices [283]. However, by constraining the matrices of interest to a

set of (real) Hermitian matrices, which are commonly used for representing the

Hamiltonian of various physical systems, computation can often be efficient. Here
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we introduce the Krylov method for spectrum determination and time evolution

of a state.

The Krylov subspace K is a subspace spanned by Dim{H} non-orthonormal basis

of the form

|Kn⟩ ∈ KDim{H} ≡
{
|ψ⟩ , H |ψ⟩ , H2 |ψ⟩ , · · · , HDim{H}−1 |ψ⟩

}
. (4.20)

The Lanczos algorithm [147, 283–285] utilizes the Krylov basis and tridiagonalizes

a symmetric matrix in the following form:

H =M



α0 β0

β0 α1 β1

β1 α2 β2 0
. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

0 βL−3 αL−2 βL−2

βL−2 αL−1


M †, (4.21)

where L is a number of Lanczos steps in the Lanczos algorithm that is described

in the following, and M is a Dim{H} by L square matrix of the form

M =
(
|V0⟩ , |V1⟩ , · · · , |VL−1⟩

)
, (4.22)

where |Vi⟩ are the orthonormal basis vectors.

These orthonormal basis vectors can be computed iteratively by solving the fol-

lowing recursive relationships. Setting a random vector |ψ⟩ = |V0⟩ as the starting

vector:

H |ψ⟩ = α0 |V0⟩+ β0 |V1⟩ ,

H |V1⟩ = β0 |V0⟩+ α1 |V1⟩+ β1 |V2⟩ ,
...

H |Vn⟩ = βn−1 |Vn−1⟩+ αn |Vn⟩+ βn |Vn+1⟩ ,
...

H |VL−1⟩ = βL−2 |VL−2⟩+ αL−1 |VL−1⟩ , (4.23)
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and imposing the condition of orthonormality of two basis vectors,

⟨Vi|Vj⟩ = δi,j, (4.24)

the coefficients α and β are then, written as follows:

αn = ⟨Vn|H |Vn⟩ (4.25)

βn = |(H − αn) |Vn⟩ − βn−1 |Vn−1⟩|, (4.26)

with β−1 = 0. As it can be seen in Eq. (4.23), at the nth step of the algorithm, the

subspace spanned by the generated orthonormal basis |V0⟩ , |V1⟩ , · · · , |Vn⟩ which

is a linear super position of the 0th to the nth Krylov basis. Thus, Lanczos algo-

rithm efficiently computes the Krylov subspace when stopped before the complete

orthonormal basis vectors are computed.

With the new basis, the full eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian λ can be efficiently

computed by solving the characteristic equation

det{λI −Htridiagonal} = 0, (4.27)

which has a recursion relation

ηL−1(λ) = (λ− αL−1) ηL−2(λ)− β2
L−2ηL−3(λ), (4.28)

where

ηn(λ) = det





λ− α0 −β0
−β0 λ− α1 −β1

−β1 λ− α2 −β2 0
. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

0 βn−1 λ− αn




, (4.29)

with η−1(λ) = 1. The roots of the characteristic polynomial are the spectrum of

the Hamiltonian, and this can be found using ordinary solvers (e.g. algorithms can

be found in [286]).

When calculating the dynamical properties of a system, often determination of the

full spectrum of the Hamiltonian can be more than is necessary. Given an initial
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state |ψ(0)⟩, we are often interested in finding the time evolution of the state to

some time t, and compute expectation values of various quantities. For evolution

for a small amount of time t→ t+∆t, ℏ|H|∆t≪ 1, the matrix exponentiation can

be approximated using a power series with an error of order O
(
(∆t)ξ+1

)
, where ξ

is the number of terms kept in the Taylor expansion. However, this can be done

more efficiently by performing the Lanczos algorithm, which utilizes the structure

of the Krylov subspace.

The Lanczos algorithm tridiagonalizes the Hamiltonian with the basis vectors of

the sum of Krylov vectors up to of order L in the iterative application of −iH∆t,

on |ψ(0)⟩. This usually causes the coefficients α and β to be vanishingly small in

the later steps of the algorithm because the higher order Krylov vectors does not,

in general, contribute to the evolution of |ψ(0)⟩ in a small time step. Unlike the

Taylor expansion, the algorithm takes information about the state vector which is

under evolution, therefore the error bound on the effect of applying an exponen-

tiated matrix, which is approximated with much smaller tridiagonal matrix using

the Lanczos algorithm, is often much smaller compared to the naive Taylor expan-

sion [283, 285] of the same order. Thus, exponentiation of large and often sparse

matrix representations of a Hamiltonian represented by a Hermitian matrix can be

approximated well by exponentiation of a small and dense matrix with dimension

L ≪ Dim{H}.

4.2 Matrix Product States and Matrix Product

Operators

In this section, we introduce an efficient state representation by restricting our

state space to a set of states with low energy and locally confined entanglement

profile, called a Matrix Product State (MPS) [89, 91, 108–114, 142, 147, 235, 287–

292]. Then we show that similar representation can be used for operators, which

is known as Matrix Product Operators (MPO) [113, 115, 145, 147, 293]. Finally

we summarize a method for factorization of local quantum operators which can

then be time evolved and used to compute quantities such as Out-of-Time-Order

Correlators (OTOCs) that are discussed in the previous chapter.
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4.2.1 Matrix Product States

MPSs are representations of pure quantum states |ψ⟩, which decomposes the co-

efficient of a basis states Cσ into matrices Aσ
i in the form:

|ψ⟩ = ψσ |σ⟩ =
∑
σ

Tr{A(σ0)
0 A

(σ1)
1 · · ·A(σN−2)

N−2 A
(σN−1)
N−1 } |σ⟩ (4.30)

where σ = (σ0, σ1, · · · , σN−2, σN−1) are the configurations of the local basis states

(for example, ↑ or ↓ for a chain of spin-1/2), and the implicit product between A

implies matrix multiplications of a form

A(σn)
n A

(σn+1)
n+1 ≡

∑
j

(
A(σn)

n

)
ij

(
A

(σn+1)
n+1

)
jk
, (4.31)

where j goes from 1 to a bond (auxiliary) dimension D[n,n+1]. With this represen-

tation, the required number of parameters for numerically representing a state is

ND̄2Dloc, where N is the system size, D̄ is a typical bond dimension, and Dloc is

the dimension of the local Hilbert space. This is linear in N , which is advantageous

in comparison to the previously discussed exact diagonalization methods, which

at worst, the number of parameters grows exponentially with the system size, and

at best, combinatorically.

Due to the property of the matrix product, the representation has gauge freedom

on how matrices A are decomposed and merged with the neighboring matrices.

Here we chose a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [113, 114, 142, 235, 293] of

the form

A = UΛV †, (4.32)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix, and U and V are semi-unitary matrices which satisfy

U †U = I and V †V = I respectively. Reshaping and contracting the indices σ and

i, (Aσn
n )ij → (An)(σn,i),j

, and performing the SVD, yields

(An)(σn,i),j
=
∑
p.q

(Un)(σn,i),p
(Λn)pq (Vn)qj , (4.33)

where U can be reshaped back to Uσ
i,l and the local state dependence can be taken

away from the matrices Λ and V . U and V can then be contracted with the matrix

to the right,
(
Aσ

n+1

)
j,k
. By doing this from n = 0 to n = N − 2, one obtains a left
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canonicalized form of an MPS

|ψ⟩ =
∑
σ

Tr{Uσ1
1 Uσ2

2 · · ·U (σn−2)
n−2 Ψ

(σn−1)
n−1 } |σ⟩ . (4.34)

Doing the same while leaving V † from the right, a right (sweeping from n = N −1

to n = 1) canonicalized MPS can be obtained:

|ψ⟩ =
∑
σ

Tr{Uσ1
1 Uσ2

2 · · ·U (σn−2)
n−2 Ψ

(σn−1)
n−1 } |σ⟩ . (4.35)

When the canonicalization is done simultaneously, and stopped at site l, then we

get a mixed canonical form

|ψ⟩ =
∑
σ

Uσ1
1 U

(σ2)
2 · · ·U (σl−1)

l−1 Λσl
l V

σl+1

l+1 V
(σl+2)
l+2 · · ·V (σn−1)

n−1 |σ⟩ . (4.36)

This representation is useful for computing a local expectation value of an operator,

O
σ′
l

σl , which maps state σ to σ′, due to the properties U †U = I and V †V = I, the

expectation value can be calculated as follows:

⟨O⟩ =
∑
σ′σ

Tr

{
Λσ′
(
Oσ′
)†
σ
Λσ

}
. (4.37)

Furthermore, this representation can be used to efficiently calculate the bipartite

entropy between sites 0, 1, · · · , l and l+1, l+2, · · · , N−1. Since the reduced density

matrix of the subregion 0 · · · l is a density matrix of a full state where l = 1 · · ·N−1

is traced out, the entropy is just the square of the Schmidt coefficients (values of

Λσl
l ). Hence, the von Neumann entropy between the two partitions is

S({0, 1, · · · , l}) = −Tr
{
(Λσl

l )
† Λσl

l ln (Λσl
l )

† Λσl
l

}
=

D∑
i

|λi|2 ln |λi|2. (4.38)

From these properties of the MPS in the mixed canonical form, it is evident that

the entanglement between two parts of the system is mediated by the bond di-

mension of the neighboring matrices. Naturally, as a consequence, even with a

small value of the typical bond dimension D̄, a state with weak or spatially con-

fined entanglement can be accurately represented. Thus, MPS provides an efficient
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representation of a set of quantum states with short-range correlations. This is

especially works efficiently on the state with area-law entanglement, where the

entanglement entropy of a region is only proportional to the area at the boundary

of the region [113, 234, 235, 294].

4.2.2 Matrix Product Operators

Similarly to the MPS formulation, the operators can be represented as a form of

a product of high-dimensional matrices (tensors). The Matrix Product Operator

(MPO) representation [113, 115, 145, 147, 293] decomposes an operator acting on

a Hilbert space:

O =
∑
σ;,σ

W σ′
1

σ1
W σ′

2
σ2

· · ·W σ′
N−1

σN−2W
σ′
N−1

σN−1 |σ′⟩ ⟨σ| . (4.39)

Given a sum of local few-body operators, matrix product representation of the

Hamiltonian or general operators can be done as the following [115, 145, 147, 295,

296]: given an operator in the form

O = Oleft,l ⊗ Iright + Ileft ⊗Oright,l +
∑
i<l

∑
l<j

∑
q

Oq
i ⊗Oq

l ⊗Oq
j , (4.40)

where Oleft,l denotes a set of operators acting only on the left of site l, Oright,l

denotes a set of operators acting on the right of site l, Ileft,l (Iright,l) is an identity

operators that acts on the sites on the left (right) sites of l. The last summation

term consists of all the operators that can be written as a product of local operators

on the left (i < l), right (j = l) and at the site l, Oq
i ⊗Oq

l ⊗Oq
j .
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Iteratively from the 0th site, at lth step, the operator O can be written in the upper

triangular form as a following:

O = I0 ⊗Oright,0 +O′
0 ⊗O′

right,0 +O′′
0 ⊗O′′

right,0 + · · ·+O0 ⊗ Iright,0 + I

=
(
I0 O′

0 O′′
0 · · · O0 I0

)


Oright,0

O′
right,0

O′′
right,0
...

Iright

Iright


. (4.41)

Where the elements of the column vector to the right do not depend on the 0th

site, therefore performing the decomposition similarly on each element yielding an

upper triangular matrix of the form,

O = · · ·



Il · · · O′
l · · · O′′

l

0 · · · 0 · · · O′′′
l · · · O′′′′

l

0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · Il


l



ORight,l

...

O′′′′′
Right,l
...

IRight,l


Right

, (4.42)

where Ol with primes are there to show that it is general for any local operator

at site l1. Thus, the operator consists of summation over locally confined and few

bodied terms, like the Hamiltonian of a system, can be efficiently represented with

MPO.

4.2.2.1 Time Evolution of Matrix Product Operators

In order to calculate quantities such as Out-of-Time-Order Correlators (OTOCs,

c.f. Ch. 3.1), which involves expectation values of product of operators at different

times in the system, the time evolution of matrix product operators are necessary.

Here we show the vectorization of a local operator into the form of MPS, which

can then be evolved using a time evolution algorithm for MPSs.

1operators can be null
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The tensor product representation of a local operator Ol at site l is

Ol = (I0)⊗ (I1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (Ol)⊗ (Il+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (IN−1) . (4.43)

Therefore, an MPO can be represented in the form,

Ol =
∑
σ ̸=l

∑
σ′
l

∑
σl

O
σ′
l

σl |σ̸=l⟩ |σ′
l⟩ ⟨σl| ⟨σ̸=l| . (4.44)

The vectorization can then be done by reshaping the indices σ′ and σ as, Oσ′
l

σl →
O(σ′

l,σl):

Ol =
∑
σ ̸=l

∑
(σ′

l,σl)

O(σ′
l,σl) |σ̸=l⟩ |σ′

l⟩ |σl⟩ |σ̸=l⟩ . (4.45)

Since it is now represented in the form of an MPS, the time evolution algorithms

for MPS, such as the time-dependent-variational-principle [94, 97, 116, 144, 148]

or other methods such as direct time evolution with matrix exponentiation [92],

direct-MPO methods [145], or hybrid methods [147], can be used to obtain the

time evolved vectorized operator. The time evolved vectorized MPO can then be

reshaped back into the original basis to recover the time evolved operator Ol(t).

For diagonal operators, the computation can be more efficient. By utilizing the

fact that basis |σ̸=l⟩ |σ′
l⟩ and |σl⟩ |σ̸=l⟩ are symmetric. In this case, one only needs

to compute the time evolution of the one of the basis of the square root of the

operator
√
Ol. The time evolved operator can then be obtained by contracting

the partially time evolved square rooted operator with its Hermitian conjugate.

Let OD be a local operator that is diagonal in local basis {|σ⟩}.
√
OD in the MPS

form is:

√
(OD) =

∑
σ ̸=l

∑
σl

√
(OD)(σl,σl) (|σ̸=l⟩ |σl⟩)Left ⊗ (|σl⟩ |σ̸=l⟩)Right (4.46)
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Time evolving
√
D for time t by acting time evolution operator of Hamiltonian

HLeft, which only acts on the left (original) basis, yields (with ℏ = 1):

eiHLeft⊗IRightt
(√

OD

)
MPS

=
∑
σ ̸=l

∑
σl

[√
(OD)(σl,σl)

(
eiHLeftt |σ̸=l⟩ |σl⟩

)
Left

⊗ (|σl⟩ |σ̸=l⟩)Right

]
. (4.47)

Putting it back into an operator form yields:

eiHLeft⊗IRightt
(√

OD

)
MPO

=
∑
σ ̸=l

∑
σl

√
(OD)(σl,σl)e

iHLeftt |σ̸=l⟩ |σl⟩ ⟨σl| ⟨σ̸=l| .

(4.48)

Thus, OD(t) in the MPO form is obtained by contracting eiHLeftt
(√

OD

)
MPO

with

its Hermitian conjugate:

eiHLeftt
(√

D
)
MPO

(
eiHLeftt

(√
OD

)
MPO

)†
=
∑
σ ̸=l

∑
σl

√
(OD)(σl,σl)e

iHLeftt |σ̸=l⟩ |σl⟩ ⟨σl| ⟨σ̸=l|

×
∑
σ′
̸=l

∑
σ′
l

√
(OD)(σ′

l,σ
′
l)
|σ′

̸=l⟩ |σ′
l⟩ ⟨σ′

l| ⟨σ′
̸=l| e−iHLeftt

= eiHt

∑
σ ̸=l

∑
σl

D(σl,σl) |σ̸=l⟩ |σl⟩ ⟨σl| ⟨σ̸=l|

 e−iHt = D(t). (4.49)

4.3 Tensor Network Representation of Quantum

Dynamics

The diagrammatic notation of tensors was invented by Penrose in the late 1900s

[297, 298]. In Penrose’s diagrammatic notation, a tensor is represented by a solid

shape with legs, where the legs represent indices (Fig. 4.1 a. (top)). For example,

a product of two matrices M and M ′:

Mik =
∑
j

(M)ij(M
′)jk, (4.50)
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Figure 4.1: Diagrammatic notation of a quantum state. a. Penrose’s
diagrammatic representation of a tensor tkij (above) and a dot product

∑
k t

k
ijt

lm
k

(below). b. A diagrammatic representation of an MPS. c. A diagrammatic
representation of an MPO. d. Tensor network representation of a state |Ψ⟩
(enclosed in a blue shade) evolving under two-qubit gates U (rectangles).

‘

where (M)ij a number on ith row and jth column of a matrix, can be represented

as a contraction of a leg between two tensors as shown in Fig. 4.1 a. (bottom).

A tensor network [91, 97, 101, 108, 113, 115, 142, 235, 287, 288, 290–294, 299–

304] is a representation of a quantum mechanical state and its evolution as a

contraction of tensors. As established in §4.2, coefficients of given basis states

of a quantum state in an MPS form can be written as a product of matrices. As

matrices are rank-2 tensors, a state can be represented in a diagrammatic form as a

contraction of tensors as shown in Fig. 4.1 a. (below), where each box corresponds

to A matrices in Eq. (4.30) and horizontal contraction for matrices with a fixed

local basis σi ∈ σ yields the coefficient of a global basis state ⟨ψ|σ⟩ of a state |ψ⟩.
Similarly, an operator can also be represented in the form shown in Fig. 4.1 c.,

where each box represents W matrices in Eq. (4.39). An operator acting on a

state is then a contraction of leg corresponding to a local basis state σ, where an

example of unitary two-qubit gates acting on |ψ⟩ is shown in Fig. 4.1 d. Thus, an

MPS, its time evolution with MPOs, and a quantum circuit, can be represented

in a form of a tensor network.

4.3.1 Calculation of Renyi Entropy from a Tensor Network

With the large enough bond dimensions D, any quantum state on a lattice with a

finite local Hilbert space dimension can be represented with an MPS or analogous

higher dimensional representation [294] (such as projected entangled pair states

[292, 293, 300, 302, 305]). In general, representing an arbitrary state analytically
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Figure 4.2: Calculation of Renyi entropy of order 0 from the minimal
cut.
a. Haar random two-site gates typically generate nearly maximal entanglement.
When there are not enough gates to maximally entangle X = {0, 1, 2, 3} (blue
shaded) to X̄ = {4, 5, 6, 7}, Renyi entropy of order 0 entropy, S(0), is given by
the minimum number of legs of the tensors (orange squares) must be cut in
order to isolate X. The minimum cut for this circuit is shown by a blue dotted
line. b. When the cut along the boundary exceeds log2Dim{HX} (dark red,
dotted) it is guaranteed that such a cut is not a minimum cut. In this case the
minimal cut which isolates X is a trivial cut along the legs of the qubits in X
(blue dotted line).

or using computer is not practical because for MPS, the required memory scales as

∝ ND2 and associated computational complexity of MPS-MPO contraction scales

as D3, while the maximum entropy scales only logarithmically: max{S} = lnD
[142].

However, with tensor network representation, the entanglement structure of an

output state of a strongly scrambling quantum circuit can be determined from

the network diagram without the knowledge of an exact state. Here we provide a

simple example of calculating the Renyi entropy of order 0 [306], S(0), of an output

state of a random quantum circuit from a tensor network diagram.

Renyi entropy is a generalization of Shannon entropy, where the classical Renyi

entropy of order α (S(α)) is defined on some random variable X as

S(α)(X) =
1

1− α
ln

(∑
i

pαi

)
, (4.51)
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where pi is a probability of obtaining a state xi ∈ X. The definition expands to a

quantum state (density matrix) ρ as [119, 307]

S(α) =
1

1− α
lnTr{ρα}, (4.52)

where the limit α → 1, we recover the von Neumann entropy [307] discussed in

Ch. 2.2. The Renyi entropy of order 0, S(0), is given by the logarithm of the rank

M of the state ρ

S(0) = lnM. (4.53)

The computation of S(0)/ ln 2, then, maps to a classical minimal cut problem

[119, 122, 294, 308] in the following way: when a non correlated pair of two-level

systems (qubits) in some region X and X̄, where X̄ is a complementary region

of X, are entangled, the rank of the density matrix of region X, ρX = TrX̄ρ,

increases by a factor of 2. For a circuit which consists of Haar random unitary

two-qubit gates (c.f. Appendix A), when a gate is applied to two non-correlated

pairs of qubits, they are almost guaranteed to be entangled [122, 151]. In this

case, the circuit is drawn as a tensor network diagram as shown in Fig. 4.2, and

the logarithm of the rank of the output state can be calculated by counting the

minimal number of the legs of the tensors, which extends from region X to region

X̄. This is equivalent to the minimal number of cuts that must be made to isolate

the qubits in X (Fig. 4.2 a. purple). At late times, the number becomes equivalent

to the logarithm of the size of the Hilbert space dimension of X. In this case, the

minimal cut becomes |X|, the number of cuts required to isolate the output qubits

by its legs (Fig. 4.2 b. purple dotted line). Thus, the minimal cut shows the notion

of locality in spacetime, and it captures the entanglement structure of the quantum

state which lives at the boundary of a network.

4.4 State Evolution with Quantum Circuit Re-

stricted to the Clifford Group

In sections §4.1 and §4.2, the reduction in the number of parameters for repre-

senting a quantum system is done based on the physical requirements. In this

section, we introduce an approach based on algebraic requirements for reducing
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the degrees of freedom in order to numerically solve quantum systems with a large

number of qubits.

4.4.1 Pauli Operators

In quantum information theory, a qubit is a two-level quantum system with levels

|0⟩ and |1⟩. A single qubit state |ψ⟩ then takes a form

|ψ⟩ = θ0 |0⟩+ θ1 |1⟩ , (4.54)

with associated complex coefficients θ0 and θ1. By requiring
∑

i |θi|2 = 1, θ0

and θ1 can be specified with three real parameters (degrees of freedom), complex

amplitude and phase of θ0 and complex phase of θ1.

Now, we look at a physical system, such as a spin-1/2 system with state |0⟩ = |↓⟩
and |1⟩ = |↑⟩. This is a valid quantum two-level system, and the three degrees of

freedom correspond to the spatial orientation of the spin, described by the density

matrix of an arbitrary pure state, can be parameterized as

ρ =
I

2
+ s1S

x + s2S
y + s3Sz, (4.55)

with

s1 = θ∗1θ2 + θ1θ
∗
2 (4.56)

s2 = i(θ1θ
∗
2 − θ∗1θ2) (4.57)

s3 = |θ1|2 − |θ2|2 (4.58)

1 =
√
s21 + s22 + 323 =

√
(|θ1|2 + |θ2|2)2, (4.59)

where Sλ are spin operators which obeys the spin algebra introduced in (4.2).

The parameter set (s1, s2, s3) with constraint Eq. (4.59), maps to a set of position

vectors of the points on a unit sphere in the three-dimensional Euclidean space

known as the Bloch sphere [66, 309].

Generally, not all two-level systems have physical direction and corresponding ob-

servables like spin-1/2 systems. In such a case, we generalize the spin-1/2 operators
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as following:

σ0 = I =

(
1 0

0 1

)
, σ1 = 2Sx =

(
0 1

1 0

)
,

σ2 = 2Sy = i

(
0 −1

1 0

)
, σ3 = 2Sz =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
, (4.60)

in the basis of eigenvectors of σ3, which we define as |0⟩ for a state with eigenvalue

of −1 and |1⟩ for +1. These σλ are called Pauli operators (matrices).

4.4.2 Stabilizer States

The idea of stabilizer formalism is to specify a multi-qubit state, stabilizer state, as

a simultaneous eigenstate of chains of Pauli operators. The set of Pauli operators

which specifies a state is called a stabilizer set.

Pauli strings Pi are tensor products of Pauli operators over N -qubit system and a

phase ω = −1, 1,−i, i,

Pi ∈ {ωσλ0
0 ⊗ σλ1

1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ
λN−1

N−1 } ≡ PN , (4.61)

where σλ0 , · · · , σλN1 runs over all the possible Pauli operators σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3. A set

of all Pauli strings form a group called N -qubit Pauli group, PN , that is closed in

the multiplication.

A state |Σ⟩ is said to be stabilized by a stabilizer O|Σ⟩ if |Σ⟩ is a +1 eigenstate of

O|Σ⟩. O|Σ⟩ stabilizes the state because the action of O|Σ⟩ on |Σ⟩ does not change the
state. Such a set of operator can be constructed by making use of the properties

of PN . An operator, O|Σ⟩, which stabilizes and uniquely defines |Σ⟩ is constructed
from a set of N linearly independent Pauli strings, PN

Σ ∈ PN , that also stabilize

the state |Σ⟩, as following:

OΣ =
1

2N

N∏
P∈PN

Σ

(P + I) . (4.62)

Here the linear independence of Pauli strings is equivalent to a Pauli string Pi ∈ PN
Σ

cannot be represented as some product of Pj (j ̸= i). With this constraint, O|Σ⟩

uniquely defines |Σ⟩ as a simultaneous eigenstate of P ∈ PΣ [66, 90, 118, 310].
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4.4.3 Efficient Simulation of Stabilizer States with Clifford

Gates

Consider a unitary operator OC which transforms an element of PN to some

element in the same group. A group {OC} ≡ CN formed by such operators is called

N -qubit Clifford group. The action of such a unitary operator on a stabilizer set

OΣ, produces some other stabilizer set O|Σ′⟩ = OCOΣO†
C , which stabilizes a state

|Σ′⟩ = OC |Σ⟩. The evolution of a stabilizer state under actions of the elements of

the Clifford group can, therefore, be simulated by keeping track of how N Pauli

strings transform by the action of Clifford gates OC ∈ CN .

A stabilizer state undergoing unitary evolution by the elements in the Clifford

group is known to be classically computable in polynomial time [90, 118]. The

simulation of the stabilizer states in Clifford circuit can be done efficiently with a

logical operation on a N by 2N + 1 binary matrix M [90]. In this binary matrix,

each row represents a Pauli string in a stabilizer. For each row, the lth Pauli

operator of the string is encoded by mapping the number of σ0 to the lth column

and the number of σ3 to the N + lth column. Consequently, having σ2 = iσ1σ3

corresponds to (1, 1) on lth and N + lth columns. The last column is reserved

for tracking the overall phase ω of the string, where 0 corresponds to −1, and

1 corresponds to +1. As Clifford gates transform one Pauli string to another,

evolution of a stabilizer state |Σ⟩ can be kept track by altering the strings of

initial PN
Σ accordingly to the transformation rules [90].

It is proven that anyN -qubit Clifford group can be generated from combinations of

Hadamard (H), Phase (P ) and Controlled-NOT (C-NOT) gates [66, 90, 118, 310]

acting on different sets of qubits in a system. A Hadamard gate acting on a site

maps operators σ3 to σ1 and σ0 to σ3 in a Pauli string. A Phase gate acting on

a site, on the other hand, maps σ1 to σ2 and σ2 to σ1. A C-NOT gate, acting on

two qubits, control qubit l and target qubit m, flips the target basis whenever the

state of the l is |1⟩, i.e.

C-NOTl,m =
1

2
((Il − Zl) + (Il + Zl)Xm)) . (4.63)
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By computing the unitary transformation on all elements in the 2-qubit Pauli

group, one finds that there are only 4 non-trivial transformation rules:

XlIm to XlXm, IlXm to IlXm, ZlIm to ZlIm, IlZm to ZlZm. (4.64)

In this way, the transformation rules of the binary matrix are given as, for all rows

i:

Hadamard gate on qubit l: ωi = ωi ⊕ xilzil, exchange xil and zij for all rows

Phase gate on qubit l: ωi = ωi ⊕ xilzil, zil = zil ⊕ xil for all rows

C-NOT gate on qubit m with qubit l as a control: ωi = ωi ⊕ xilzim(xim ⊕
zil ⊕ 1), xim = xil ⊕ xim, zil = zil ⊕ zim

Here ⊕ is an exclusive or operator and ωi is the phase of i
th Pauli string. Thus, uni-

tary evolution of stabilizer states under Clifford gates can be efficiently simulated

with N × (2N + 1) binary matrix with O(N) binary operations.

4.4.4 Projective Measurement on Stabilizer States

Now we consider performing a local projective measurement, which projects a

local state to |0⟩ or |1⟩, on a stabilizer state. This measurement process only

transforms a state when there exists a Pauli string with σ1
l at a measured site l

in its stabilizer. In the case, the measurement outcome is discarded, which is the

case for all simulations that are done in this thesis, the phase calculation can be

completely omitted. Thus, the concern is only how a stabilizer OΣ, and hence its

Pauli strings transforms upon the measurement.

The measurement process proceeds as follows. Let p be the smallest row number

where xpl = 1, any non-zero xil in other Pauli strings can be removed by mul-

tiplying pth Pauli string to them, which is equivalent to a binary addition of pth

row. Now, set the pth Pauli string I0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ3
l ⊗ · · · IN−1. This is equivalent to

nullifying the pth row and set zpl = 1. If there is no such p, then the local state

of that qubit is, deterministically, |0⟩ or |1⟩. In this case the state, and hence

the binary matrix remain the current state. Unlike the unitary operations, the

projective measurements can, at worst, take O(N2) operations [90]. However this

is still manageable as it still only scales polynomially with the system size.
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4.4.5 Entanglement Measure on Stabilizer States

The uniqueness of |Σ⟩ given a stabilizer OΣ tells us that OΣ defined by Eq. (4.62)

is a projector which projects a space onto a subspace |Σ⟩ ⟨Σ|. This is nothing but

the density matrix of the state |Σ⟩. Therefore, the entanglement entropy of any

subsystem A of |Σ⟩ can be calculated readily by considering the partial trace over

the Pauli strings [119, 123].

Expanding the products in Eq. (4.62) yields:

OΣ =
1

2N

∑
g∈G

g, (4.65)

where a set G is a set generated by all the possible products of {Pi} and an identity

I⊗N . The reduced density matrix on the subsystem X, ρX is obtained by tracing

out the complement of X, X. This is equivalent to removing the Pauli strings in

which the parts corresponding to X is not an identity because Pauli matrices are

traceless except for the identity σ0 = I.

ρX = TrX [ρ] =
2|X|

2N

∑
gX∈GX

gX =
1

2|X|

∑
gX∈GX

gX , (4.66)

where GX ∈ G is a set of all g with TrX{g} ≠ 0 [119]. Let NX be the number of

linearly independent Pauli strings that generate gX , then
∑

gX∈GX
gX is propor-

tional to a projector of rank 2|X|−NX because this projector projects out the −1

eigenstates of its generators. Hence NX is a binary rank of MX , where M is the

binary matrix representing the state |Σ⟩ andMX is a matrix formed with columns

from M which correspond to the Pauli operators in subsystem X. This is evident

from the row echelon form of the matrix.

With this representation, the von Neumann entropy S(X) is given by

S(X) = (|X| −NX) ln 2. (4.67)

From 2NX+NX = 2N ,

S(X) =
(
rankGF(2)(MX)− |X|

)
ln 2. (4.68)
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From S(X) = S(X), we obtain

S(X) =
(
rankGF(2)(MX)− |X|

)
ln 2. (4.69)

Thus, the entanglement entropy of a stabilizer state can be computed from the

rank of the binary matrix M that represents the state.

4.5 Conclusion

In attempt to simulate closed quantum systems with exponentially large Hilbert

space dimension, in this section we introduced methods for reducing the size of

the Hilbert space, such that a system can be solved analytically or numerically.

The approaches that are taken in this chapter can be divided into two—reduction

of effective Hilbert space based on its physical property and reduction of effective

Hilbert space based on its algebraic properties.

For the approach based on the physical properties of a Hamiltonian, in §4.1, the
reduction is made by focusing on a sector with a specified value of a conserved

quantity. This method is useful for spectral analysis of non-interacting and sys-

tems with a small number of excitations, which connects to the spectral analysis

of random matrices discussed in Ch. 3.2. Then in §4.2, we introduced Matrix

Product State and Matrix Product Operator representations of quantum states

and operators. Here we made reduction to the state space by considering a sector

which is spanned by locally correlated states. This allows calculation of quantities

such as OTOCs beyond the system sizes which can be reached by direct diago-

nalization. These methods are useful for simulating continuous time dynamics,

which is discussed in Ch. 5. Finally in §4.3, the tensor network representation

of MPS and MPO are introduced. Here we showed that for random quantum

circuits, 0th order computation of the entanglement entropy can be mapped to

a classical minimal cut problem through the tensor network representation of a

circuit. This method is used for 0th order computation of entanglement entropy

for large quantum circuits with measurements in Ch. 7.

For the approach based on the algebraic property of the Hamiltonian, in §4.4 we

introduced Clifford circuits with stabilizer states. Here we showed that circuits

can be constructed with three operations—Hadamard, Phase, and C-NOT gate—
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and the dynamics can be simulated efficiently with an N by 2N binary matrix in

polynomial time. This allows us to compute quantum circuits with thousands of

qubits efficiently. This method is used in Ch. 6 and Ch. 7 to reach system sizes

beyond which the former methods can reach.
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Fast scramblers discussed in Ch. 1.1 are quantum systems which the scrambling

(thermalization) time t∗ only scales logarithmically with the system size N , t∗ ∝
logN , Motivated by the experimental proposal of tunable long-range interactions

with cold atoms in an optical cavity [166], and the physics of the fast scrambling

conjecture discussed in Ch. 1.1 and in Ch. 2.4, in this chapter we study dynamical

and spectral properties of quantum XY model on a sparsely coupled graph intro-

duced in Ch. 1.2 and Ch. 2.6.3. The model has a parameter s, which tunes the

geometry of the model between two incompatible notions of locality. For s = −∞
the model has linear geometry where the locality is governed by the conventional

Euclidean distance. For s = ∞ the model has treelike geometry where the locality

is governed by the 2-adic metric discussed in §2.6. In this chapter, we investigate

the level statistics and transport properties of the model to probe the scrambling

property of the model, and transitions between linear and treelike geometries. We

show that the model is fast scrambling, at the point of the transition.

Parts of this chapter are reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis

in the following publications: G. Bentsen, T. Hashizume, A. S. Buyskikh, E. J. Davis, A. J.

Daley, S. S. Gubser, and M. Schleier-Smith, “Treelike interactions and fast scrambling with cold

atoms,” Physical Review Letters, 123, 130601 (2019). [183]. and G. Bentsen, T. Hashizume,

E. J. Davis, A. S. Buyskikh, M. H. Schleier-Smith, and A. J. Daley, “Tunable geometries from a

sparse quantum spin network,” in Optical,Opto-Atomic, and Entanglement-Enhanced Precision

Metrology II , edited by S. M. Shahriar and J. Scheuer (SPIE, San Francisco, United States,

2020) p. 138. [184].

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in §2.4, fast scrambling conjecture defines the absolute speed limit

on how fast information can spread across a quantum many-body system size N .

The conjecture forbids the time t∗, for the information spread across the system

from growing faster than logarithmically with N , t∗ ∝ logN . A system which

saturates this scaling bound is called a fast scrambler, and it is conjectured that

black holes are fast scramblers [53, 70].

The conjecture also has practical importance because fast scramblers can encode

quantum information across the system exponentially quickly. This begs the ques-

tion on possibility of engineering the quantum systems that saturate the fast

scrambling limit and observing the dynamics in the laboratory. The proposals

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.130601
https://doi.org/10.1117/12.2552602
https://doi.org/10.1117/12.2552602
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Figure 5.1: Sparse coupling graph and an experimental scheme for
implementing it. a. A sparse coupling graph, in which the nodes are connected
if and only if the distance (site numbers) between them are separated by integer
powers of 2. A nearest neighbor in the familiar linear (Euclidean) geometry is
recovered in the limit of s = −∞ (left). In the limit of s = ∞, the interaction
graph recovers a treelike structure (right). At s = 0, the graph is no longer local
in either linear or treelike geometries. b. The spin system whose interactions
are mediated by the photons in the cavity with a linear magnetic field gradient
∆B between two atoms at sites i and j that are separated by physical distance
d = a|i− j|. c. Spin exchange interaction mediated by a cavity mode ωc using a
state split by δ which increases linearly with the distance between the two atoms
a∆B|i− j|, due to the Zeeman effect, where a is the interatomic distance. The
control field ω0 drives the virtual Raman process. In this virtual process, a
photon ω0 is absorbed and emitted into the cavity with frequency ωc only when
it is rescattered by another atom by emission of ω′

0. In order for this emission
to occur, the photon from laser with frequency ωl must be tuned precisely
ωl = ω0 − ω′

0 = ωa|i− j| to compensate the extra magnetic field applied on the
second site due to the field gradient.

prior to this work are mainly based on randomly coupled models with nonlo-

cal interactions [311, 312]. However, such a system is difficult to implement in

near term experiments. The difficulty of creating arbitrary long-range couplings

comes from the locality constraint that is imposed by nature. The locality of

spacetime makes it difficult to engineer arbitrary long-range couplings, and the

Lieb-Robinson bound [81, 313] forbids scrambling time t∗ of a model with finite

short-range interactions to increase faster than polynomially in N [198, 314–316].

In order to circumvent this problem we propose a quantum model with a tunable

parameter s on a sparsely coupled graph (Fig. 5.1 a.), where interaction is only

allowed when the two spins are separated by integer powers of 2. Especially, in

this chapter, we study XY model on the graph because of the experimental fea-

sibility using atoms in optical cavity. The model is inspired by the experimental
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proposal [166], which allows us to tune the interaction strength of the spin ex-

change interaction via Raman scattering (Fig. 5.1 b.) individually as a function

of interatomic distance. By adding a magnetic field gradient ∆B, one can choose

the specific distance that atoms must have in between them in order for them to

interact. This is because the linear magnetic field gradient induces a Zeeman shift

ωZ = ωaj on an atom at site j, where a is an interatomic distance. In order for

the spin exchange to occur between a pair of atoms, the laser must also be tuned

to compensate the gap between the Zeeman shift states of the two atoms at sites i

and j, which is ωZ = ωa|i− j|. Due to the linear magnetic field gradient, this gap

is proportional to the interatomic distance, hence the atoms must be separated

by the correct distance (Fig. 5.1 c.). As a consequence, the interaction strength

can be precisely controlled in a level of individual interatomic distances. This can

be done by adjusting the intensity of the laser frequency ωl = ωa|i − j|, which
corresponds to the difference in a Zeeman shift between the atoms separated by

the physical distance d = a|i− j|.

In the following sections, we investigate the transition in the geometry, that is

present in the sparsely coupled XY model with a tunable parameter s. In the

limiting values of s, the model reduces down to a local model in two different

geometries, linear (s = −∞) and treelike (s = ∞), with incompatible notions of

localities. At the transition point, which occurs at s = 0, the spectral and trans-

port properties of the fast scramblers emerge as a result of the lack of the notion

of locality. At this point, we show that the level statistics of the model become

chaotic by an underlying fractal-like dispersion relation, and the transport proper-

ties of the model possess the features that are consistent with the fast scrambling

conjecture. In §5.2, we introduce the model. Then in §5.3 we investigate the sector
of the Hamiltonian where only a single excitation (single magnon) is present in the

system. We show that in this regime, near the transition point at s = 0, the frac-

tal like dispersion relation emerges, with a collapse of the polynomial lightcone

into the logarithmic lightcone. In §5.4, we probe the many-body sectors of the

Hamiltonian and show that the transition persists in this regime. Furthermore,

we show that at the point of transition in geometry at s = 0, the level statistics

recover that of the random matrices; and the lightcone formed by a rapidly mixing

operators that is quantified by the Out-of-Time-Order Correlator (OTOC), which

becomes logarithmic in the fast scrambling limit. Finally, in §5.5 we provide a

summary and outlook.
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5.2 The Model

The model we consider in this chapter is a quantum version of a sparsely coupled

model proposed by Gubser et al. [75]. The Hamiltonian of the model is given by

H =
∑
i,j

Jsparse(i− j)S+
i S

−
i , (5.1)

where Jsparse(i−j) has non-zero value only when two sites are separated by powers

of 2,

Jsparse(i− j) =

Js2ls when |i− j| = 2l, l = 0, 1, 2, · · ·

0 otherwise
. (5.2)

Here i and j are site numbers given to the individual spins (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·N − 1)

in the order that is consistent with the linear geometry, s is a parameter which

controls the strength of the algebraic dependency, and S±
i are spin raising (+)

lowering (−) operator with the spin magnitude S. In this chapter, we consider a

spin-1/2 model with S = 1/2. The interaction function Eq. (5.1) is normalized

with a constant Js,

Js =

1 s < 0(
N
2

)−s
0 < s

. (5.3)

This is chosen such that in the limit s = −∞ and s = ∞, the strength of the

nearest-neighbor interactions becomes 1 in the linear and treelike geometries re-

spectively.

The limiting behaviors of this model at s = ±∞, fall into two different geometries

with incompatible notions of localities:

s = −∞ Local interaction in Euclidean space with linear geometry. This is a

Nearest Neighbor XY -model that we are familiar with.

s = +∞ Local interaction in 2-adic space with treelike geometry. This limit

corresponds to the coupling that are closest in the treelike geometry

When s = 0, the model loses the notion of locality because all the non-zero

couplings available in the system becomes equal. In this limit, the geometry of
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the coupling graph is no longer linear or tree like. The scrambling time t∗, in this

limit, in 0th order, is governed by the number of pairwise interactions which is

required for reaching the destination. The maximum length of the path required

is given by the minimum number of additions/subtractions of powers of 2 required

to hop from one site to the other. This is bounded by the minimum number of

digits required to represent the largest site number available in the chain; and this

scales like log2N . From this 0th order argument, it is already convincing that fast

scrambling dynamics can appear near s = 0, if not exactly at s = 0.

The Hamiltonian has U(1) symmetry that conserves the total number of spin-ups,

in the axial direction of the z-axis. As discussed in Ch. 4.1, the number of spin-up

excitation in z-direction,m, is also known as the number of magnons in the system.

The Hamiltonian can be divided into the N non-interacting sectors classified by

the number of magnons. The dimension of Hilbert space,
(
N
m

)
= N !/(m!(N −m)!)

is the number of ways to distribute m magnons to the N available sites in the

system. Therefore, for small values of m, performing the numerical simulations is

possible for large system size.

5.3 Single Magnon Sector

In this section, we consider the sector of the Hilbert space that only has one

magnon excitation, m = 1. As discussed in Ch. 4.1, the dynamics in this regime

can be solved analytically.

5.3.1 Spectral Properties and Dispersion Relation

First we study the spectrum at s = 0. Since the Hamiltonian is mapped to the

model of non-interacting fermions, performing the Fourier transformation reveals

the single magnon dispersion relation

E(k) = 2Js

log2 N/2∑
l=0

2ls cos
(
2lk
)
, (5.4)

where k = [0, 2π] is the wavenumber.
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons of the energy spectrum between the sparse
(red), dense (blue), and 2-adic (green) coupling at s = −2, 0, and 2.
a. The single magnon energy spectrum of the models at s = −2. In this
regime, the underlying geometry is linear, and hence the spectrum of the dense
and sparse models agrees well. b. The single magnon energy spectrum of the
models at s = 2. In this regime, the underlying geometry is treelike, and
hence the spectrum of the 2-adic and sparse models agrees well. c. the single
magnon energy spectrum of the models at s = 0. At this point, the interaction
functions of the dense and 2-adic models become equivalent, and hence they
overlap each other. At this point, the spectrum of the sparsely coupled model
becomes completely different from the other two models due to the lack of the
permutation symmetry. The dispersion relations are calculated forN = 210, and
they are normalized such that the minimum value(s) are 0 and the maximum
value(s) are 1. Eigenvalues are ordered in the ascending order.

Here, the inverse of a wavenumber is related to the periodicity in space. The

continuity of the dispersion relation E(k) in terms of k, therefore, is related to the

spacial continuity; the analyticity of it is related to the well-defined group velocity

of the quasiparticles, which also gives rise to the notion of locality in the system

[317–319]. Therefore, in this subsection we study the smoothness and continuity

of the dispersion relation in different values of s in order to grasp the change in

geometric property, and hence the scrambling property of the model can be seen

from the change in analyticity of the dispersion relation.

First we show that in the limits of s = ±∞, the model recovers the locality

of the linear and treelike geometries by comparing the energy spectrum of the

sparsely coupled model to dense and 2-adic coupling model with the same tunable

parameter s. The dense and 2-adic coupling models are exactly same models as the

Hamiltonian given by Eq. (5.1) except that the interaction functions are replaced

with Jdense(i− j) and J2−adic(i− j) respectively. The interaction functions of the
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dense and 2-adic model are defined as

Jdense(i− j) = Js|i− j|s (5.5)

J2−adic(i− j) = Js|i− j|−s
2 , (5.6)

where |i− j|2 is the 2-adic norm of i− j defined in Eq. (2.30). The two interaction

functions—dense and 2-adic—unlike the sparse model, obey Jdense(d1) < Jdense(d2)

for |d1| < |d2| and J2−adic(d1) < J2−adic(d2) for |d1|2 < |d2|2, for s < 0 and

s > 0 respectively. These conditions impose locality of linear geometry for dense

interactions and treelike geometry for 2-adic interactions for s < 0 and s > 0

respectively. In Fig. 5.2, we compare the three dispersion relations for s = −2 and

s = 2. The figure clearly shows that the behavior of the spectrum of the sparse

model becomes closer to the dense model in the limit when the s is sufficiently

negative. When s is sufficiently positive, on the other hand, the sparse model

becomes closer to the 2-adic model. Near s = 0, the spectrum of both dense and

2-adic models become degenerate due to the emerging permutation symmetry on

exchange of any pairs of spins within the system. However, such a strong symmetry

is suppressed in the sparse model, resulting in the sparsely coupled model to have

a very different spectrum to the other models.

Furthermore, near s = 0, in the thermodynamic limit (limN → ∞), the dispersion

relation has an interesting property. For −1 < s < 0, the infinite sum converges

to a function known as a Weierstrass function [320]. It is a textbook example of

a continuous but not smooth function, i.e. it is continuous but not differentiable

everywhere [321, 322]. This can be clearly seen in the Fig. 5.3 (left). Despite the

dispersion relation of the model in the regime of the linear geometry (s < −1)

is smooth, This smoothness deforms to have fractal-like structure at s = 0. The

rapid oscillation continues in the s > 0 regime, indicating that the group velocity

picture is not applicable in the linear geometry for −1 < s.

Although the group velocity is not defined in the linear geometry, the smooth-

ness can be recovered for large enough 0 < s. This can be done by reordering the

domain of E(k) according to the 2-adic norm. For finite values of N , the wavenum-

bers k, are integer multiples of 2π/N , k = 2πkn/N with an integer kn ∈ [0, N ]. On

kn, we perform the Monna map [75, 183, 248] introduced in Ch. 2.6.1. It reorders

a set of integers {0, 1, · · · 2n − 1} in a linear geometry to the treelike geometry,

such that the 2-adic distance of the neighboring two are always minimal.
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Figure 5.3: The single magnon dispersion relation of the sparse model
in linear and treelike geometry. Left plots show the dispersion relation in
the wavenumber ordered with the conventional metric of the linear geometry,
where the closeness of two wavenumbers kn and k′n are defined by the Euclidean
metric d∞(kn, k

′
n) = |kn − k′n|. Right plots show the dispersion relation in

the wavenumber ordered with the metric of the treelike geometry. Here the
closeness of the wavenumbers are defined with a small value in 2-adic metric
d2(kn, k

′
n) = |kn−k′n|2. When the ordering is consistent with the geometry of the

model, the dispersion relation of the model is almost everywhere continuous and
differentiable (smooth). This can be seen, when the model is local in the linear
geometry with s = −2 (top panels), the function is smooth in the wavenumbers
of the linear geometry, yet the smoothness is not present in the wavenumber
of the treelike geometry; and for s = −2 the relation is the opposite. Near
s = 0 (middle panels), the dispersion relation is no longer smooth in either of
the geometries, implying that the group velocity is no longer defined in either
of the geometries.

The reordered spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.3 (right). After the reordering, the

behavior of the function becomes smooth for sufficiently large 0 < s, while the

function loses smoothness in the treelike Fourier space for 0 < s < 1, similarly to

the loss of smoothness observed in the linear Fourier space for −1 < s < 0. We

interpret the smoothness—continuity and differentiability—of E(k) as a signature

of the emergence of smooth geometry; while when the differentiability is lost, the

dispersion relation is no longer smooth, and hence it indicates the lack of locality

in the regime |s| < 1.

5.3.2 Single Magnon Transport

The effect of the loss of smoothness in the dispersion relation appears clearly in

the single magnon dynamics of the model. We first look at how a localized spin-

up state at site N/2 spreads across the system. For m = 1, the dynamics can be
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Figure 5.4: Single particle dynamics of the sparse model. a. Occupation
of the magnon, ⟨nj⟩ = Sz

j + 1/2, for N = 1024 sites, evolved with a particle
localized at a site N/2 plotted in Euclidean space for s = −2 (top), s = 0
(middle), and s = 2 (bottom), where d is a Euclidean distance from the site
where initial excitation is placed. b. Occupation of the magnon, but the sites are
rearranged by the Monna mapped distance from the site where initial excitation
is placed, M(d). In the Euclidean space, for s = −2, a linear lightcone in the
real space can be clearly observed (a. top). However for 0 ≤ s, the lightcone in
the linear geometry deforms and no longer become properly defined (a. middle
and bottom). On contrary, a polynomial lightcone is recovered in 2-adic space
for s = −2 (b. bottom). At s = 0, the lightcone is not present in either of the
geometries (middle panels).

analytically tractable as provided in §5.3. The occupation at time t is given by

⟨Sz
i (t)⟩ = ⟨ni(t)⟩ −

1

2
= ⟨S+

i (t)S
−
i (t)⟩ −

1

2

= −1

2
+

1

N2

∑
k,k′

∑
r,s

ei(k−k′)iei(E(k)−E(k′))te−i(kr+k′s)t⟨S+
r S

−
s ⟩, (5.7)

where ⟨S+
r S

−
s ⟩ is the real space correlation at time t = 0.

Shown in the panels in Fig. 5.4 are the evolution of the particle occupation

⟨nj(t)⟩ of the sparse model with a single particle placed at site i = N/2 at

t = 0. The time evolution of the single magnon occupation number operator

⟨nj(t)⟩ = ⟨0|S−
i S

+
j (t)S

−
j (t)S

+
i |0⟩ in this sector of the Hamiltonian, also captures

the Out-of-Time-Order Correlator (OTOC)

Oi,j(t) = ⟨0| [S−
i , S

+
j (t)][S

−
i , S

+
j (t)]

† |0⟩ = ⟨0|S−
i S

+
j (t)S

−
j (t)S

+
i |0⟩

= ⟨nj(t)⟩ , (5.8)
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Figure 5.5: Emergence of the lightcone at s = 0 in the graph geome-
try. Occupation of the fermionic excitation, ⟨nj⟩ = Sz

j +1/2, for N = 1024 sites,
evolved with a particle localized at a site N/2 plotted in a real space for s = 0.
Left is the dynamics with the sites rearranged in the real space and right is the
sites rearranged by the graph distance from N/2. The emerging roughly linear
lightcone in the right panel shows that the single excitation spreads locally in
the graph geometry.

which quantifies the chaotic dynamics and the operator spreading in the system

[25, 151, 206, 273, 277]. The transport of a single magnon reveals the geometry of

the model with respect to the spectral parameter s. When s is sufficiently towards

−∞, the excitation spreads ballistically, forming a linear lightcone as expected

from the nearest-neighbor models (Fig. 5.4 a. top).

On the contrary, when s is sufficiently large towards +∞, the lightcone disappears,

and we observe the excitation hopping discontinuously over the sites. This does

not mean that the locality is lost completely; rather, the model becomes local

in the treelike geometry, where the closeness between two sites is defined by the

2-adic norm dp=2(x, y). Following how the momentum is rearranged to recover the

smoothness in the treelike geometry, shown in Fig. 5.4 b. is the same observable,

but sites are arranged by the Monna mapped integer Euclidean distance from

the initial excitation. The polynomial lightcone can be observed in this treelike

geometry, recovering the locality, where the excitation hops sequentially in the

treelike geometry.

At s = 0, however the dynamics is not local in either of the geometries as it is

clearly shown in the middle panels of Fig. 5.4 a. and b. To understand the origin

of this emerging nonlocality, we rearrange the sites according to the graph distance

dG(x, y), which is the minimum number of hops required to move from site i to

site j in the sparsely coupled graph. (for the precise definition c.f. Ch. 2.6). Shown

in Fig. 5.5 are the same dynamics with the sites rearranged based on the graph

distance from the site of the initial excitation. In the sparsely coupled graph, the

graph distance of the graph is bounded above by the log2(N/2). This is because

the hopping on sparsely coupled graph can be mapped to a minimum number of
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addition/subtraction of integer powers of 2 required on the site number i to get

site number j. The binary representation of d∞(i, j) = |i − j| < N/2 (periodic

boundary condition) immediately tells us that the maximum number of hopping

required is log2(N/2) hops≡digits. The emergence of the roughly linear lightcone

implies that like the graph distance, the time for the localized perturbation to

spread across the system to grow similarly to the largest graph distance, t∗ ∝
logN .

To quantify the emergence of the logarithmic lightcone, in Fig. 5.6, we plot the

saturation time t̃ϵ = tϵ/max{tϵ}, where tϵ is the time it takes for the occupation at

a site to reach 1/N th of the thermal value, ϵ = 1/N2. As shown in Fig. 5.6 a. i-ii.,

in the regimes where the interaction is local the signature of the lightcone appears

as the polynomial dependence of the t̃ϵ with respect to the distance function of the

correct geometry. For s = −3, t̃ϵ increases linearly with respect to the Euclidean

distance, d∞(N/2, j), as it is in the regime where interaction is short-ranged based

on this definition of the distance. For s = 3, on the other hand, the linear lightcone

is not present in the linear geometry. However, the polynomial lightcone is present

in the treelike geometry defined by the Monna mapped Euclidean distance t̃ϵ ∝
M(d∞(N/2, i))3.33. The difference in the polynomial dependency indicates that

the s < 0 in linear and 0 < s in treelike geometry are not exact dual.

In the regime where the dispersion relation becomes fractal, −1 < s < 1, the

polynomial dependence of t̃ϵ diminishes. As argued in §5.3.1 this is caused by

the undefined group velocity due to the loss in the smoothness of the dispersion

relation. In this regime, the saturation time is governed by the available paths in

the coupling graph, instead of them being governed by the metric of the geometry.

This is more apparent in the duality between the behavior of the saturation time

in linear regime for s < 0 and treelike regime for 0 < s as shown in Fig. 5.6 b. (i-ii).

Finally, at s = 0 we found that the distance dependence of the saturation time

in the linear and treelike geometry becomes indistinguishable (Fig. 5.6 c. i and

ii). At this point, the saturation time is bounded logarithmically with respect to

the distance in both geometries. This logarithmic dependence can be explained

as a result of the ballistic transport across the sparsely coupled graph. In this

case, the tϵ at a site directly depends on the graph distance from the origin of

the perturbation, which is bounded by the log2N/2. The emergence of the linear

lightcone with respect to the graph distance, dG, is shown in Fig. 5.6 c. iii.
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Figure 5.6: Single particle saturation time on the sparsely coupled
model. The normalized saturation time, t̃ϵ = tϵ/max{tϵ} is plotted for the
different values of s in different geometries, where tϵ is the time it takes for
a single site occupation ⟨nj⟩ to reach ϵ = 1/N2 for the single particle sector,
where initial excitation is placed at i = N/2. a. i-ii. tϵ of the sites arranged
by the Euclidean distance from the perturbation (i) and the Monna mapped
distance from the perturbation (ii) for s = −3 (red circle) s = +3 (blue cross).
The linear (s = 3) and polynomial (s = −3) lightcones emerges when the sites
are arranged in the correct geometry (red and blue lines respectively). b. i-ii.
The same plot for s = −0.5 (red circle) and s = 0.5 (blue cross). In these
regimes, however, due to the loss of the smoothness in the dispersion relation,
the lightcones eno longer exist in either of the geometries. c. i-iii. The saturation
time at s = 0 plotted as a function of Euclidean (i), Monna mapped (ii), and
the graph distance (iii). This figure was reproduced from [184].
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To conclude, there are three distinct regimes in the single magnon sector (m = 1)

of the sparse model as expected from its spectral property (Eq. (5.4)). Two regimes

are the extreme limits near s = ±∞, where the localities in the linear (s = −∞)

and treelike geometry (s = +∞) are recovered. The third regime |s| < 1, occurs

when the smoothness of the dispersion relation is lost in the thermodynamic limit.

Furthermore, we show that at s = 0, the exponentially fast spreading of the

perturbation occurs and simultaneously, the linear and treelike geometries become

indistinguishable. At this point, the timescale of the information spreading in

the system increases linearly with the graph distance between the sites. The

logarithmically scaling saturation time with respect to the system size ∼ logN , is

an evidence for an emergence of the fast scrambling dynamics at s = 0.

5.4 Beyond Single Particle Physics

To show that the fully quantum regime is fast scrambling, we now move to the

regime with multiple magnon excitations (1 < m). The previous section shows

that at the single magnon m = 1 level, dynamics is fast scrambling dynamics at

s = 0. In this section, we show that this feature persists in the many-body regime

for 1 < m.

5.4.1 Two Magnons Sector

In order to confirm the persistence of the logarithmic lightcone in the many-body

regime, we first analyze the spectral and transport properties of the model with

two magnon excitations m = 2. In this regime, as discussed in Ch. 4.1.2, the

dimension of the Hilbert space only increases quadratically with the system size;

and hence the exact calculation of the dynamical variables are still manageable

for a large number of sites. The translation symmetry of the Hamiltonian makes

the momentum a good quantum number. Hence, the Hamiltonian can be block-

diagonalized into N hermitian matrices with a dimension which increase only

linearly with N . This allows the numerical analysis of large system size.

Utilizing translation symmetry, the elements of block-diagonal HamiltonianHµ1,µ2 ,

parameterized by a momentum k and the corresponding basis states ψk,µj
is given
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Figure 5.7: Level statistics of the two magnon sector of the sparsely
coupled model at s = 0. a. The distribution of the level spacing ∆E/⟨∆E⟩
calculated after sorting the eigenenergies across all the momentum sectors. The
yellow line is a fit to the distribution: occurrence ≈ 1.8 × 104e−1.3∆E . The
agreement implies that the system is integrable. b. The distribution of the
level spacing ∆E/⟨∆E⟩ calculated for each momentum, then combined across
all the momenta. The red line is a fit to the distribution for ∆E/⟨∆E⟩ <

0.8: occurrence ≈ 7.6(∆E/⟨∆E⟩)e−3.8(∆E/⟨∆E⟩)2 . When the level statistics are
resolved by the momentum sectors, the level statistics recover that of the GOE.

by

Hk,µi,µj
= Jsparse(µi − µj) + J∗

sparse(µi − µj)e
2iπk(µi−µj)/N

+Jsparse(µi + µj)e
−2iπkµf/N + Jsparse(µi − µj)e

2πikµi/N , (5.9)

where µi and µj are the index given to the set of momentum eigenstates ψk. The

physical state with a localized excitation at sites m1,m2 is given by

|m1,m2⟩ = S+
m1
S+
m2

|↓⟩ =
∑
k

√
1

N
exp(πik(m1 +m2 − d∞(m1,m2))/L)ψk,d∞(m1,m2).

(5.10)

We first, investigate the spectrum of the model at s = 0 by computing the level

statistics of the eigenenergies of the two-magnon sector. Level statistics [269,

323], introduced in Ch. 3.2, is a study of the distribution of the level spacing,

which is the gap between neighboring eigenenergies of the model. Immediately,

we see that, like the single magnon sector, because the full two-magnon sector

of the Hamiltonian is real symmetric and has translation symmetry, the sector is

equivalent to a one magnon sector of the Hamiltonian of a complex network with
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the same symmetry of the sparsely coupled graph. Therefore, the full two-magnon

sector is integrable. This implies that the level statistics of the two-magnon follow

the integrable Poisson level statistics at s = 0:

PPoisson(∆E) ∝ e−c∆E, (5.11)

where c is a real constant, as shown in Fig. 5.7 a. However, when the level statis-

tics are computed by the momentum sectors, it possesses a Gaussian Orthogonal

Ensemble (GOE) [26]. The ensemble of symmetric matrices where elements are

drawn from a Gaussian distribution:

PGOE(∆E) ∝ ∆Ee−c(∆E)2 , (5.12)

where c is a real constant. As shown in Fig. 5.7 b., the model follows GOE level

statistics with a thickened tail. This further indicates that the model at s = 0 is

chaotic.

In order to further confirm the emerging chaotic properties of the model at s = 0,

we look at the OTOC of the form

Oi,j(t) =
1

N 2

(∑
l ̸=i

⟨0|S−
i S

−
l

)[
Sz
j , S

z
i (t)
](∑

l ̸=i

S+
i S

+
l |0⟩

)
, (5.13)

for i = 0 and for various values of j. Here, N is a normalization factor of the state∑
l ̸=i S

+
i S

+
l |0⟩, N = 1√

N−1
. The state

∑
l ̸=i S

+
i S

+
k |0⟩ is a superposition of a single

magnon localized at site i = 0 and another particle completely delocalized in the

real space. Although this is not equivalent to the OTOC of the finite temperature

state, unlike the single-particle OTOC discussed in the previous section, it captures

the spread of OTOC in a locally thermal bath with a finite particle occupation.

Shown in Fig. 5.8 a. is the saturation time of OTOC t∗ at s = 0. It is the minimum

time that takes for the OTOC O0,d to reach ϵ = 1/N2. At s = 0, the sites with

the fastest growth of OTOC are the ones that are connected to the site 0. For

the general values of s near s = 0, to bound the lightcone from the above and

below, we look at the slowest and the fastest growing sites within the intervals

2m < d < 2m+1 for m = 0, . . . , N − 2. In the regime, where the linear lightcone

vanishes (|s| < 0), the lightcone opens up, forming a gap between the upper and

the lower bounds of the lightcone as observed in the dynamics of the single magnon

sector. In this regime the lightcone cannot be defined uniformly. To analyze this
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Figure 5.8: Saturation time of OTOC of the two-magnons sector of
the sparsely coupled model and the change in the dependency of the
lightcone. a. The saturation time t∗ of OTOC Oi,i+d, where t∗ the minimal
time for OTOC to grow to the value of 1/N2. Red diamonds are the slowest
time of the sites between the intervals 2m < d < 2m+1 and black squares are the
sites which OTOCs grows fastest within the interval. The red and black lines
of the best fit, t∗ = c0d

c1(ln d)c2 and t∗ = c0
′dc1 respectively (d is replaced with

M(d) for 0 < s). They bound the t∗ from above and below; hence provides
the upper and lower bounds of the lightcone. b. The parameters c1 (black),
and c2 (red) that are used to fit the functional dependence of the red diamonds
and black squares from Fig. a. As the polynomial dependence vanishes towards
s = 0 accompanied by the logarithmic dependence emerging near s = 0.

regime instead, we can define the lower and the upper bound of the lightcone by

considering the slowest and the fastest growing sites within the previously defined

interval (red and black lines in Fig. 5.8 a.).

From the saturation times t∗, the bounds on the lightcone is computed by fitting

a polynomial and logarithmic function of the form:

t∗ =

c0dc1(ln d)c2 (Slowest)

c′0d
c1 (Fastest)

(5.14)

to the fastest and the slowest growing sites, with free parameters c0, c
′
0, c1, c2. As

shown in Fig. 5.8 b., the polynomial dependency on the lightcone vanishes as s

approaches s = 0 (c1, black line). On the other hand, the logarithmic dependency

parameterized with the exponent c1 emerges as s approaches s = 0, and peaks at

s = 0. This clearly shows that at s = 0, the nature of the lightcone is dominated

by the logarithmic dependence with respect to the distance. Furthermore the

behavior of the parameters c1 and c2 are symmetric about s = 0 for linear s < 0

and treelike s > 0.
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Figure 5.9: The level statistics of the half-filling sector of the sparsely
coupled model at s = 0. a. The distribution of the level spacing ∆E/⟨∆E⟩
calculated after sorting the eigenenergies across all the momentum sectors. The
yellow line is a fit to the distribution: occurence ≈ 5.4 × 102e−1.3∆E . The
agreement implies that the system is integrable. b. The distribution of the
level spacing ∆E/⟨∆E⟩ calculated for each momentum sector, then combined
across them. The red line is a fit to the distribution for ∆E/⟨∆E⟩ < 0.8:

occurence ≈ 2.3× 103(∆E/⟨∆E⟩)e−0.7(∆E/⟨∆E⟩)2 . When the level statistics are
resolved by the momentum, parity, and spin inversion symmetry, the level statis-
tics recover that of the GOE. This implies that the presence of level repulsion
in the individual symmetry sector.

For fixed m, taking the lattice size N to infinity causes the probability of tak-

ing two-body and higher order interactions to be infinitesimally small. Thus the

transport property of m = 1 and m = 2 represents the dynamics of the many-

body systems with sufficiently small m/N ≪ 1. As observed, in this regime, the

Hamiltonian has a fractal first-order dispersion relation. As the model approaches

to s = 0, the level statistics approach to that of the GOE statistics.

5.4.2 Half-Filling Sector

To go beyond the limit m/N ≪ 1, we investigate the model at half-filling, m/N =

2. In this regime, the dimensions of the Hilbert space increases combinatorially

as
(

N
N/2

)
. This makes the spectral and dynamical analysis of the model difficult.

Therefore, in this section we rely on the analysis with the Matrix Product State

(MPS) algorithm [91, 94, 113, 116, 300, 324] (c.f. Ch. 4.2) in addition to the exact

diagonalization, to reach the larger system size.

We first look at the level statistics in this regime. Shown in Fig. 5.9 is the level

statistics of the half filled sector of N = 16. Despite the small system size, the
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Figure 5.10: Growth of entanglement entropy in the different ge-
ometries. a. The entanglement entropy of the contiguous region of size Nsub.
The initial state is an x-polarized state with the system size N = 16. The above
panels show the subsystems of various size Nsub taken in the linear geometry,
and panels below show the entropy of the subsystems taken from the treelike
geometry for s = −2 (left), 0 (middle), and 2 (right). b. The minimum entangle-
ment across all the possible partitions of size Nsub = 1, 2, 4, 8 (light to dark) at
t = 0.5; and the minimum entanglement entropy of the contiguous region of size
Nsub = 8 for the linear (blue dashed) and the treelike (red dotted) geometries.

size of the Hilbert space is in the order ten thousand, which is large enough for

capturing the emerging non-trivial chaotic many-body phenomena [206]. When the

level statistics are computed without resolving the eigenenergies by the symmetry

sectors, the level statistics at s = 0 follows the Poisson distribution (Fig. 5.9 a.).

This is expected because the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian can be given

analytically as a sum of the elements of the single magnon dispersion relation

with the phase which depends linearly on the distance from the center of masses,

as expected from two magnons sector (Eq. (5.9)). When the level statistics are

computed for individual symmetry sectors: namely the translation (momentum),

parity, and spin inversion, they divert from the Poisson distribution as expected

(Eq. (5.9) b.). Here the statistics approach to the GOE more closely compare to

two magnons sector. This further indicates the emergence of chaotic behavior at

s = 0 in the strongly interacting regime.

To analyze the transition between linear and treelike geometries at s = 0 and

the emerging fast scrambling dynamics further, we now analyze how entanglement

entropy evolves. The structure of the entanglement provides an even sharper

signature of the locality. When the dynamics is local in the given geometry, the

entanglement growth is suppressed to obey an area-law. Therefore, the deviations

from the area-law growth of entanglement entropy can be used as a test for whether

the interactions are local or not in the given geometry.
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Here, we prepare a product state of each spin polarized in the x-direction as the ini-

tial state. Fig. 5.10 a. shows the von Neumann entropy of S(A) = −Tr{ρA ln ρA}
of a contiguous subsystem A of size Nsub = |A| in two geometries. Here ρA is a

reduced density matrix in A, where ρA = TrĀρ, and TrĀ denotes a partial trace

over subsystem Ā, which is the complementary region of A. A contiguous region

is a region where every qubit in the region has at least one qubit that is adjacent

to it in the same region. Here, we explicitly avoid the use of a phrase “continuous

subsystem” and instead, we use “contiguous subsystem” because “continuous”

serves as an antonym of a term “discrete”. Top panels show the entanglement

entropy of the spins arranged in the linear geometry, and the bottom panels show

the spins arranged in the treelike geometry via Monna map. As expected, when

|s| is sufficiently large, the locality, or equivalently the natural way to organize the

spins, comes out in the suppressed growth across all the subsystem sizes. When the

notion of the locality in the underlying dynamics is not compatible with the geom-

etry, the entanglement grows quickly to the saturation. As shown in Fig. 5.10 b.

partitioning the system with the contiguous regions in the linear geometry is al-

ways the optimal way to partition the system for s < 0 (blue dashed). On the

other hand, partitioning the system in the treelike geometry is optimal for s > 0

(red dotted). These results are consistent with the lightcones and the notion of

locality deduced from the dynamics of small magnon sectors.

When s = 0, however, the entanglement is always large for any partitioning with a

fixed size, despite none of the partitions being fully saturated. Shown in Fig. 5.10 b.

with the black lines are the minimal entanglement entropies from all the possible

subsystems of sizes Nsub = 1, 2, 4, and 8 (light to dark). For all the subsystem

sizes, they show a peak at s = 0. This implies that all spins are coupled strongly to

one another. Especially the contiguous cut in the two geometries and the minimal

cut coincides at s = 0. This further confirms that at this point, the notion of

locality is lost.

Finally, we end this chapter with the discussion of dynamical properties of the

model beyond those which can be computed with the exact diagonalization. For

this calculation, we use the MPS methods discussed in Ch. 4.2, to compute the

Out-of-Time-Order Correlator (OTOC), O(∞)
i,i+d, of the infinite temperature state.

This takes the form:

O(∞)
i,i+d =

1(
N
N/2

)Tr{[Sz
i , S

z
j (t)
]2}, (5.15)
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Figure 5.11: Time evolution of OTOC computed using MPS. a. OTOC
O0,d for s = −2 (left) s = 0 (middle), and s = 2 (right) plotted in the linear
geometry (left and right) and the treelike geometry (right). For s = ±2, the
lightcone is recovered in the geometry which the interactions are local. At
s = 0, however, the polynomial lightcone deforms as it was observed in the
fewer magnons sectors. b. The saturation of OTOC at sites that can be reached
with one hop (d = 2 solid) and two hops (d = 5, dashed) in the interaction
graph for the system sizes N = 16 (red) and N = 32 (blue). The quantities are
simulated on a sparsely coupled model with open boundary condition with the
maximum bond dimension of D = 100.

where
(
n
k

)
denotes a binomial coefficient n!/k!(n− k)!.

Shown in Fig. 5.11 a. are lightcones formed by the OTOC for the system size N =

32. These plots clearly show the three regimes—linear (s = −2), fast scrambling

(s = 0), and treelike (s = 2)—as expected from the previous discussions on single

magnon transport, OTOC in two magnons sector, and entanglement entropy in

m = N/2 regime with N = 16. Furthermore, Fig. 5.11 b. (solid) shows the

saturation of OTOC before it reaches the regime where it is expected to grow

exponentially in the semi-classical limit. This is expected because of the discrete

and finite local degrees of freedom which limits the maximum value of the OTOC

at O(1). Nevertheless, the initial exponential suppression of the growth of the

OTOC only depends on the graph distance. This further confirms that even in

the strongly interacting regime, the model at s = 0 possesses a spectral and

dynamical characteristics which are necessary for fast scrambler as a result of the

crossover between the two incompatible geometries.

5.5 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, we investigated an XY -model on a sparsely coupled graph with a

coupling strength controlled by a tunable parameter s, which can be implemented

in the experiment with cold atoms in an optical cavity. To show the model becomes
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fast scrambling at s = 0, we study the transition in the underlying geometry of the

model as a function of s in the non-interacting, weakly interacting, and strongly

interacting regime based on the number of magnon spin excitations m = 1, m = 2,

and m = N/2. This was done by studying the spectral properties and transport

properties of the model in the three regimes of s: s < 0, s = 0, and 0 < s. In the

non-interacting regime m = 1, We show that near s = 0, the transport property

on the single magnon sector m = 1 is governed dominantly by the fractal-like

dispersion relation. In the many-body regimem > 1, we show that the distribution

of symmetry resolved spectral gaps recover the GOE level statistics at s = 0, which

is a strong signature of the emergence of chaos at s = 0.

Furthermore, we have shown the transition in transport properties and locality of

the model as the underlying geometry transitions from linear to treelike geometry

as a function of s. We show that for large |s|, the lightcones are observed in the

geometries that are consistent with the notion of locality that the model possesses.

Namely, the lightcone appears in the linear geometry for s is negative, and it

appears in the treelike geometry when s is positive. This is confirmed further

by the emergence of logarithmic upper bound in the maximum saturation time

of the OTOC at s = 0, accompanied by the rapid growth of correlations in the

strongly interacting regime. the loss of geometry, and hence the notion of locality,

at s = 0 is also confirmed in the structure of the entanglement entropy. At

s = 0, the configuration which minimizes the entanglement entropy is no longer

linear or treelike, indicating that any cut has maximal entropy despite the state

have not reached the equilibrium. From the underlying chaotic spectrum and

the logarithmic lightcones which emerge at s = 0, we provided numerical and

analytical evidences that indicate the emergence of fast scrambling dynamics at

s = 0.

The future prospects lie on implementing and probing the model in cavity-QED

experiment, and confirming the emerging fast scrambling dynamics at s = 0. In

recent years, there has been an active research on simulating high-temperature

physics using cold atoms [325–327]. On the theoretical side, the connection of

the sparsely coupled model to holographic theories [49, 51, 328] and underlying

tensor network structures [294] may be studied. The nature of the transition from

slow-scrambling to fast scrambling is also not well understood. It is hoped that

further theoretical and experimental studies of the fast scramblers reveals more of

their exotic natures.



Chapter 6

Floquet Fast Scrambler

The mathematician’s patterns, like

the painter’s or the poet’s must be

beautiful; the ideas like the

colours or the words, must fit

together in a harmonious way.

Beauty is the first test: there is no

permanent place in the world for

ugly mathematics.

Godfrey Harold Hardy [329]
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In the previous chapter, we investigated a time independent Hamiltonian fast

scrambler. In this chapter, we investigate a class of quantum circuits on a sparsely

coupled graph. Similarly to the time independent model discussed in the previous

chapter, the circuits have a tunable parameter s, which controls the probabilities

of long-range two-qubit gates. We show that by tuning s, the underlying geometry

of the model transitions from linear (s < 0) to treelike (0 < s) geometry. Near

s = 0, we show that the locality of the circuit diminishes, and it becomes a fast

scrambler with a system size invariant teleportation time tc. Then we show that

exactly at s = 0, the circuit remains to be a fast scrambler despite all the random

gates being replaced with a set of deterministic gates. With this treatment, the

circuit is equivalent to a spin model with a time-dependent periodic (Floquet)

Hamiltonian, with a period 2 log2N . This deterministic fast scrambling circuit can

provide highly entangled state in a timescale that only increases logarithmically

with the system size, and access to the fast scrambling dynamics in a highly

programmable manner.

Parts of this chapter are reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this

thesis in the following publications: T. Hashizume, G. S. Bentsen, S. Weber, and A. J. Daley,

“Deterministic Fast Scrambling with Neutral Atom Arrays,” Physical Review Letters, 126,

200603 (2021). [185]. and T. Hashizume, S. Kuriyattil, A. J. Daley, and G. Bentsen, “Tunable

Geometries in Sparse Clifford Circuits,” Symmetry, 14, 666 (2022). [187].

6.1 Introduction

On the contrary to relying on imposing long-range interactions on a static array of

atoms, the approach that we take in this chapter is a creation of effective long-range

interactions through shuffling of the atoms, with the interaction of the neighboring

atoms which follows. This shuffling-and-interacting scheme is motivated by the

experiments on optically trapped cold neutral atoms [168, 169, 175, 176, 179, 180,

330–333] and manipulation of those with an array of optical tweezers [104, 174].

If the fast-scrambling can be achieved in the process of shuffling-and-interacting

scheme, following the Susskind’s random all-to-all model [53] (c.f. Ch. 1.1.2), the

initial product state is expected to become a volume-law state after the O(logN)

shuffle-and-interaction steps. Here, we take the circuit interpretation, where one

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.200603
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.200603
https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14040666
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Figure 6.1: Sparsely coupled graph, sparsely coupled circuit, its
limiting geometries, and its dynamical phases. a. A sparsely coupled
graph. Two edges i and j are connected if and only if the distance d∞(i, j) =
|i− j| is integer powers of 2. Here, the periodic boundary condition is imposed
such that |i− j| = min{abs(i− j), N −abs(i− j)}. b. A sparsely coupled circuit
which emerges from the Faro shuffling scheme. The sparsely coupled circuit,
where two qubits interact if and only if they are separated by integer powers of
2, is recovered by removing even and odd bonds interchangeably for every other
period. c. The probability of two-qubit gate being applied between sites i and
j as a function of a tunable parameter s and inter-qubit distance d∞(i, j). The
probability distribution decays with the distance for s < 0, while it grows with
distance for s > 0. At s = 0, the two-qubit gates are applied for all allowed
pairs of neighboring qubits with the same probability. d. The two geometries,
linear and treelike, with two incompatible notions of locality. Site indices given
by following the Euclidean norm d∞(i, j) naturally defines an order of sites
consistent with the linear geometry (top). In treelike geometry, the closeness of
the sites are defined by the 2-adic distance with emerging treelike hierarchical
structure (bottom). The sites that are ordered in the linear geometry can be
rearranged to a treelike geometry by performing Monna map (middle). e. (inset
of d.) A sketch of a dynamical transition from linear area-law (blue) to treelike
area-law (pink) regime as a function of s and transition to volume-law (green)
entanglement entropy in time. This figure was reproduced from [187].

interaction step is regarded as a layer of circuit with gate applications between the

neighboring atoms.

In an experimental setup, the physical time in a laboratory which is required for

shuffling atoms may scales at worst O(N). However, this extra scaling can be

ignored by adjusting the speed of transport such that the shuffling time is the

worst possible time which occurs at the largest system size that can be achieved

in the laboratory. Together with the long coherence time of the ground state

atomic qubits, the scheme is expected to provide the scalability as well as the

accessibility in the near-term experiments of fast-scrambling and highly nonlocal

circuit models.

By choosing a correct shuffling scheme—the Faro shuffle—which moves every sec-

ond atoms to the back of the array [177]—effective interactions can be restricted
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to the qubits that are 2F away in the initial linear ordering, where F is the min-

imum number of shuffling operations required to be applied on the initial order-

ing. With this scheme, the sparse coupling pattern emerges naturally in this

model (Fig. 6.1 a.). In this chapter, we probe the model by varying probability

of the nearest-neighbor interactions as a function of F and a tunable parameter

s (Fig. 6.1 b.). By setting a function to be monotonically decreasing (s < 0) or

increasing (s > 0), as shown in Fig. 6.1 b., the model interpolates between two

regimes with different underlying geometries. The linear geometry is recovered

for large negative 0 < s, where the correlation propagates continuously over the

neighboring sites in the linear geometry as shown in Fig. 6.1 d. (top). We find in

this regime, an area-law entanglement is recovered in the linear geometry in the

early times (Fig. 6.1 e. blue). For large positive 0 < s, on the other hand, tree-

like geometry, where closeness is defined with 2-adic norm (c.f. Ch. 2.6), emerges

(Fig. 6.1 d. bottom).

We find that in this regime, an area-law entanglement is present in the treelike

geometry in early times (Fig. 6.1 e. pink). In both regimes, the linear lightcone

emerges as a result of the locally propagating correlation. After a time which

scales polynomially with N , the lightcone hits the boundary multiple times, lead-

ing to the saturation in the amount of quantum information that can be held

locally. When it occurs, an area-law entangled state transitions to a volume-law

entangled state. Upon further evolution, the state reaches the Page-scrambling

limit [236], where any given subsystem is maximally entangled with the rest of the

system. Similarly to the model discussed in the previous chapter, near s = 0 the

fast scrambling dynamics emerges as the linear and treelike lightcones collapse to

transition from one geometry to the other. We show that this collapse of lightcone

leads to the scrambling time t∗, the time it takes for initial product state to be

Page-scrambled, to scale t∗ ∝ logN .

In this chapter, we also probe the polynomial lightcones, which emerges from

the different underlying geometries—linear, fast scrambling, and treelike—in the

quantum circuit on a sparsely coupled graph. This is done through the numerical

simulation of the dynamically changing entanglement structures. To simulate the

circuit in great depth and large system size, we restrict the circuit to a restricted

class of circuit called Clifford circuit [90, 118]. In §6.2, we introduce a sparse

Clifford circuit, which we study in this chapter. In §6.3 we characterize the scram-

bling t∗ of the different regime as a negativity of tripartite mutual information
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I(A : B : C) between three locally confined regions. We show that scrambling

time t∗ ∝ O(Na) increases polynomially when the geometry is compatible and

t∗ ∝ O(1) otherwise. In §6.4, we further show the emergence of lightcone in a

geometry that is compatible with the interaction. This is done by calculating the

Bao-Altman teleportation probability I|m(i, j) between the sites i and j [334]. We

show that at and near s = 0, the teleportation time becomes finite. In §6.5, we
propose the experimental implementation of sparse Clifford circuit and Floquet

deterministic fast scramblers using neutral atoms, with tweezers assisted shuffling

protocol. Then in §6.6, we introduce a deterministic Floquet fast scrambler which

emerges at s = 0 by replacing the random two-qubit gates to a deterministic set of

gates. By probing the entanglement structure we show that initial product state

reaches the Page-scrambling limit in time t∗ ∝ logN . We also show that Hayden

and Preskill type of teleportation protocol performed on the circuit can immedi-

ately teleport a quantum state on arbitrary number of qubits in time t∗ ∝ logN .

Finally, in §6.7, we summarize our findings.

6.2 Sparse Clifford Circuits

We study Clifford circuits on a sparsely coupled graph. Sparse circuits are a class

of circuits where the qubits numbered i = 0, 1, · · ·N − 1 are coupled via two-qubit

gates Qij when two qubits i and j are connected by an edge in a sparsely coupled

graph. The sparsely coupled graph, which we consider in this chapter, is a graph

where two vertices are connected if and only if the difference, d∞(i, j), in the qubit

numbers i and j is an integer power of 2: d∞(i, j) = |i − j| = 2l for l = 1, 2, · · ·
(Fig. 6.1 a.). In this chapter, if not stated explicitly, periodic boundary conditions

are assumed, where the distance is defined as |i− j| = min{abs(i− j), N −abs(i−
j)}.

Following the analytical [177, 335], numerical [183], and experimental [102] studies,

we introduce a tunable parameter s which controls the probability p(|i− j|, s) of
applying two qubit gates as a function of d∞(i, j) as follows (Fig. 6.1 b.):

p(|i− j|, s) =

Js|i− j|s
(
when |i− j| = 2l, l = 0, 1, 2, · · ·

)
0 (otherwise)

, (6.1)
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where Js is a normalization factor,

Js = 2

((
N

2

)s

+ 2

log2 N−2∑
k=0

2ks

)−1

. (6.2)

In order to recover the continuous time dynamics in the limit where a set of applied

qubit gates only rotate a local state by small amount, we further impose nonlocal

brickwork pattern to the circuit, as shown in Fig. 6.1 c. In the sparse nonlocal

brickwork circuit, the circuit is represented as interchangeably stacked even and

odd blocks. Each block is composed of log2N − 1 circuit layers, and for each

layer, two-qubit gates are applied to the qubits that are separated by distance

2l with the probability p(2l, s), where l is the number of layers measured from

the 0th layer of the block. In order to avoid two-qubit gates to be applied on

the same qubit in a given layer more than once for any s, for the layers in even

(odd) block, we apply two-qubit gates Qi,i+2l if and only if i/2l = 0 mod 2, (= 1

mod 2 for odd). Finally, we insert a layer of circuit with two-qubit gates Qi,i+N/2

for i = 0, 1, · · · , N/2 − 1 with probability p(N/2, s) right after applying the even

block.

In this circuit construction, following Sekino and Susskind [53, 55], Bao et al. [334],

and the random all-to-all model discussed in Ch. 1.1.2, we define a unit of time as

a number of layers required such that on average, one gate is applied per qubit.

This is treatment is necessary to recover an anisotropic transverse field Heisenberg

Hamiltonian on a sparsely coupled graph, which is extensive and similar to the

spin model discussed in Ch. 5, through the transformation discussed in [334]. With

the normalization factor Js defined in Eq. (6.2), a unit of time becomes exactly

2 log2N − 1 circuit layers, i.e. ∆t = 1 ≡ 2 log2N − 1 layers.

The two-qubit gates Qij are drawn randomly from a set of gates called two-qubit

Clifford group [117, 118]. The two-qubit Clifford group C2 is a set of unitary op-

erators which transforms a Kronecker product of two Pauli operators, also known

as a Pauli string, to a different Pauli string. As discussed in Ch. 4.4, with this con-

straint, the state explores the state space spanned by the stabilizer states. There-

fore, the dynamics can be exactly simulated in polynomial time using a classical

computer, while capturing many-body entanglement [90, 117, 118]. Furthermore,

the random Clifford gates are unitary 2-designs [336], hence the random Clifford

unitary dynamics closely mirror the dynamics of random gates drawn from more
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general set of random unitaries [53, 59, 119, 151, 206]. With this treatment, the

circuit with order of a thousand qubits can be simulated.

6.3 Scrambling and Negativity of Tripartite In-

formation

First we quantify scrambling dynamics of the circuit by looking at how tripartite

mutual information (TMI)

I(A : B : C) = I(A,B) + I(A,C)− I(A,BC) (6.3)

of regions A, B, and C, defined in the different geometries evolves for the different

values of s. Here, I(A,B) = S(A)+S(B)−S(AB) is mutual information between

regions A and B, and S(A) is the von Neumann entropy of subregion A:

S(A) = −Tr{ρA ln ρA}, (6.4)

where ρA = TrĀρ is the reduced density matrix of A, ρ is the density matrix of the

full state, TrĀ is a partial trace over subregion Ā, and Ā denotes the complementary

subregion of A.

The negativity of TMI for three extensive regions serves as a degree of global

embedding of initially localized information, the degree of scrambling, as reviewed

in Ch. 2.1.1. Shown in Fig. 6.2 a. is a TMI calculated for three geometrically

contiguous regions A, B, and C of size N/4, which divides the qubits into four

equal partition of size N/4 in linear (left, Euclidean ordered) and treelike (right,

Monna mapped, c.f. Ch. 2.6) geometries as depicted in Fig. 6.2 a. (top left). As

defined in Ch. 5.4.2, a contiguous region is a region where every qubit in the region

has at least one qubit that is adjacent to it in the same region.

The behavior of TMI varies drastically between the signs of s and the geometries.

The locality of the interaction in a given geometry, gives rise to a long-lasting

plateau where I(A : B : C) = 0. This is especially true in the case of large |s|:
1 ≪ |s|. In this regime, TMI becomes negative after the lightcone spreads across

the system, which gives rise to the plateau duration that is extensive in N .
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Figure 6.2: Quantifying Scrambling Tripartite Mutual Information.
a. Tripartite mutual information I(A : B : C) between the three contiguous
region of N/4 (top left) of the output qubits for s = −1.5, · · · , 1.5 with step size
∆s = 0.25, in linear (left) and treelike (right) geometries for N = 512. An initial
plateau I(A : B : C) = 0 (white) persists for extended amount of time when the
interaction is local in a given geometry. At long times, information scrambles
and gives rise to the substantial negativity in TMI (dark blue). When the
interaction is nonlocal in a given geometry, however, the negativity is reached
in the timescale of order O(1). (0 < s for the linear and s < 0 for the treelike
geometry) The length of the plateau is estimated by finding the time t0 which
takes for TMI to reach one bit of negativity, I(A : B : C) = − ln 2, in linear
(orange) and treelike (red) geometries. The error analysis on the points on
the color plot is provided in Appendix B. b. The time t0 for s = 0,±0.4,±0.7
for system sizes N = 23, 24, · · · , 29. For s < 0, t0 is computed in the linear
geometry, and for 0 < s, t0 is computed in the treelike space. Error bars are
shown or are smaller than the data points. Results are averaged over 103 circuit
realizations. The initial state is a product state |0⟩⊗N . This figure was reproduced
from [187].

With this observation, we extract the timescale of a circuit’s ability to scramble a

bit of information as a duration t0 of the I(A : B : C) = 0 plateau. Precisely, t0 is

defined as the time when TMI reaches one bit of negativity: I(A : B : C) = − ln 2.

For N = 512, t0 is marked in Fig. 6.2 a. with orange for linear geometry and red

for treelike geometry. As shown, t0 approaches to O(1) constant as |s| approaches
0, and the time is fixed at constant for the values of s with the geometry where

the interactions are nonlocal.

To confirm the fast scrambling dynamics emerges at s = 0, plotted on Fig. 6.2 b.

is a timescale t0 for different system sizes. For 1 < |s|, the timescale becomes

extensive with the system size in the geometry that is compatible with the locality

of the interactions. Namely, if the contiguous regions are taken in the linear

geometry, the timescale grows as tlinear0 ∼ N for s < −1 (bottom), and polynomial
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Figure 6.3: Hierarchical Construction of the underlying coupling
graph of the sparse Clifford circuit. The sparse coupling graph of size
N (right, N = 8) can be constructed by coupling two sparsely coupled graphs
of size N/2 (left, N/2 = 8) by interleaving the sites and coupling them with the
nearest neighbor couplings (right, orange). This figure was reproduced from [187].

dependence for treelike geometry is recovered ttreelike0 ∼ N s+0.1 for 1 < s (top).

Near s = 0, we find that tmax
0 = max{tlinear0 , ttreelike0 } approaches t = 1. This

implies that the single qubit is guaranteed to be scrambled in the time of order

unity at s = 0.

6.3.1 The Limiting Behavior of t0 at s = 0 in the Thermo-

dynamic Limit

At s = 0, we have numerically given evidence of the convergence of the duration

of plateau to t0 = 1 in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. In this subsection, we

explicitly show that this is the case by utilizing the hierarchical structure of the

sparse Clifford circuit.

The sparse Clifford circuit of size N can be constructed hierarchically from the

two circuits of size N/2. As shown in Fig. 6.3, this can be done by interleaving the

qubits and inserting the nearest neighbor gates. Using this hierarchical construc-

tion, after doubling the system size from N/2 to N , without the presence of the

nearest neighbor gates, TMI in the linear geometry after 1 periodic iteration of the

circuit scales like IN(A : B : C) = 2IN/2(A : B : C), where IN(A : B : C) repre-

sents the tripartite mutual information of a system size N . However, the addition

of the nearest neighbor gates biases the circuit slightly towards the information to

spread locally in the linear geometry. Therefore, the actual scaling in the linear

geometry is smaller than 2.

Let E(N) = N/2(2 log2N−1) be the number of possible positions which the gates

are allowed to be applied and p0(N) = 2
2 log2 N−1

be the probability of interactions
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Figure 6.4: Theoretical behavior of tripartite mutual information at
t = 1 for s = 0. a. Numerically computed −I(A : B : C) (blue) and theo-
retically expected values −IN (A : B : C)/ ln 2 = I2048ϕ

log2 N−11/ ln 2 (red) are
plotted for the system sizes N = 23, · · · , 212. The numerically obtained scaling
law shows convergence towards the theoretical scaling law as the system size
increases. b. The ratio of I(A : B : C) for two different system sizes of N
and N/2 for different system sizes at t = 1 and s = 0 for the system sizes
N = 23, · · · , 212. The numerically computed values (blue) are converging to-

wards the golden ratio (black dotted) as the system sizes increase. c. tgeometry
0

for two different geometries at s = 0 for N = 23, · · · , 212. For sufficiently large
N , saturation time in the linear geometry is always greater than that of the
treelike geometry, and hence tmax

0 = tlinear0 . Quantities and their standard error
are obtained by averaging from 5×101 (for N = 212) up to 5×103 (for N = 24)
circuit realizations. This figure was reproduced from [187].

(if allowed) at s = 0. On average, the number of non-nearest-neighbor gates

applied to the circuit is (E(N) − N)p(N), which is not enough for having two

scrambling circuits of size N/2. However, it is enough for creating one circuit

configuration of the circuit of size N/2 at t = 1, and using the gates that are left

upon creating a scrambling circuit of size N/4 with the leftover qubits, and so on.

This process can be continued as the number of gates permits down to the circuit

of size 2.

In the large system size limit, the dominant contributor to the tripartite mutual

information will be the circuit of size N/2 and N/4. This is because the contribu-

tions become combinatorically smaller as the system size becomes smaller. This

gives us a following approximate recursion relation:

IN(A : B : C) ∼ IN/2(A : B : C) + IN/4(A : B : C). (6.5)

This relation implies that I(A : B : C) to be monotonically decreasing with respect

to the system size, provided that initial values are negative.

In the limit of large N , the recursion relation tells us that TMI scales likes a

power of the golden ratio ϕ, because the relation Eq. (6.5) is that of the Fibonacci
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numbers with a different pair of the starting numbers [337]

IN(A : B : C) ∝ −ϕlog2 N . (6.6)

Fig. 6.4 a. shows the theoretical line with −I(A : B : C)/ ln 2 = I212(A : B :

C)ϕlog2 N−12/ ln 2 with a black dotted line and the numerically obtained value of

−I(A : B : C) for the different system sizes at t = 1 for s = 0 (blue line). For

the large system sizes, the theoretical behavior and the obtained numerical result

agrees well.

Furthermore, in Fig. 6.4 b. the ratio of tripartite mutual information IN(A :

B : C)/IN/2(A : B : C) at t = 1 for s = 0 are plotted. As expected, the ratio

converges towards the golden ratio as the system size increases. Thus, at t = 1

and s = 0, exponentially many more trajectories are expected to have negative

tripartite information compare to the trajectories with non-negative values; and

hence the timescale of tlinear0 approaches to 1 in the limit of N → ∞.

The same argument applies for the treelike geometry. In this case, instead of

the nearest-neighbor gates (in the linear geometry), the longest range gates (in

the linear geometry) have to be taken out. Due to the circuit structure, which

goes from the longest to the shortest range interactions in the treelike geometry,

the time ttreelike0 is smaller than tlinear0 for large N (Fig. 6.4 c.). Therefore, tlinear0

converging to tlinear0 = 1 in the limit of large N implies that tmax
0 also converges

towards tmax
0 = max{tlinear0 , ttreelike0 } = 1.

6.4 Emerging Many-Body Lightcone and Tele-

portation

In the previous section, we showed that the timescale for the TMI to reach neg-

ativity is no longer extensive near s = 0. We have shown that at s = 0, the

negativity timescale converges towards t = 1 in the thermodynamic limit. The

result implies that the circuit can scramble at least one bit of information in a

time of order unity near s = 0. In this section, we further investigate the change

in geometry of the circuit and the change in scrambling property as a function

of s by examining the lightcone emerging from the teleportation property of the

circuit.
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The teleportation of quantum information is related to the information scrambling,

as a teleportation from qubit i to qubit j can only occur when the information

qubit i is present at j. The probability of the successful teleportation, therefore, is

governed by the mutual information shared between the input and output qubits.

As discussed in the introduction, in 1+1 dimensional short-ranged systems, the

information propagates along the lightcone, obeying the Lieb-Robinson bound. In

the case of linear geometry, therefore, the radius of the region where teleportation

succeeds increases linearly with time |i−j| ∼ vst and similarly in treelike geometry

|i − j|2 ∼ vst, with the Lieb-Robinson velocity vs; and the teleportation fails

outside.

To test this in the sparse Clifford circuit, we follow the teleportation protocol

proposed by Bao, Block, and Altman [334], that is based on the Hayden-Preskill-

Yoshida-Kitaev teleportation protocol [59, 153, 181, 221, 334]. The protocol starts

with maximally entangling an auxiliary qubit Ri with an input qubit i = 0 as il-

lustrated in Fig. 6.5 a., and we let the system evolve with the sparse Clifford

circuit. At the end of the evolution, we measure the conditional mutual informa-

tion I|m(i, j)

I|m(i, j) = (S(Ri) + S(j)− S(Rij))|m , (6.7)

where the subscript |m indicates that entropy is calculated after projective mea-

surements with Pauli-z basis are performed on all the qubits except for Ri and

j.

For sufficiently large and negative s < 0, the linear lightcone emerges in the linear

geometry as shown in Fig. 6.5 a. top (black dashed). Here a qubit of information

introduced at site i = 0 at time t = 0 propagates through the lattice with the

Lieb-Robinson velocity vs ≈ 3.0. For the sufficiently large and positive 0 < s,

the apparent lightcone breaks down in the linear geometry (Fig. 6.5 a. bottom).

However, in this regime, the lightcone can be recovered by performing the Monna

map on the sites. In the Monna mapped, treelike geometry, the treelike lightcone

is recovered, where the wave front of the teleporting region (dark orange) spreads

linearly with the 2-adic distance like |i− j|2 = vst (Fig. 6.5 a. inset). These results

clearly indicate that the model becomes a locally interacting model in the limit of

large |s|; but the nature of locality depends on the sign of s.where positive 0 < s
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Figure 6.5: Characterization of the geometries via quantum telepor-
tation protocol. The lightcone formed by the teleportation probability of the
input qubit at site 0 and other sites j in the sparse Clifford circuit. The success
of quantum teleportation is measured by the conditional mutual information
I|m(i, j) between the ancillary qubit R, which is maximally entangled with the
input i, and an output qubit j given that all the other sites in the system are
locally measured. a. Lightcone formed by the conditional mutual information
I|m(0, j), which characterizes the fidelity of the teleportation, in linear geometry
for s = −2 (top) and s = 2 (bottom). A linear lightcone is clearly emerging for
s = −2 in the linear geometry with the Lieb-Robinson velocity, vs ≈ 3.0, while
the lightcone is broken for s = 2. However, the lightcone is recovered in the
treelike geometries for s = 2, after rearranging the qubits via Monna map M
(inset). Detailed error analysis of the color plot is provided in Appendix C.1.
b. For −1 < s < 1, we found a system size independent crossing point at t = tc
(black line with error indicated by gray shade), which indicates a finite-time
phase transition in the teleportation fidelity from not teleporting (t < tc) to
teleporting (t > tc) phase in the linear (top) and maximally separated in the
treelike geometry (bottom). The critical times tc between maximally separated
pairs of qubits i = 0, j in linear (Euclidean) distance |i−j| = N/2 (top, s = 0.5),
and 2-adic treelike distance |i−j|2 = 1 (bottom, s = 0.5) are extracted with the
finite size scaling. c. The conditional mutual information for N = 27 between
i = 0 and maximally separated qubit in Euclidean distance (top) and 2-adic
distance (bottom). Similarly to b,, we have done finite size analysis for all the
values of s = −0.75, 0.75 in the interval ∆s = 0.25. The crossing of the condi-
tional mutual information is not observed in the regime outside −1 < s < 1 in
either of the geometries (black). The teleportation fidelity is calculated from up
to 1.5×104 circuit realizations for the system size N = 25, 26, · · · , 210. Detailed
error analysis of the color plot is provided in Appendix C.2. The detailed finite
scaling analysis of the critical teleportation times are provided in Appendix C.3.
If not visible, error bars are smaller than the line width for lines in b. and c.
This figure was reproduced from [187].

gives rise to locality in the linear geometry, and negative s < 0 gives rise to the

locality in the treelike geometry.

Near s = 0, there exists a crossover regime where the model loses its locality in both

of the geometries. In this regime, the lightcone breaks down in both geometries,

and the fast scrambling dynamics emerges. In this regime, as established in the
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previous section, a qubit of information instantaneously delocalizes across the

system in the timescale of O(1). As a result, we expect that a qubit of information

that was initially in the qubit i, which is kept track in the form of the correlation

in R, to be recovered in qubit j. This implies that the initial state at qubit i

is recovered at a site j, and hence the teleportation succeeds with non-vanishing

probability in the time that is independent to the system size.

In the randomly coupled all-to-all model, the O(1) time of teleportation appears

as a critical time tc in the thermodynamic limit [334]. In order to show that this is

also the case for our model, we perform finite size analysis on I|m(i, j) for qubits at

site i = 0 and site j, which is maximally separated in linear geometry |i−j| = N/2

(Fig. 6.5 b. top) and treelike geometry |i = j|2 = 1 (bottom). Near s = 0, we

observe a system size independent teleportation time tc. Beyond this time, the

teleportation succeeds with a finite probability with any pairs of qubits even in

the thermodynamic limit. The similar critical time is observed in both geometries

in the interval −1 < s < 1. The landscape of the conditional mutual information

is plotted in Fig. 6.5 c. for N = 128 with calculated critical times marked in black.

The finite teleportation time is not observed beyond |s| = 1. This indicates that

there is no such transition exists in the regimes where the information spreads

locally across the system. Thus, it is established that the dynamics on the sparsely

coupled model has two geometric regimes: the region where dynamics is local

in linear geometry (s < 0), and the region where dynamics is local in treelike

geometry (s > 0), which are separated by a region where dynamics is nonlocal

and fast scrambling (−1 < s < 1).

6.5 Experimental Implementation

The circuits discussed in this chapter can be implemented straightforwardly using

neutral atoms. In this section, we discuss the implementation of the sparse Clif-

ford circuit using locally interacting neutral atoms in optical lattices. The sparse

coupling pattern is achieved by exchanging the neighboring atoms via shuffling of

atoms using a 2-dimensional optical tweezer array.

We use long-lived ground states |0⟩ and |1⟩ as the two states of a qubit. The

single qubit gates can be implemented with the qubit rotations via Rabi oscillation
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Figure 6.6: Experimental realization of the sparse Clifford circuit.
a. Single qubit rotation via Rabi oscillation. The phase and Hadamard gates are
equivalent to rotating about z-axis and (x + z)/

√
2-axis respectively, by angle

π. This can be achieved by applying coherent AC-field. b. Implementation of
Controlled-Z gate using Rydberg blockade. (i) The state |1⟩c in the control
qubit (atom) is moved up in the circular Rydberg state with π pulse. (ii) Then
2π pulse with the Rabi frequency which couples |r⟩t and |1⟩t of the target qubit
is applied. When the state |r⟩c is present, then due to the blockade B, the
state |1⟩t fails to gain the phase π, otherwise the target state transforms like
|1⟩t → −|1⟩t. Thus, the conditional phase accumulation on the state |1⟩t target
qubit is achieved. (iii) By applying the π pulse, de-excite |r⟩c to |1⟩c to recover
the logical control qubit. c. Schematic diagram of Faro shuffle of atoms for the
system size N = 8. The Faro shuffling of atoms proceeds as follows: (i) double
the interatomic distance. (ii) Move the last N/2 atoms, (iii) and interleave them
in the first N/2 atoms. When N is an integer power of 2, the configuration is
periodic with period of log2N shuffle operations i.e. I ≡ F log2 N , where I is an
identity. d. Schematic diagram of the experimental realization of atomic Faro
shuffle. Steps in c. can be realized with an optical tweezer array. Two AODs
placed perpendicularly allow the tweezers to move freely in the x-z plane with
entrapped atoms. e. The brickwork circuit can be recovered by expanding the
lattice in step (i) to 3N lattice sites instead of 2N . Even and odd layers can be
achieved by placing the last N/2 atoms in either the left most (even, iii) or the
right most (odd, iv) available sites in the contraction step (ii). This figure was
reproduced from [185].

(Fig. 6.6 a.). The short-ranged (in the physical space) nearest-neighbor Controlled-

Z interactions by utilizing the van der Waals interaction between the circular

Rydberg states, which decays sharply as 1/|R|6, as shown in Fig. 6.6 b., where R

is the physical distance between the atoms [104, 178–180, 338, 339]. The non-trivial

long-range interactions that are present in the circuit are recovered by varying the

neighboring atoms through shuffling.

The sparse Clifford circuit is recovered by adopting a shuffling scheme called a Faro

shuffle. As shown in Fig. 6.6 c., the Faro shuffle F is a permutation operation which

takes the last N/2 elements in an array of N elements, and interleaves them in the

first N/2 elements [177, 340]. For example, the Faro shuffle for N = 8 in two-line
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form is given as

F8 =

(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 4 1 5 2 6 3 7

)
(6.8)

(F8)
2 =

(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 2 4 6 1 3 5 7

)
. (6.9)

With this shuffling procedure, the difference in the qubit labels i, j of neighboring

atoms after l Faro shuffling from the initial linear ordering of the qubits is dom-

inated by abs(i − j) = 2n−l for 0 < l < n, for the system size, which is integer

powers of 2.

In order to recover the sparse coupling pattern, we propose to operate the Faro

shuffling in reverse F−1. By shuffling the atoms in the reversed order, the difference

in the qubit labels increases with the number of shuffling operation l as |i− j| = 2l

with period log2N . In order to recover the sparse coupling pattern, the extra

couplings, such as 1-5 in Eq. (6.8), must be removed. Because the Faro shuffling

procedure itself requires control over the positions of the individual atoms, this

can be done for free by tuning the interatomic distance when contracting the

interatomic positions when going from step (ii) to step (i) in Fig. 6.6 c. Especially,

the brickwork circuit can be achieved simply by expanding the array of atoms by

3N lattice sites instead of 2N in Fig. 6.6 c. (ii), as shown in Fig. 6.6 e. Even

and odd interactions can be recovered by placing the last N/2 atoms in the left

(even) or the right (odd) most available site in the contraction step as shown in

Fig. 6.6 e. (ii). The probabilistic application of the gates can be achieved with the

same technique.

The physical implementation of the Faro shuffling scheme can be done with

2-dimensional optical tweezer arrays controlled by two perpendicularly placed

Acousto-Optic Deflectors (AODs) (Fig. 6.6 d.). The recent state-of-the-art ex-

periment achieves the coherent transport of atoms with the speed of up to 0.55

µs/ms over the distance of 110 µm [104, 105]. This implies that sparse Clifford

circuit of N = 64 can be implemented readily with the lattice spacing of 3 µm. It

is hoped that in the future, these limits are increased.
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6.6 Deterministic Floquet Fast Scrambler

In the previous section, we established that the sparse Clifford circuit has a tran-

sition from linear to treelike geometry near s = 0. In this section, we further

establish that at s = 0 the fast scrambling limit can be reached with the de-

terministic sets of gates. The use of deterministic set of gates yields a straight

forward experimental implementation in the near term cold atom experiments in

the platform such as the one discussed in the previous section §6.5.

The Clifford circuit we use in this section is based on the sparse Clifford circuit. We

use a slightly different circuit in order to make the circuit experimentally accessible

with even fewer steps than the sparse Clifford circuit at s = 0. We propose

a deterministic fast scrambling Clifford circuit, which consists of global single

qubit rotation (phase and Hadamard gates), uniform nearest-neighbor Rydberg

interaction via Controlled-Z (CZ) gates, and Faro shuffles.

In this section, we first define the deterministic circuit in §6.6.1. Then we show

that this deterministic circuit produces maximally entangled state, called Page-

scrambled state, after 2 log2N iterations of the circuit (§6.6.2). In §6.6.3, we

further confirm the fast scrambling nature of the circuit by performing the Hayden-

Preskill experiment. Similarly to the information dropped into a black hole [59,

181], we show that |A| qubits of information that is localized in the initial state

can be recovered from a random subregion R with |R| = |A| qubits in the output

state immediately after 2 log2N circuit iterations.

6.6.1 Deterministic Fast-Scrambling Clifford Circuit

As shown in Fig. 6.7, the building blocks of the deterministic fast scrambling

Clifford circuit that consists of three components:

i. Global qubit rotation R by angle θ, ϕ.

ii. Global nearest-neighbor CZ interaction.

iii. Inverse Faro shuffle F−1

The deterministic fast scrambling Clifford circuit we propose is an iterative circuit

that consists of global qubit rotations with phase P and Hadamard H gates of the
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Figure 6.7: Building block of the deterministic fast scrambling Clif-
ford Circuit. The deterministic fast scrambling Clifford circuit discussed in
this section consists of a repetitive application of a block, which consists of the
following three components: i. Global qubit rotation R by angle θ, ϕ. ii. Global
nearest-neighbor Controlled-Z (CZ) gate. iii. (Inverse) Faro shuffle (F−1) F . A
scrambled state can be reached in 2 log2N applications of the block. This figure
was reproduced from [185].

form:

P =

(
1 0

0 i

)
, H =

1√
2

(
1 1

1 1

)
. (6.10)

The two-body interaction is mediated with Controlled-Z gates that are applied to

even or odd bonds in the qubit array, where we take the first log2N iterations to

be applied on the even bonds and next log2N iterations to be applied on the odd

bonds. The couplings similar to sparse Clifford circuit are then recovered through

the Faro shuffling operator F . The deterministic fast scrambling Clifford circuit

Es is

Es =
[
F−1CZoddHP

]log2 N [F−1CZevenHP
]log2 N . (6.11)

Similarly to the last section in this chapter, from here and on wards, we define

time t as the number of iterations of layers of circuit F−1CZeven(odd)HP applied

to the system. Hence, an application of the circuit Es evolves a state from time

t = t0 to t = t0+2 log2N . Here the normalization factor from the previous section

is removed (Js = 1) in order to compare the circuit properties with the random

all-to-all circuit, the prototypical fast scrambling circuit, discussed in Ch. 1.1.2.

In the next sections we show that fast scrambling dynamics can be observed in

the circuit even in the deterministic and the sparse coupling limit.
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Figure 6.8: Page-Scrambling in time t = 2 log2N . a. The mean entropy
deficit ⟨S(2)(A)⟩ from the maximum value, for 2 × 104 random subsystems A,
at each time t, for |A| = N/2− 1 = 63 for N = 128 for nearest-neighbor (NN),
randomly coupled all-to-all (AA), and deterministic fast scrambling circuit (Es).
The deficit of the circuit Es rapidly decreases and saturated the Page-Clifford
limit of ln 2/4 ≈ 0.17 (red line) by the scrambling time t = 2 log2N is reached.
Similar behavior is observed for the randomly coupled all-to-all model, which is
a known prototypical fast scrambler. The nearest-neighbor circuit, on the other
hand, the deficit decreases linearly with time, and saturation is not observed in
this timescale as expected. b. The Renyi entropy ⟨S(2)(A)⟩ of the output states
of Es at t = 2 log2N for random subsystems A of sizes near |A| = N/2 (red dia-
monds). They saturate the Page-Clifford limit (red line) of a random-stabilizer
state, as expected. In comparison, the same quantity for the nearest-neighbor
circuit is far from the saturation of the limit (green, inset). c. The mean entropy

deficit ⟨S(2)(A)⟩ for different subsystem sizes and different system sizes (N = 16,
32, 64, 128, and 256, light to dark) at t = log2N . Despite the finite size effect
on N = 16, for all the system larger than N = 16 shows the saturation of the
Page-Clifford limit (black dotted) from the below. d. The fraction fϵ,|A| of ran-

dom subsystems A with ⟨S(2)(A)⟩/ ln 2 = ϵ, for ϵ = 0, 1, 2, 3. ϵ = 0 means that

subsystem is maximally entangled with Renyi entropy S(2)(A) = |A| ln 2 (white
circles). As shown, the configurations with large ϵ is exponentially suppressed,
and the distribution agrees with the Page-Clifford limit (c.f. Appendix D and
Appendix E, vertical bars, dark to light). The error bars are shown, or if not,
then they are smaller than the markers. The gray shadowed region is the region
where the noise from the sampling is not negligible. This figure was reproduced
from [185].
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6.6.2 Page-Scrambled State

We first show that Es is a fast scrambling by showing that an initial product state

is Page-scrambled in time t = 2 log2N that scales logarithmically with the system

size N . The state is said to be Page-scrambled when the entanglement entropy

of any given subsystem A is, on average, no more than 1 bit off from its maximal

possible value [53, 236] as formulated in Ch. 2.2.2.

Despite the restricted Hilbert space spanned by the Clifford circuits, this is also the

case for random stabilizer states. In the case of Clifford circuits, the Page-Clifford

limit is given by ∆22|A|−N ln 2 < 1 for any given subsystem A of size less than

|A| < N/2 (Appendix D and Appendix E). To show this explicitly, we show the

time evolution of the average entropy deficit ⟨∆S(2)(A)⟩. The difference between

the theoretically maximal value of the Renyi entropy of a subsystem A:

∆S(2)(A) = max{S(2)(A)} − S(2)(A) = |A| ln 2− S(2)(A), (6.12)

where S(2)(A) is the Renyi entropy of order 2, S(2)(A) = − lnTr[ρ2A] with ρA =

TrĀρ For the stabilizer states, they coincide with the von Neumann entropy, and

it has the maximum value |A| ln 2.

Fig. 6.8 a. shows the entropy deficit plotted over time for |A| = N/2−1 = 63 for the

system size N = 128. The deficit of the circuit Es quickly approaches the random

state limit, the Page-Clifford limit of 1
4
ln 2 before the time hits t = 2 log2N ,

similarly to the randomly coupled all-to-all model—the prototypical fast scrambler

[53]. This is the case for |A| < N/2, at t = 2 ln2N , as evident in Fig. 6.8 b., the

limit (red line) is saturated at all scales for Es circuit (red diamond). Furthermore,

this saturation is consistent in all the subsystem sizes and all the system sizes that

we investigated (Fig. 6.8 c.).

This result must be compared to the nearest-neighbor model (green dotted in

inset), where the average entropy of a subsystem approaches linearly in time to

the limit (Fig. 6.8 a., green); and at t = 2 ln2N it is far from the limit in all sizes

(Fig. 6.8 b., inset, green). This is due to the area-law entanglement as a result

of the linear geometry. The geometrical constraint is forbidding the saturation of

the limit at early times.

The ability of Es to delocalize the quantum information is more apparent in how

the entropy of the random subsystems are distributed. Due to the property of
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the Clifford algebra, the entropies and hence the deficits are discrete quantities

which come in bits ⟨∆S(2)(A)⟩/ ln 2 = ϵ = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Shown in Fig. 6.8 d. is

the distribution of the entropy deficit ∆S(2)(A) of subsystems with the fixed size

(white circles). It is clear that the fraction fϵ,|A| of the subsystem of size |A| with
the deficit ϵ is maximum at ϵ = 0 and those with large deficit are exponentially

suppressed for the subsystem size |A| < N/2. Furthermore, for all the system

sizes, they are in the excellent agreement with the Page-Clifford limit.

6.6.3 Hayden-Preskill Experiment

In the previous section we have shown that circuit Es can scramble a z-polarized

product state in order O(logN) operations. In this section, we show that this

is also the case for any initial state by investigating the teleportation property

of the circuit Es. The Page-scrambling, which was investigated in the previous

section, implies that in order to recover a bit of information introduced to the

initial pure state, one must collect N/2 qubits. In the context of black holes, the

observer must wait for half of the black hole to evaporate in order to recover a

bit of information fallen into the black hole [53]. The time takes for retrieving the

quantum information, therefore increases polynomially with the system size N .

However, the information retrieval time can be faster when an observer has knowl-

edge about the state of a black hole. The important revelation by Hayden and

Preskill [59, 181, 182, 328] is that when the observer knows the state of the black

hole, the information retrieval time becomes equivalent to the time it takes for

information to be scrambled across the system. As a result, the fast scramblers, or

black holes, immediately reflect quanta of information back into the environment

in time t = O(logN).

Following the original Hayden-Preskill experiment [59] (Fig. 6.9 a.), we perform a

simple protocol which mimics a scrambling and evaporation dynamics of the black

hole. We first create Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs between Bob’s qubits

B and the qubits into the black hole (scrambler(). Here, a black hole-like fast

scrambler is simulated with the strongly scrambling quantum channel Es. Then

Alice also dumps her entangled pair into the black hole, making the total number

of qubits which the circuit evolves to be N = |A| + |B|. The initial state |Ψ(0)⟩
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Figure 6.9: Hayden and Preskill experiment performed with Es.
a. Hayden and Preskill experiment performed on Es. Alice and Bob throws
half of the entangled qubit into the circuit. The scrambling in the circuit is
characterized by the mutual information between Alice’s qubit A (red) and

Bob’s qubits B and R (Blue), I(2)(A,RB), where R is chosen randomly from

the output qubits. b. The mutual information I(2)(A,RB) and its dependence
on the size of |R| for |A| = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 (light to dark) for N = 128. In the
scrambling circuit Es, the mutual information rapidly increases and saturates
to the maximum value max{I(2)(A,RB)}/ ln 2 = 2|A| as soon as the size of |R|
becomes of order of the size of Alice’s qubits |A| (solid). Meanwhile I(2)(A,RB)
for the nearest neighbor circuit, such a saturation is not observed in the regimes
where |R| ∼ |A| in such an early time (dashed). c. The minimum |R|min required

for I(2)(A,RB) to reach 95% of its maximum value (black, dotted in b.) is
plotted for different |A| and different N = 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 (light to dark). For
sufficiently large system size |A|/N ≪ 1, we observe Bob only requires |R|min ≥
|A|+k from the output to recover Alice’s information. I(2)(A,RB) shows strong
collapse over the multiple magnitudes of system sizes N = 16, 32, 64, 128 (light
to dark) at fixed |A| = 5 (light to dark). The quantities are calculated by
averaging over up to 2×104 random subsystems R. Error bars are smaller than
the markers, lines are guide to the eye. This figure was reproduced from [185].

is, therefore, given by

|Ψ0⟩ =
N−1∏
i=0

|ϕi⟩ (6.13)

|Ψout⟩ = IA ⊗ Es ⊗ IB |Ψ0⟩ , (6.14)
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where

|ϕi⟩ =

 1√
2
|↑bh↑A⟩+ |↓bh,i↓A⟩ (i < |A|)

1√
2
|↑bh↑B⟩+ |↓bh,i↓B⟩ (|A| ≤ i)

. (6.15)

Here A is a set of qubits held by Alice that are entangled to the black hole. The

black hole, in this context, is simulated with the deterministic fast scrambling

circuit Es, while Alice and Bob hold their part of the qubits in the vacuum.

Our interest is whether Bob can retrieve the Alice’s quantum information from the

randomly chosen sets of qubits R from the output state after evolving the Black

Hole’s qubits with Es for time t = 2 log2N . We quantify this by computing the

mutual information I(2)(A,RB) between the qubits which Alice holds (A) and the

qubits which Bob holds (the radiation from the hole R and Bob’s pair of qubits

B):

I(2)(A,RB) = S(2)(A) + S(2)(RB)− S(2)(ARB), (6.16)

where S(2)(X) = − lnTrρ2X are the Renyi entropy of order 2 as defined in the

previous section. If the qubits RB has some information about the state which

Alice has thrown in at the t = 0, then the mutual information gains a non-zero

value up to its maximum value,

max{I(2)(I, RB)} = 2|A| ln 2 (for |A| < |B|). (6.17)

As shown in Fig. 6.9 b., the mutual information I(2)(A,RB) between Alice’s qubit

A, and the Bob’s qubits R and B reaches its maximum value as soon as Bob

possesses the fraction of output qubits which is comparable to the amount of qubits

which Alice has dumped |R| ∼ |A| (solid), while the nearest-neighbor circuit does
not show such a rapid saturation (dotted). Furthermore, for sufficiently small

|A|/|N | ≪ 1, the number of output qubits |R| required to recover the information

that Alice has held, is system size independent (Fig. 6.9 c.). In this regime, the

number of excess qubits k required to recover 95% of Alice’s qubits, |R| = |A|+k,
becomes constant k = 2. The scaling collapse is also observed over the multiple

magnitudes of system sizes for |A| = 5 (Fig. 6.9 d.), which further confirms that

this behavior is robust to finite-size effects.
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6.7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, we investigated the circuit dynamics of the sparsely coupled model.

Similarly to the previous proposals on the continuous time model discussed in

Ch. 5, we introduced a tunable parameter s, which controls the probability of

applications of the two-qubit gates as a function of distance. Consistent with

the continuous model, we found that entanglement structure of the output states

of the random sparsely coupled model possess the two incompatible geometries

in the large 1 ≪ |s| limit. Those limits are linear geometry for s < 0, and

treelike geometry for s > 0. In those regimes, the single qubit scrambling time is

polynomial in the geometry that is consistent with the locality of the entanglement

structure.

For |s| < 1, we observed the transition in geometry, where, in this regime, the

locality is no longer well-defined in both geometries. In this regime the single

qubit scrambling time asymptotically approaches to t0 = O(1) constant, and the

lightcone is no longer defined clearly. This is also confirmed by tc = O(1) single

qubit teleportation time, These strongly suggests that at s = 0, the sparsely

coupled circuit is also fast scrambling.

While it is clear that there exists three regimes of s with different underlying

geometry, the nature of the transition between local regime |s| > 1, with a linear

lightcone, and the fast scrambling regime |s| < 1 is not clear. Using the quantities

such as tripartite mutual information or teleportation time tc, one may find a

phase transition between the local regime to the fast scrambling regime. The field

theoretical, analytical investigation, such as quantum Brownian motions models

and fermionic models, on the sparsely coupled models may also provide further

insight into the nature of this transition [341, 342].

To further confirm the fast scrambling property of the sparsely coupled model at

s = 0, we also studied the deterministic iterative (Floquet) fast scrambling circuit

Es on a sparsely coupled graph. The circuit consists of 2 log2N parallel layers of

two-qubit gates. We have shown that this deterministic circuit can create Page-

scrambled state, after one iteration of Es, similarly to a prototypical fast scrambler

of randomly coupled all-to-all circuit. Furthermore, the Hayden and Preskill type

teleportation experiment performed with Es has shown large mutual information

between the qubits thrown in to the circuit by Alice and decoder qubits held by

Bob after one circuit iteration. These logarithmic scaling in both scrambling time
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and teleportation time confirms that sparsely coupled circuit at s = 0 is a fast

scrambler even with the deterministic sets of two-qubit gates.

The circuits that are studied in this chapter can be realized in the near term

experiments with Rydberg atoms and shuffling using optical tweezers, for small

system sizes N ∼ O(10) [102]. Although scaling this to hundreds and thousands

of qubits is a challenge, a magnitude increase in the system size N ∼ O(100) is

hoped to be achieved at s = 0 by using fully deterministic iterative (Floquet)

circuit Es. The first step of this scheme is already demonstrated [343].

The experimental realization of the fast scrambling circuit provides further in-

sight into the connections between various fields of physics. They include: the

fundamental speed limit on how fast information can spread [53, 81, 182, 206,

313, 314, 316], toy model for out-of-equilibrium physics of black holes [45, 48, 49,

53, 59, 257, 311, 312, 344–346], encoding and decoding of quantum information

[181, 182, 236, 347], and quantum error-correcting codes [59, 347–350]. Although

the circuits investigated in this chapter are all Clifford circuit, introducing the

arbitrary amount of qubit rotations may be the interesting expansion to the pro-

posal. It is hoped that this might be possible to realize in experiments in the near

term future.
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Chapter 7

Measurement-Induced Phase

Transitions in Fast Scrambling

Sparse Scramblers

God does not play dice.

Albert Einstein [351]
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Chapter 7 Measurement-Induced Phase Transitions in Fast Scrambling Sparse

Scramblers

In the previous part of this thesis, we investigated the dynamics on a sparsely

coupled model with tunable geometries. We showed that the fast scrambling

dynamics emerges as the result of transition between the two geometries with

incompatible notions of locality. In this chapter, we investigate further on the

dynamics of the fast scramblers by probing the effect of random measurements. We

especially focus on the nature of a phase transition called Measurement-Induced

Phase Transition (MIPT), which occurs as a result of the competition between

many-body scrambling, which creates entanglement between different parts of the

system, and measurements, which destroys the entanglement. Here, we set a

parameter p which tunes the probability of the projective measurements at each

site per given time. In this phase transition, when p is smaller than a threshold

probability p < pc, the steady state will be composed of volume-law entangled

states, while when p is larger pc < p then steady state is composed of area-law

states.

The phase transition is also related to the system’s ability of retaining the quan-

tum information. The scrambling dynamics encodes quanta of information in the

system as a nonlocal structure of entanglements (i.e. correlations), such that a lo-

cally introduced error can be detected and corrected by detecting the change in the

structure. Quantum states with entanglement structure which uniquely identifies

the introduced errors and reverse the errors are called Quantum Error-Correcting

Codes (QECCs) [59, 123, 126, 154, 352]. In the context of the measurement in-

duced phase transition, the dynamical generation of QECCs are known to take

place in the regime with infrequent local measurements, deep in the volume-law

phase p≪ pc [123, 126].

The transition was discovered in and studied extensively for 1-D nearest neigh-

bor models [119, 121–123], and later extended to long-range models such as the

randomly coupled all-to-all model [123, 124]. In this chapter, we are interested

in the effect of determinism and long-range coupling on the MIPTs and the cor-

responding dynamically generated QECCs. The models that are investigated in

this chapter are circuits on a family of deterministic circuits on a sparsely coupled

graph. Similarly to the last part, in this model qubits are coupled if and only if

they are separated by the distances d∞(i, j) = |i−j| which are integer powers of 2.

In addition, we introduce a tunable parameter q, which controls the locality of the

interaction by truncating any interaction with distance longer than 2q ≤ d∞(i, j).

For q = log2N , as established in the last part, the circuit is fast scrambling; and
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hence by tuning the value of q, we investigate how the nature of MIPTs changes

from the regime where circuit is slow scrambling (q = 1), to the regime where it

is fast scrambling (q = log2N).

We find that introduction of the extra long-range couplings significantly increases

the critical point, while the critical properties retain the universality of the usual

one-dimensional models. Furthermore, critical point of the transition can be close

to that of the randomly all-to-all models, while only having fewer than O(10)

interactions per site. The similar result also yields for the code distance, where

the code distance becomes extensive for the full q = log2N depth circuit. The

results show that the circuit that are robust to noise can be generated efficiently,

deterministically, and iteratively with O(logN) couplings per site; and the gen-

erated error-correcting code is robust to the local decoherence. The sparse, de-

terministic circuits with projective measurements discussed in this chapter can be

implemented with the scheme discussed in Ch. 6.5.

Parts of this chapter are reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis

in the following publication: T. Hashizume, G. Bentsen, and A. J. Daley, “Measurement-induced

phase transitions in sparse nonlocal scramblers,” Physical Review Research, 4 013174 (2022).

[186].

7.1 Introduction

Measurement-Induced Phase Transitions (MIPTs) [119, 121–124] are transitions

driven by a competition between scrambling dynamics, which generate entangle-

ment across the system, and local measurement which tend to destroy the en-

tanglement. Those transitions have generated theoretical interest in recent years

[119–124, 151, 152, 156, 157] for their connection to the role of underlying geom-

etry, as the measure of the system’s robustness to the noise, and dynamical gen-

eration of error-correcting codes [123, 126]. The transition has been extensively

studied on nearest neighbor models, and extended to the systems with long-range

interactions [124, 353]. The transitions also have implications for the purification

dynamics, where beyond the critical point, an initial mixed state gets purified after

sufficiently long time. Such a transition is observed experimentally with trapped

ions [123, 354].

https://doi.org/10.1103/10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.013174
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Generation of many-body entangled states through evolution of simple quantum

states, especially generating useful quantum states that can be used as a resource

for quantum computing [66, 134, 135, 355, 356], or interesting many-body en-

tangled states, has always been one of the goals of the experiments. However,

generation of such complicated states is a challenge due to the noise which in-

evitably destroys the entanglement. Therefore, it is important to find ways to

generate entanglement efficiently in a minimal implementation.

Figure 7.1: Sparse fast scrambling PWR2q circuits with tunable
nonlocality q subjected to random projective measurements. a. and
b. Two-qubit entangling gates Qij (green, turquoise, blue, purple) are applied
between qubits i, j if and only if they are separated by an integer power of 2,
|i− j| = 2m−1 for m = 1, · · · , q. These gates are applied in consecutive interac-
tion layers at times t = 1, · · · , T in a nonlocal brickwork pattern arranged into
alternating even and odd blocks. Projective single-qubit measurements (red
crosses) occur with probability p between each interaction layer. The degree
q of the resulting interaction graph (b) controls the nonlocality of interactions
where the longest-range interactions occur between qubits initially separated by
dmax = |i− j| = 2q−1. c. The critical measurement rates for the purification
transition pcp (red) and entanglement transition pce (blue) increase significantly
with q, interpolating between the critical points found for random nearest neigh-
bor (NN) models for q = 1 and random all-to-all (AA) models for larger q. Haar
random circuits with identical coupling patterns show a similar improvement in
robustness to measurement as q increases (green). d. In the mixed phase for
N = 256 qubits, the maximum code distance dcode improves with q at fixed
code rate rcode. Error bars are shown or are smaller than data points; lines are
guides to the eye. This figure was reproduced from [186].
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In connection to the previous parts of this thesis, we are especially interested in

the role which deterministic quantum circuit plays, and the effect of introduction

of longer-range couplings, which tunes the underlying dynamical property of the

circuit from slow scrambling to fast scrambling. Due to its feasibility for exper-

imental realization (Ch. 6.5) and emerging fast scrambling dynamics in a fully

nonlocal regime as discussed in the previous part of this thesis, we are interested

not only in the effect of fast scrambling dynamics on MIPT, but also how locality

in the model affects the transition points of MIPTs and the code properties of the

dynamically-generated QECCs.

For the model in this chapter, we introduce a parameter, q, which truncates the

interaction that are longer than the distance 2q ≤ d = |i − j|, where i and j are

integers 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 assigned to each qubit in the system (Fig. 7.1 a.). In this

setup, q = 1 corresponds to the nearest-neighbor circuit, which is a slow scrambler,

and q = log2N is a circuit with gates applied to all the available couplings, which

is shown to possess fast scrambling dynamics. We demonstrate that the addition

of only a few sparse nonlocal interactions can significantly improve the system’s

robustness to entanglement destroying operations, which leads to the significant

increase in the critical measurement probability pc. Furthermore, we show that

the code distance of the dynamically-generated code in full deterministic sparsely

coupled circuit with q = log2N becomes extensive in the system size N , similarly

to the random all-to-all circuit (AA).

In this chapter, we probe three different types of MIPTs and the dynamically-

generated error corrected codes in a family of circuits on a sparsely coupled graph.

Firstly, in §7.2 we begin by defining the deterministic PWR2q circuit that is studied

in this work. Then in §7.3 we study MIPT with Haar random gates, by mapping

the system to the classical percolation problem. In §7.4 we study the entangle-

ment transition numerically in PWR2q circuits with Clifford gates by looking at

a tripartite mutual information I(A : B : C) between three contiguous regions of

the output qubits. In §7.5 we study the purification transition numerically for the

same Clifford circuits as characterized by the purification time τ of a single qubit.

In §7.6 we numerically study the properties of the dynamically-generated QECC

in the mixed phase, where we demonstrate that introduction of nonlocal couplings

significantly improves the code distance dcode. In §7.7 we consider the full PWR2q

circuit with q = log2N and compare its behavior to AA circuit. Finally, in §7.8
we summarize our findings and discuss potential future works.
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7.2 Models

In this chapter, we again study a family of circuits on a sparsely coupled graph,

where qubits i, j = 0, · · ·N − 1 are only coupled if and only if the distance

d∞(i, j) = |i− j| between them is an integer power of 2, as shown in Fig. 7.1 a. As

shown in the last part, this sparse nonlocal interactions generate fast scrambling

dynamics, and can be implemented in the near term experimental platforms such

as atoms in single-mode cavities [102] or neutral atoms with optical tweezers [185].

The circuit we study is inspired by the deterministic Floquet fast scrambler dis-

cussed in Ch. 6.6, where we study sparse nonlocal Floquet circuits consisting of

parallel application of pairwise nonlocal two-qubit gates Qij = Qji in a brickwork

pattern as illustrated in Fig. 7.1 b. The timestep t = 1, · · · , T is defined by a single

layer of exactly N/2 gates, where they are stacked in the order of small distance

d = 20 to large distance d = 2q−1 for each “block” of circuit. These blocks of

circuit have two types—even and odd—where on even blocks, the gates are only

placed between qubits i and j where ⌊i/d⌋ is even, and where ⌊i/d⌋ is odd for odd

blocks. Those even and odd blocks are stacked alternately.

After each interaction layer at time t, projective measurements in the Pauli-z basis

are randomly applied to individual qubits with probability p (Fig. 7.1 b. red cross).

These projective measurements destroy the entanglement in the state by project-

ing the state into either of the eigenstates of the Pauli-z operator. We counter

this by introducing nonlocal interactions in order to protect the entanglement by

inscribing them across wider part of the system. In the PWR2q circuits, the de-

gree of nonlocality is parameterized with q ≤ log2N , where the two qubits gates

over the distances which excess 2q ≥ d = |i− j| are truncated. As a consequence,

PWR2q circuits with 2q/N ≪ 1 consist only of short-range couplings where the

speed of entanglement spread is limited by some velocity v by the Lieb-Robinson

bound [81, 314]. When 2q/N ∼ 1, on the other hand, the interactions become

non-local and the dynamics becomes fast scrambling. Therefore, in this model,

the nonlocality parameter q provides a means to interpolate the PWR2q circuits

from slow to fast scrambling regime.

Two limiting regimes of the circuit are compared, in this chapter, to the two mod-

els: the Nearest Neighbor (NN) model, which is identical to this model with q = 1,

is a prototypical scrambling circuit which exhibits MIPT, and it is studied exten-

sively [121–123]. In contrast, the random all-to-all circuit (AA) is a prototypical
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fast scrambler proposed by Susskind [53], where at each time step, two qubit gates

are applied to random N/2 pairs of qubits in the system in parallel.

For the two-qubit gates Qij, in this chapter, we investigate the MIPTs using two

different sets of gates. In §7.3, Qij is taken to be drawn from a set of Haar random

unitary gates. This allows us to map the critical phenomena to the percolation

problem, where above the percolation threshold pc,Haar implies that there is no

causal connection between initial and final state. In §7.4 to §7.6, we take Qij =

CZijHiHj, where CZij = CZji is the controlled-Z gate on qubits i, j, and Hi, Pi

are the Hadamard and Phase gates on qubit i respectively. The gate Qij entangles

the two qubits in the state |00⟩. Since the gates Qij used in those sections belong

to Clifford group, they can be classically simulated efficiently up to thousands of

qubits [90, 117, 118, 149]. In next sections (§7.3 to §7.6), we show that for each of

these cases, the rapid creation of entanglement across the system mediated by the

nonlocal interactions significantly increases the critical points of MIPT and code

distances of the dynamically generated codes.

7.3 Percolation Transition in Haar Random

PWR2q Circuits

To demonstrate that nonlocal sparse interactions can improve a system’s robust-

ness to local measurements, we first study PWR2q circuits consisting of Haar

random nonlocal gates Qij acting between pairs of qubits (c.f. Appendix A). The

zeroth-order Renyi entropy S(0)(A) = lnM(A) of this circuit, where M(A) is the

rank of the reduced density matrix ρA of region A is known to be equivalent to the

minimum number of cuts that is required to isolate the output qubits in the tensor

network [122, 123]. As illustrated Fig. 7.2 a., percolation mapping maps each of

the two-qubit Haar random gates to a tensor (green) with four legs connecting

input and output qubits (black), and the projective measurement that cuts the

legs of the tensors (red cross).

As discussed in Ch. 4.3.1, the mapping can be done because whenever a qubit in

A is entangled with the environment, the effect is to increase the rank of ρA by a

factor of 2, since applying a Haar random gate between two uncorrelated qubits

almost always entangles them. In contrast, the projective measurements in the

subsystem A destroy the entanglement, thus they reduce the rank by a factor of
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2. Therefore, the number of factor 2 increase in M(A) can be calculated simply

by counting the legs which come out from the region A in the output qubits.

In the two limiting cases of the measurement probability p, we expect at p = 0

the tensor network has no cuts, and the minimal cut required is proportional to

the volume of the region A; and at p = 1, there exists no bonds in the network,

therefore, one does not need to cut any bonds to isolate A, and hence the rank

M(A) is 20 = 1. Therefore, there must exist some threshold pc,Haar which separates

a regime where there exists connection between the initial qubit and output qubits,

making the entropy to be proportional to the volume of (i.e. the number of qubits

in) A, and a regime where there is no causal connection between initial and final

states of the qubit due to excessive measurements.

The problem which asks the existence of the large clusters of sites connected by

bonds in one end to the other end of a system is known to be a bond-percolation

problem [122, 154, 357, 358]. In the thermodynamic limit, limN → ∞, and for

extensive time T = O(N), the transition point pc,Haar corresponds to a threshold

probability where below it, the network has at least one connected component of

infinite extent.

Classical bond-percolation transitions of this type are well-studied in the literature

[357], including on a wide variety of local and nonlocal networks [359, 360]. In

the extreme local case of nearest-neighbor interactions (i.e. q = 1 in the PWR2q

family), the percolation mapping yields a bond-percolation problem on a two-

dimensional square lattice, whose critical properties are known analytically [357,

361]. Near the critical point pNN
c,Haar = 1/2, one can naturally define a correlation

length ξ which captures the typical radius of connected components in the network.

In this regime, the correlation length diverges algebraically like ξ ∼ |p− pc,Haar|−ν ,

where ν = 4/3 is the critical exponent [122, 357, 361].

The classical bond-percolation transition has also been studied in the opposite

nonlocal limit where interactions become arbitrarily long-range. The percolation

critical point of the random AA circuit was studied previously by Gullans and

Huse [123] and more extensively by Nahum et al. [124]. The critical point of the

AA network is known to be at pAA
c,Haar = 2/3. Such a high critical point comes from

the system’s locally treelike structure in the limit of large system size, where the

probability of the network having a local loop vanishes as 1/N [124].
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7.3.1 Numerical Method for Simulating Bond Percolation

In order to find the critical point pc,Haar for each value of q, we numerically simulate

bond-percolation on the corresponding network using the Newman-Ziff algorithm

[358]. This algorithm calculates the various observables at different values of the

bond occupation probability p̄ = 1− p in a computational time which scales only

linearly with the number of bonds M in the network.

The algorithm proceeds by generating random configurations of a given network

with m = 1, 2, · · · ,M bonds being occupied; where this is done by adding one

random bond at each step starting from an empty network. At each step of this

process, one can keep track of the sizes of the connected components (clusters)

in the network with the Union-Find algorithm [362, 363]. Observables such as

cluster sizes and their moments can then be stored at the end of each step of the

algorithm. The observable Q as a function of the bond occupation probability

p̄ can then be calculated by taking the microcanonical ensemble of the different

configurations:

Q(p̄ = 1− p) =
∑
m

B(m,M, p̄)Qm =
∑
m

(
M

m

)
p̄mpM−mQm, (7.1)

where Qm is the value of observable Q withm occupied bonds and
(
M
m

)
= M !

m!(M−m)!

is the binomial coefficient.

The calculation of the binomial distribution B(m,N, p̄) is numerically unstable

because one requires evaluations of the factorials of large numbers and addition

of numbers which differ largely in their order of the magnitudes. Here we adopt

a more stable method for evaluating the microcanonical ensemble introduced by

Newman and Ziff [358]. If we normalize the binomial distribution by its peak

value mmax = p̄M , this normalized binomial distribution B̃(m,M, p̄) is defined

recursively as

B̃(m,M, p̄) =

B̃(m− 1,M, p̄)M−m+1
m

p̄
1−p̄

(m > mmax)

B̃(m+ 1,M, p̄) m+1
M−m

1−p̄
p̄

(m < mmax)
. (7.2)
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Therefore, the observable of interest can be calculating the following

Q(p̄ = 1− p) =

∑
m′ B̃ (m′,M, p̄)Qm∑

m′ B̃ (m′,M, p̄)
. (7.3)

7.3.2 Results

Here we interpolate between these two extreme limits using the nonlocality pa-

rameter q in the Haar random PWR2q circuit family, where q = 1 corresponds to

the NN case and q ∼ log2N approaches the AA case. The critical point pc,Haar and

the critical exponent ν of the correlation length can be identified by calculating

the Binder cumulant [364, 365],

b(p) =
1

2

(
3− ⟨C4

max(p)⟩
⟨C2

max(p)⟩
2

)
, (7.4)

where Cmax is the maximum cluster size in the nonlocal percolation network and

⟨· · · ⟩ denotes the averaging over different configurations of randomly-cut bonds.

Near the critical point, we expect the Binder cumulant to obey the scaling law

[364–366]

b(p) = f
(
(p− pc,Haar)N

1/νHaar
)
, (7.5)

which is governed by the same critical exponent ν that controls the divergence of

the correlation length ξ near the critical point.

We plot the results of these numerical simulations in Fig. 7.2 b., for q = 1, 3, 5

across system sizes N = 64, · · · , 1024 (light to dark blue). To extract the critical

point pc,Haar we plot the Binder cumulant b(p) (insets of Fig. 7.2 b.) and locate

the crossing point as a function of system size N . At each fixed q in this analysis,

we only consider the crossing point for sufficiently large system sizes N > 2q,

such that the longest-range interactions dmax = 2q−1 are never extensive. We then

fit the scaling form Eq. (7.5) to the data near the critical point and use this to

extract an estimate of the critical exponent νHaar for each value of q. Our resulting

estimates for the critical point and critical exponent can be used to collapse the

Binder cumulant b(p) near the critical point to a single universal curve Eq. (7.5)

as shown in the main panels of Fig. 7.2 b.
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Figure 7.2: Measurement-induced transitions in the PWR2q circuit
family with Haar random gates. a. Nonlocal circuits featuring Haar ran-
dom gates can be mapped to a classical percolation network, where gates in the
original circuit (green) correspond to sites in the percolation network, and pro-
jective measurements in the Haar random circuit (red crosses) correspond to cut
bonds in the percolation network. b. The Binder cumulant b(p) of the maximum
cluster size in the classical percolation network for q = 1, 3, 5 (top to bottom)
and system sizes N = 256, 512, · · · , 2048 (light to dark blue). The critical point
pc,Haar is extracted from the crossing point of b(p) across finite-size systems (in-
sets). We observe good scaling collapse with critical exponent νHaar,NN = 4/3
(black dotted in c.) expected for a 1+1D NN circuit even for large nonlocality
q. c. The percolation critical point pc,Haar (green) increases with q; the criti-
cal exponent νHaar (black) is nearly constant as q varies, indicating that these
nonlocal circuits near criticality likely belong to the same universality class for
all q < log2N . Error bars are shown or are smaller than markers; lines are
guides to the eye. Detailed finite-size scaling analysis for all the values of q are
provided in Appendix F.1. This figure was reproduced from [186].

We plot the resulting critical points pc,Haar and critical exponents ν as a function

of q in Fig. 7.2 c. The critical points clearly increase with nonlocality q; for q ≥ 5,

the critical point is closer to the AA limit than the NN limit. The critical exponent

ν, on the other hand, appears to be largely independent of q and is consistent with

the critical exponent νHaar,NN = 4/3 expected for a 1+1 NN model (Fig. 7.2 c.,
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dotted black line). These results suggest that all Haar random PWR2q models

with q < log2N fall into the same universality class as the local 1+1D model

in the thermodynamic limit. Nevertheless, these results also demonstrate that

the critical point pc,Haar, a non-universal parameter, significantly increase with

nonlocality q.

7.4 Entanglement Transition in Clifford PWR2q

circuits

The nonlocal classical percolation network we studied in the previous section

demonstrated that just a few additional layers of nonlocal interactions can signif-

icantly increase the critical point of the Haar random PWR2q circuit. In the fol-

lowing sections we turn our attention to deterministic nonlocal circuits composed

entirely of Clifford gates. We choose interaction gates Qij = Qij = CZijHiHj

and show that the circuit’s ability to withstand the destructive effects of local

measurement is improved as a function of the nonlocality parameter q.

We begin our study of these nonlocal Clifford circuits by characterizing the entan-

glement at the output of the circuit as a function of the measurement rate p. We

initialize the monitored PWR2q circuit with a pure, separable z-polarized state,

and find a phase transition in the tripartite mutual information I(A : B : C)

between three equal-size consecutive regions A,B,C of the output state as shown

in Fig 7.3 a. The tripartite mutual information,

I(2)(A : B : C) = I(2)(A,B) + I(2)(A,C)− I(2)(A,BC), (7.6)

is defined in terms of the mutual information I(2)(A,B) = S(2)(A) + S(2)(B) −
S(2)(AB), where S(2)(A) = − lnTrρ2A is the Renyi entropy of the subsystem A.

Because the circuit consists entirely of Clifford gates, the Renyi entropy S(2)(A) is

always equal to the conventional von Neumann entropy S(A) = −TrρA ln ρA, and

we may therefore characterize the entanglement of the system entirely in terms of

the Renyi entropies S(2)(A).

To extract the entanglement critical point pce, we perform a finite-size scaling

analysis similar to the previous section. In Fig. 7.3 b., we plot the tripartite

mutual information as a function of measurement rate p for various system sizes
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Figure 7.3: Measurement-induced entanglement transition in the
PWR2q circuit family with Clifford gates. a. The circuit is initialized
with a separable pure input state, while the output is divided into four equal
regions A,B,C,D. b. Tripartite mutual information I(2)(A : B : C) for con-
secutive regions A,B,C in the PWR2q circuit for q = 1, 3, 5 (top to bottom)
and system sizes N = 64, 128, · · · , 2048 (light to dark blue). The critical point
pce is extracted from the crossing point of Tripartite mutual information for
N = 64, 128, · · · , 2048 (insets); only sufficiently large system sizes N > 2q are
used to estimate the critical point. Near pce we observe a scaling collapse with
the critical exponent ν ≈ 1.28. c. The critical measurement rate pce (blue) in-
creases significantly with q while the critical exponent νe (black) is consistent
with the 1+1D critical exponent (dotted black) to within statistical fluctuations
for all values of q. Detailed scaling analysis for all the values of q are provided
in Appendix F.2. Error bars are shown or are smaller than data points; lines
are guides to the eye. This figure was reproduced from [186].

N = 64, 128, · · · , 1024 (light to dark blue). The critical point pce is determined

by the crossing point of the tripartite mutual information across system sizes as

shown in the insets of Fig. 7.3 b. Only sufficiently large system sizes N > 2q

are used to extract the critical point. Near the critical point pce we expect the
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tripartite mutual information to obey the universal scaling law:

I(2)(A : B : C) = f
(
(p− pce)N

1/νe
)
, (7.7)

where f is a universal function and νe is the critical exponent of the correlation

length ξ. After determining the critical point pce we fit this scaling form to each

curve in Fig. 7.3 b. and use this to extract an estimate for the critical exponent

νe. The resulting estimates for pce and νe allow us to collapse the original data

down to a universal curve as shown in the main panels of Fig. 7.3 b. [123].

We plot the resulting estimates for the critical point pce and critical exponent ν in

Fig. 7.3 c. for q = 1, · · · , 6. Similar to our findings in the previous section, the non-

universal critical point pce increases significantly with q. The critical exponent,

however, is nearly constant across q, and is consistent with the critical exponent

νe ≈ 1.28(2) found numerically for 1 + 1D NN models [123] to within statistical

fluctuations (Fig. 7.3 c.). This indicates that the measurement-induced transitions

in these models likely fall into the same universality class as the completely local

NN models. Nevertheless, the fact that the critical point pce increases with the

nonlocality parameter q demonstrates that just a few additional layers of nonlocal

interactions can substantially improve a circuit’s ability to retain complex many-

body entanglement even in the presence of local measurements, similar to our

observations in the previous sections.

7.5 Single-Qubit Purification in Clifford PWR2q

Circuits

Another measure of a circuit’s robustness to measurements is the timescale τ

required to purify a single qubit that has been entangled with the system [125, 130].

In the absence of any measurements such a qubit will remain entangled with

the system forever, but carefully-placed projective measurements can destroy the

entanglement between the system and qubit, causing the qubit to collapse into a

pure state. The typical timescale τ required for this purification process to occur

can be used to characterize our circuit’s ability to retain quantum information

encoded in the initial state when subjected to noise. In particular, below a critical

measurement rate p < pcp we expect the purification time to become extensive
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τ ∼ N z, indicating that quantum information can be robustly stored in the circuit

despite the presence of repeated projective measurements at a rate p.

Although for nearest-neighbor circuits the purification critical point pcp coincides

with the entanglement critical point pce, we emphasize that these transitions can

generically be different, as has been pointed out in the literature [123]. We are es-

pecially interested whether highly nonlocal circuits support an intermediate phase

in between the two critical points, pcp and pce, where the reference qubit has been

purified, but where there is nevertheless still volume-law entanglement in the final

state.

Here we study the possibility of such an intermediate phase in our nonlocal PWR2q

circuits by determining the single-qubit purification time τ . To determine the pu-

rification critical point pcp, we maximally entangle a single reference qubit R with

the system Q and apply t = 4N layers of a unitary NN circuit to the system

such that the qubit of information is scrambled deeply within the system [130]

(Fig. 7.4 a., Uthermalizer). Then the monitored PWR2q circuit is applied as il-

lustrated in Fig. 7.4 a. At the end of each timestep t we compute the Renyi

entropy S(2)(Q) of the system. The single qubit purification time τ is the num-

ber of timesteps required for the Renyi entropy to vanish from its initial value of

S(2)(Q) = ln 2.

To extract the critical point pcp for each q < log2N we perform a scaling analysis

as shown in Fig. 7.4 b. for q = 1, 3, 5. Similar to the analysis of previous sections,

the critical point is determined by the location of the crossing point of τ(p) as the

system size N is varied, as shown in the insets of Fig. 7.4 b. The critical points pcp

obtained from this analysis are plotted in Fig. 7.4 c. and grow significantly with

q = 1, · · · , 6 in agreement with earlier analysis. In each of these cases the critical

point pcp of the purification transition agrees with the entanglement critical point

pce within error bars. This strongly suggests that for q < log2N the critical points

pcp, pce are in fact identical and that there is no intermediate phase between the

purification and entanglement phases [123].

Near the critical point, we expect the purification time to obey the universal scaling

law

τ(p) = N zf
(
(p− pcp)N

1/νp
)
, (7.8)
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Figure 7.4: Single-qubit purification transition in the PWR2q circuit
family with Clifford gates. a. Schematic diagram for single-qubit purifica-
tion. b. Finite-size scaling for single-qubit purification time τ in the PWR2q
circuit for q = 1, 3, 5 (top to bottom) and system sizes N = 64, 128, · · · , 2048
(light to dark blue). Main figures show scaling collapse with critical exponent
νp ∼ 1.30 and dynamical critical exponent z = 1 for q = 1, 3, 5. The criti-
cal point pcp is determined by the crossing point of τ/Lz=1 across system sizes
N > 2q (insets). c. The purification critical point pcp increases as a function of
q, closely mirroring the increase in the entanglement critical point pce found in
the previous section. The critical exponent, on the other hand, agrees with the
νe for q = 1 (ve,q=1, green) found in the entanglement criticality in the previous
section within the error (green solid line, with 1-sigma fluctuations indicated
by the green dashed line). Error bars are shown or are smaller than the data
points; lines are guides to the eye. Detailed finite-size scaling analysis for all the
values of q are provided in Appendix F.3. This figure was reproduced from [186].

where z is the dynamical exponent and ν is the critical exponent of the correlation

length ξ. Based on our findings in previous sections, we expect the purification

transition studied here for q < log2N to be in the same universality class as the

purification transition in 1+1D NN models, which are believed to be governed

by a conformal field theory with dynamical exponent z = 1 [122, 123, 130]. We

therefore assume z = 1 and use the scaling form (7.8) to fit the data plotted in
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Fig. 7.4 b. These fits yield estimates for the critical exponent νp, which we plot in

Fig. 7.4 c. The resulting critical exponents νp = 1.30±0.02 are largely independent

of q and agree with the critical exponent of the entanglement transition ve of the

1+1D NN model. This consistent with previous results showing that the critical

behavior of the PWR2q with fixed q < log2N is in the same universality class as

the conventional 1+1D MIPT.

7.6 Quantum Error-Correcting Code Properties

Below the critical measurement rate p < pc, the mixed phase is underpinned by a

dynamically-generated Quantum Error-Correcting Code (QECC) [126, 156, 157,

352]. The improvement in the critical measurement rates pc,Haar, pcp, pce as a func-

tion of q observed in the previous sections suggests that circuits with highly non-

local interactions generate improved quantum error-correcting codes in the mixed

phase. An important characteristic of any QECC is its code distance, which is the

smallest number of single-qubit errors required to transform any code state into

any other—equivalently, the code distance is the minimal weight of all nontrivial

logical operators. Here we estimate the contiguous code distance dcode for our

nonlocal Clifford circuits, and show that the improved robustness to local mea-

surements observed in the previous sections also generates QECCs with improved

code distance.

To characterize a QECC in the mixed phase, we maximally entangle the system

Q with a reference system R and study the Renyi entropy S
(2)
R of the reference

as well as the mutual information I(2)(A,R) between the reference and a subset

A ⊂ Q of the output qubits as shown in Fig. 7.5 a. In the language of quantum

error-correction, the Renyi entropy determines the code rate rcode = S(2)(R)/N ln 2

of the PWR2q Clifford circuit, or the number of logical qubits that are encoded

within the N -qubit system Q. We plot rcode as a function of p in Fig. 7.5 b..

for N = 256 and find that the code rate substantially improves with nonlocality

q = 1, · · · , 8 at any fixed measurement rate p, consistent with previous results.

From Fig. 7.5 b., it is clear that for any fixed q, our choice of measurement rate

p < pc below the critical point determines the code rate rcode of the underlying

QECC.
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We can also study the contiguous code distance dcode of the QECC in the mixed

phase by analyzing the mutual information I(2)(A,R) between the reference R and

subregions A ⊂ Q of the system as shown in Fig. 7.5 a. [352]. For sufficiently small

subregions A in the mixed phase p < pc, one generically finds vanishing mutual

information I(2)(A,R) = 0, indicating that the region A contains no information

about the reference R. In this circumstance we may safely discard any of the

qubits in A and still reliably recover the quantum information shared between the

reference and the system. In the language of error correction, we can view the

subregion A as a set of qubits that has possibly been corrupted by errors. So long

as I(2)(A,R) = 0 we may simply discard these corrupted qubits and still recover

the information contained in R. On the other hand, sufficiently large subregions

A will ultimately yield I(2)(A,R) > 0, implying that sufficiently large errors can

degrade the correlations between the system and reference. The crossover point

|A|∗ at which the mutual information becomes nonzero provides an estimate of

the system’s code distance dcode [352].

To extract an estimate of the contiguous code distance dcode, we plot the mu-

tual information I(2)(A,R) as a function of the subregion size |A| /N and look

for the crossover point |A|∗ where the mutual information increase by one bit

∆I(2)(A∗, R) = ln 2 (Fig. 7.5 c.). The effective code distance is given by dcode =

⟨|A|∗⟩ where ⟨· · · ⟩ is an average over different realizations of projective measure-

ments in the circuit. We plot the resulting effective contiguous code distance as

a function of q in Fig. 7.5 d., which shows a striking improvement of dcode with

increasingly nonlocal interactions q. Moreover, by tuning the measurement rate

p < pc and the nonlocality parameter q we can obtain quantum error-correcting

codes with a variety of code rates and code distances. For fixed q we find the

expected tradeoff between code rate and code distance that is typical in quantum

error-correcting codes. By increasing the nonlocality parameter q we generate

codes with significantly improved code distance dcode for any fixed code rate rcode.

In this sense, the nonlocal interactions for q ∼ log2N substantially improve the

quantum error-correcting code properties in the mixed phase.

7.7 Fully Nonlocal and All-to-All Models

So far, we have considered PWR2q circuits at fixed q < log2N where the longest-

range interactions dmax = 2q−1 have been strictly smaller than the system size N .
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Figure 7.5: Code rate and code distance for the PWR2q Clifford
circuit family at time t = 8N . a. To determine rcode, dcode, we examine the
entropy S(2)(R) of a maximally-entangled reference R and the mutual infor-

mation I(2)(A,R) between the reference and a subregion A ⊂ Q of the output
qubits. b. The code rate in the PWR2q circuit for N = 256 as a function of
measurement rate p, improves significantly with q (green through red). c. Nor-
malized mutual information as a function of subregion size for p = 0.12, deep
in the mixed phase. The effective contiguous code distance dcode is determined
by finding the minimum size of the linear bipartition |A| to have the mutual

information I(2)(A,Ref.) of ln 2. d. Code distance versus q at fixed code rates
rcode = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 (black, red, orange) for the system size N = 256. Error bars
are shown or are smaller than data points; lines are guides to the eye. This figure
was reproduced from [186].

In these cases we found that nonlocal interactions could substantially improve both

the critical measurement rate pc and the code distance dcode in the mixed phase.

We now consider what happens in the ‘complete’ PWR2q circuit with q = log2N ,

where the longest-range interactions dmax = N/2 are extensive, and show that the

behavior radically changes relative to the cases previously studied. In particular,

the complete PWR2q circuit without measurements is known to be a fast scrambler

capable of generating system-wide volume-law entanglement after only t∗ ∝ logN

interaction layers [185]. In this section we demonstrate that the fast scrambling
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dynamics in this circuit leads to markedly improved code properties, including a

nearly extensive contiguous code distance dcode. We also observe many similarities

in this section between the complete PWR2q circuit and a maximally nonlocal

random AA model, another known fast scrambler which has no spatial geometry

whatsoever. These similarities highlight the central role played by fast scrambling

in determining the physics of the mixed phase in these circuits, and suggest that

fast scrambling circuits may be governed by the same universal physics near the

measurement-induced critical point.

We first study the complete PWR2q circuit with Haar random gates, and numer-

ically simulate the corresponding classical percolation network similar to §7.3. In
that prior analysis we computed the Binder cumulant b(p) of the network and

estimated the critical point by fixing the parameter q and performing a finite-size

scaling analysis in the system size N . In the present case, finite-size scaling is

difficult to define consistently because the connectivity q = log2N of the graph is

coupled to the system size N . Instead, we estimate a finite-size crossover point by

computing the susceptibility,

χ(p) = ⟨C2
max(p)⟩ − ⟨Cmax(p)⟩2, (7.9)

of the resulting classical percolation network. In the thermodynamic limit, N →
∞, the susceptibility diverges at the critical point; here we estimate the finite-size

transition point by locating the peak ppeak,Haar of the susceptibility χ(p) for each

N .

The resulting finite-size crossover points are plotted in Fig. 7.6 a., where we com-

pare to the crossover points for a random AA model analyzed using the same

methods. The crossover points noticeably increase with N in both cases, and

should therefore be considered as finite-size crossover points and not bona fide

critical points. We also plot the value of the maximum cluster size at the peak

Cmax(ppeak,Haar) in Fig. 7.6 b., and find that it increases as a power law with system

size Cmax(ppeak,Haar) ∝ Nµ with fractal dimension df = 1.809± 0.005 for the com-

plete PWR2q circuit and 1.786±0.005 for the random AA circuit. The similarity in

the fractal dimension df between these two circuits suggests that they may be gov-

erned by the same universal physics near the critical point. Moreover, the fractal

dimension in both cases differs from the analytical prediction df = 91/48 ≈ 1.896

obtained from the two-dimensional percolation universality class. This suggests
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Figure 7.6: Maximally nonlocal ‘complete’ PWR2q circuits with q =
log2N and random AA circuits. a. Crossover points ppeak,Haar as a function
of system size N for the complete Haar random PWR2q circuit (purple) and
for the random AA model (light blue). b. The maximum cluster size Cmax at
the peak ppeak,Haar grows as a power law Nµ with system size for the complete
PWR2q circuit (purple) and the AA circuit (light blue), with exponents df =
1.809 ± 0.005 and df = 1.786 ± 0.005 respectively. Black dashed line shows
the fractal dimension, df = 91/48, of the cluster at the critical point of two-
dimensional system. c. The code distance for the complete PWR2q Clifford
circuit (top) and the random AA Clifford circuit (bottom) for code rates rcode =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 (black, red, orange). In both cases, the code distance is nearly
extensive, scaling like dcode ∝ Nβ with β = 0.96±0.04 (PWR2) and β = 0.97±
0.02 (AA). d. Scaling collapse of the normalized single-qubit purification time
τ̃(p) in the complete PWR2q Clifford circuit (top) and the random AA Clifford
circuit (bottom). In both cases the data exhibits strong collapse according to the
nonstandard scaling form in Eq. (7.10). Detailed finite-size scaling analysis are
provided in Appendix F.4, and renormalization group calculation of ppeak,Haar

of full PWR2q is provided in Appendix E.1. This figure was reproduced from [186].

that there is an abrupt change in the universality class from the q < log2N circuits

to the complete PWR2q circuit.

Next, we turn our attention to circuits composed of Clifford circuits with two-

qubit gates Qij = CZijHiHj and study the quantum error-correcting codes that
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support the mixed phase. Again, we find striking similarities with the random

AA circuit, suggesting that these models may be governed by the same universal

physics. Using the methods discussed in §7.6, we extract the code distance dcode

of the QECC in the mixed phase at fixed code rate rcode. We plot the results in

Fig. 7.6 c. for code rates rcode = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. Linear fits indicate a nearly extensive

code distance, where dcode ∝ Nβ with β = 0.98 ± 0.05 for the PWR2 circuit and

0.96± 0.01 for the random AA circuit. The fast scrambling dynamics common to

both of these models apparently generates similar quantum error-correcting codes

with excellent properties deep in the mixed phase.

Finally, we study the single-qubit purification time τ in the complete PWR2q

circuit with q = log2N . Instead of the conventional scaling law Eq. (7.8) near

the critical point, here we empirically find strong scaling collapse of τ only after

normalizing by the number of interaction layers q = log2N within each even (or

odd) block. This leads to a nonstandard scaling law

τ/ log2N = τ̃(p) = N z̃f̃
(
(p− p̃c)N

1/ν̃
)
, (7.10)

which yields strong data collapse for both the complete PWR2 model and the

random AA model as shown in Fig. 7.6 d. This suggests that the critical point in

the fast scrambling limit may be governed by a logarithmic scaling law Eq. (7.10)

as opposed to the conventional scaling Eq. (7.8) that governs the phase transition

in general short- and long-range models [130, 132]. The origin of this scaling

behavior is an interesting topic for further investigation.

7.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigated the MIPTs and the role which nonlocal interac-

tions play in the system’s robustness against entanglement destroying local mea-

surements. By tuning the locality in the PWR2q circuit on a sparsely coupled

graph with the parameter q, we interpolated between the nearest-neighbor regime

(slow scrambler) and nonlocal regime (fast scrambling), and showed that MIPT

critical points pc,Haar, pce, and pcp can be improved significantly. Quantities like

critical exponents ν, for fixed q < log2N , were shown to be not affected largely by

the presence of nonlocal couplings retaining their values consistent with the 1-D

universality class. We have also investigated how the properties of the dynamically
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generated quantum error-correcting code changes by adding nonlocal interactions.

We have shown that while the system possesses 1-D universality class, the code

distance dcode can be improved significantly by the addition of nonlocal couplings.

In the limit of a full PWR2q circuit for q = log2N , the underlying model at

p = 0 becomes fast scrambling. In this limit, we found that the critical points

and critical behavior of the MIPTs becomes comparable to a prototypical fast

scrambling model (AA). Like AA, full PWR2q also exhibited the code distance

that is extensive dcode ∝ Nβ with β ≈ 1. Finally, we have observed a non-

standard log-scaled scaling collapse in the single qubit purification time τ for both

PWR2q and AA circuits. This suggests that the MIPTs of both models may be

described by the same universality class, which is related to transition from slow

to fast scrambling regime. This may be an interesting phenomenon to be studied

as a future work.

One of the motivations for studying the MIPT and the code properties of the

deterministic circuit is for the feasibility in the near term experiments. In this

chapter, we have shown that deterministic PWR2q circuit can generate quantum

error-correcting codes with long code distance that are robust to local measure-

ments, with a simple iterative scheme. Furthermore, we have shown that the

properties of those codes can be tuned. However, there is an experimental chal-

lenge for generating these codes due to the post selection problem, which comes

from the probabilistic nature of the measurements of quantum states. The conse-

quence is the need of exponentially many repetitions of the experiment in order

to statistically analyze the nature of the output states. Therefore, in this context,

the future work lies in investigating on methods which overcome the post-selection

problem, and detecting the transition in experiment platforms such as atoms in

an optical cavity, neutral atoms with tweezers, or trapped ions, where efficient

implementation of the sparse fast scrambler is possible.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

Wir müssen wissen,

Wir werden wissen.

David Hilbert [367]
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In this thesis, we investigated a family of sparsely coupled models, which pos-

sess fast scrambling dynamics with logarithmic lightcones. We showed that such

dynamics emerges from the vanishing notion of locality, due to the transition

between two underlying geometries with incompatible notions of locality. Fur-

thermore, we showed the possibility of engineering such systems in a near term

experimental platforms using cold atoms in an optical cavity and cold atoms in

optical tweezers, and proposed the ways to detect the fast scrambling dynamics

and the corresponding transition in the underlying geometry.

Then we investigated how the fast scrambling dynamics can influence the systems’

robustness on information destroying operations by studying various properties of

measurement-induced phase transitions. We not only showed that sparsely cou-

pled models in the fast scrambling regime can significantly increase the critical

point of the transitions, we also showed that we can achieve introducing few long-

range sparse couplings. These results not only have implications for potential

experimental realizations, but also, provide hints pointing to efficient implemen-

tations of quantum circuits and algorithms which use significantly fewer gates and

complexity than the naive implementations of locally interacting models, globally

coupled models, or randomly coupled models. Below we provide the summary of

the results and detailed outlook for each of the models.

In Ch. 5, we investigated the dynamics of the quantum XY model on a sparsely

coupled graph, where spins that are integer power of two apart in distance can

interact. We established that when the coupling strengths are equal, the model

possess fast scrambling dynamics a with logarithmic lightcone. We show that as

the model approaches the fast scrambling regime, the dispersion relation in the

low excitation sectors of the Hamiltonian gain fractal-like features, while the level

statistics of the many-body interacting sectors give rise to chaotic level statics.

The nature of sparsely coupled models of this type has not been extensively studied

in the past, therefore, there are many future prospects regarding this model. In this

thesis, we have only investigated the dynamics of the powers-of-2 XY model with

local spin-S = 1/2 degrees of freedom. The obvious ways to expand the model are:

to increase the basis of the power from powers-of-2 to powers-of-b ≫ 2, increase

the local degrees of freedom to larger values, and consider different inter-qubit

couplings such as Ising and Heisenberg couplings. The ground state properties of

such models may also be interesting.
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For the powers-of-b models with b > 2, we would expect the model to be approx-

imately b-dimensional hypercubic lattice of dimension logbN , where mean-field

approaches becomes exact. This is because the b-nary representation of a num-

ber given to a site, can be interpreted as elements of logbN dimensional vector,

and in the case of the power-of-b model, the coupling is only allowed on the di-

rection of the unit basis vectors of the logbN dimensional Euclidean space. For

powers-of-2 models with large local Hilbert space size, as the magnitude of the

spins S becomes large, the model will become closer to the classical spin interac-

tions, where the Mermin-Wagner theorem [368, 369] forbids phase transitions with

spontaneous symmetry breaking. This may give rise to an interesting topological

quantum phase and a phase transition near the geometric transition point.

Although investigations of such limiting cases might come with difficulties due

to the model being highly delocalized and the exponentially large Hilbert space,

investigation of ground state phases and mean-field dynamics may be possible

with the currently available numerical and analytical techniques. For example,

simulations using numerical techniques such as tree tensor networks [93, 101, 301,

349, 370–372], are expected to be fruitful, given that the model already having

underlying treelike interaction structure in the limit of treelike geometry. In the

limit of intermediate values of b and S, extended mean-field approaches, such as

discrete truncated Wigner methods [373–375] may provide fruitful insight on the

dynamics, as well as they may provide insight into the statics the model.

In Ch. 6, we investigated a Floquet fast scrambler that is implemented as a quan-

tum circuit. The implementation also relies on the transition in geometry with two

incompatible notions of locality, similarly to the time-independent case, where we

show that on top of fast scrambling dynamics, near the fast scrambling regime the

global embedding of information occurs with the finite teleportation time. Unlike

the time-independent case, we introduced a spatial variation in the positions of

the qubits in order to realize an exotic geometric feature which is not compatible

with a realization in the flat Euclidean spacetime. For this, we proposed experi-

mental implementations with cold atoms with optical tweezers, which is scalable

to hundreds of qubits.

In the proposed scheme, we showed that exotic coupling patterns, like the sparsely

coupled patterns, can be created in the number of operations of order O(logN).

Generation of complex coupling patterns may be useful when it comes to im-

plement complex quantum algorithms. Unlike classical computers, in quantum
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systems copying a state is prohibited. Therefore, physically moving the array of

qubits can be a viable way to transfer the quantum state for some architecture;

especially, the slow growth of scrambling time in Floquet fast scrambling protocol

with respect to the system size (t∗ ∝ logN) may be used to compactify deep static

circuits.

In the early years of classical computing, there were proposals to implement archi-

tecture based on a hypercubic array for parallel computing [376, 377]. However,

its wide commercial use was rejected due to the cost on intnernodal communica-

tions. We have provided the possibility of implementing such an architecture via

the shuffling of atoms, in a form which potentially reduces the cost of quantum

computation due to fast entanglement generation over the qubits in the system.

Although there is a cost to maintain the coherence of the qubits, this may be

solved by the longer coherence times from the technological advancement on the

manipulation methods of physical qubits, or with the advancement in quantum

error-correcting techniques. The proposed architecture could also create various

non-trivial graph states that may be used for resources for quantum computing

[378–380].

Finally, in Ch. 7, we investigated the measurement-induced phase transitions in

the sparsely coupled circuit models with tunable long-range interactions. Here we

showed that addition of O(1) long-range interactions are sufficient for the critical

points to be sufficiently close to the critical points of the long-range fast scram-

bling limit. We also showed that dynamically generated quantum error-correcting

codes become extensive in the fast scrambling regime. These results indicate that

quantum information held in those circuits are robust against decoherence up to

a number of qubits that is proportional to the system size.

A future fruitful direction of research may be to investigate continuous time ana-

logues of the models. Two potential discussions are: (1) the role of local dissipa-

tion when the underlying model is fast scrambling. (2) the study of Anderson and

many-body localizations in the models with underlying fast scrambling dynamics.

Another future prospect may lie in the QECC nature of the sparsely coupled

circuit models. In the regime where the treelike geometry governs the model, hy-

perbolic structure naturally arises. Such hyperbolic structures in the form of Bethe

lattice-like graph with hierarchical structure may provide a further playground for
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toy models that investigate the error correcting nature of the AdS/CFT corre-

spondence, such as the ones discussed by Haydeman et al. [349, 350]. Using the

experimental procedure introduced in Ch. 6.5 of cold atoms trapped in optical

tweezers, which can be scaled straightforwardly, one may find experimental pro-

cedures to probe such an exotic geometry with numbers of qubits of order of tens,

hundreds, and thousands in the near future.

Finally, apart from the quantum spin-1/2 (qubit) models that are investigated in

this thesis, there may be other models which possess fast scrambling dynamics

when they are coupled sparsely. Such models include large-N models, such as

random Brownian circuits [32, 341, 342] and sparse variants of SYK models with

Majonara fermions [68, 127]. Although they will not be deterministic, they might

provide analytical results which may reveal how fast scrambling dynamics emerges

as the model recovers the permutation symmetry over branch swapping in the tree-

like geometry. For the models with deterministic coupling, it may be interesting to

investigate Kitaev chain-like fermionic models [319, 381] with four-body scatter-

ing terms, which mix the fermions in the same level of the hierarchical structure.

This may give rise to exotic dynamical features which may provide further insight

into how the different degrees of freedom can be coupled efficiently, and how the

flow of information (direction of entanglement generation) in the system can be

controlled.

The future prospects that are covered above only scrape the surface of the rich set

of questions which deterministic fast scramblers and their associated underlying

geometries give rise to. In the near future, we believe that quantum simulation will

be simulating quantum systems that are beyond the reach of numerical simulation

by classical computers; at the completion of this PhD, we are seeing the verge of

such an era [98, 106, 382]. With the development of large-scale quantum simulators

and universal quantum computers, we are expected to observe more and more

exotic physics in the coming years. These results will, without any doubt, stimulate

even greater theoretical discussion which moves us one step closer to the answers

to the big questions in physics and even in other natural sciences. We hope that

the future collaboration between theorists and experimental will further push the

frontiers of physics and other natural sciences.
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A Haar Random SU(2) unitary

SU(2) is a group of 2 by 2 unitary matrices with determinant of 1 [383]. For this

group, a Haar measure µ is defined as a measure over subset of S ⊆ SU(2) that

is invariant under rotation by the element g ∈ SU(2): µ(S) = µ(gS), where

µ(S) =

∫
s∈S

dµ(s). (A.1)

Since SU(2) matrix can be parameterized as

g(ϕ, θ, χ) =

(
eiϕ cos(θ) eiχ sin(θ)

−e−iχ sin(θ) e−iϕ cos(θ)

)
, (A.2)

or equivalently, with real numbers w, x, , y, z

g(w, x, y, z) =

(
w + ix y + iz

−y + iz w − ix

)
, (A.3)

with w2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. This is nothing but the 3-dimensional surface of a

4-dimensional sphere. Since its area is invariant under a rotation, it is a Haar

measure. Taking the volume element by calculating the Jacobian and taking the

derivative by its radius yields the measure to be

dµ ∝ 1

2
sin(2θ)dθdϕdχ =

1

2
d
(
sin2(θ)

)
dϕdχ. (A.4)

Therefore, a random SU(2) unitary can be generated by taking random numbers

between 0 and 2π for ϕ and χ, and random number between 0 and 1 for determining

sin2(θ). A Haar random two-qubit gate can then be obtained SU(4) by utilizing

the decomposition [384]:

SU(N) = (I0 ⊗ SU(N − 1)1,...,N−1)× (SU(2)⊗ I2,...,N−1)× (I0 ⊗ SU(N − 1)1,...,N−1) ,

(A.5)

where the subscripts denote the set of qubits which operators SU(N) and the

identity I are acting on.

However, this method of generating the Haar random unitary matrix is not prac-

tical, as it requires generation of SU(2) operators of O(N), and contractions of
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them. Practically, a generation of Haar random unitary is done using QR de-

composition [385]. Let M be a random complex matrix where the real and the

imaginary part of the elements (M)ij are drawn from a normal distribution with

mean 0 and variance 1. QR decomposition decomposes matrixM into an orthogo-

nal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R. Since Q is a complex orthonormal

matrix, it is already a unitary. Now let Λ be a diagonal matrix with the normalized

diagonal elements of R, where the ith element of Λ is given as (Λ)ii = (R)ii/|(R)ii|.
This step takes away an ambiguity in the QR decomposition because any diagonal

matrix Λ and its inverse can be inserted M = QΛΛ−1R and yield equally valid

QR decomposition with orthonormal matrix Q′ = QΛ and upper triangular matrix

R′ = Λ−1R. Now the ambiguity is taken away, and the resulting distribution of

matrices M ′ = QΛ is uniformly distributing accordingly to the Haar measure.
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Figure B.1: Time dependence of the tripartite mutual information.
The time dependence of the tripartite mutual information I(A : B : C)/N ln 2
evolved with the sparse Clifford circuit up to t = 10 with system size N =
512 for s = −1.5,−1.25,−1.0,−0.5,−0.75,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5. It
is calculated with the four contiguous systems of size Lsub = N/4 for linear
and treelike geometries (orange and red respectively). The mean values are
calculated and the errors are estimated from 1×102 trajectories. This figure was
reproduced from [187].

B Time Dependence of Tripartite Mutual Infor-

mation

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, S. Kuriyattil, A. J. Daley, and G. Bentsen, “Tunable

Geometries in Sparse Clifford Circuits,” Symmetry, 14, 666 (2022). [187].

The color plot in Fig. 6.2 a. is a plot of the tripartite mutual information of a

state evolved in the sparse Clifford circuit with system size N = 512. It is plotted

for the values of s: s = −1.5,−1.25,−1.0,−0.5,−0.75,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0,

and 1.5. In Fig. B.1, we show the time dependence of the quantity in linear and

treelike geometries (orange and red respectively) from t = 0 to t = 10. The mean

values are obtained and errors are estimated from 1× 102 trajectories.

https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14040666
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Figure C.1: Time dependence of teleportation fidelity for different
sites. The time dependence of the teleportation fidelity I|m(0; j) evolved up to
t = 6 with system size N = 128 for s = −2 and s = 2 for j = −10,−9, . . . , 8, 9.
The mean values are calculated and the errors are estimated from 1.5 × 104

trajectories. This figure was reproduced from [187].

C Time Dependence of Teleportation Fidelity

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, S. Kuriyattil, A. J. Daley, and G. Bentsen, “Tunable

Geometries in Sparse Clifford Circuits,” Symmetry, 14, 666 (2022). [187].

C.1 Teleportation Fidelity for Fixed s and Varying sites B

The color plot in Fig. 6.5 a. is a plot of teleportation fidelity I|m(0, j) of a state

evolved in the sparse Clifford circuit with system size N = 128. It is plotted for

s = −2 (left) and s = 2 (right) for the sites j = −10,−9, . . . , 8, 9. In Fig. C.1, we

show the time dependency of the quantity from t = 0 to t = 6 for s = 2 (left) and

s = −2 (right) at the different sites (the lines of various colors). The mean values

are obtained and errors are estimated from 1.5× 104 trajectories.

https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14040666
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Figure C.2: Time dependence of teleportation fidelity for
fixed s. The time dependence of the teleportation fidelity I|m(0, j)
evolved up to t = 6 with system size N = 128 for s =
−1.5,−1.25,−1,−0.75,−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5. The teleporta-
tion fidelity is calculated for |j| = N/2 for characterizing the linear (Euclidean)
geometry and the average of j = 1 and j = −1 for characterizing the treelike
(2-adic) geometry. The mean values are calculated and the errors are estimated
from 1.5× 104 trajectories. This figure was reproduced from [187].

C.2 Teleportation Fidelity for Fixed sites and varying s

The color plot in Fig. 6.5 c. is a plot of teleportation fidelity I|m(0, j) of a state

evolved in the sparse Clifford circuit with system size N = 128. It is plotted

for j = N/2 and the average of j = −1 and j = 1 to characterize the be-

havior of the teleportation fidelity in linear and treelike respectively for s =

−1.5,−1.25,−1,−0.75,−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5. In Fig. C.2, we

show the time dependence of the quantity from t = 0 to t = 10 for the values of

s mentioned above, for j = N/2 (orange) and average of j = −1 and j = 1 (red).

The mean values are obtained and errors are estimated from 1.5×104 trajectories.
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Figure C.3: Time dependence of teleportation fidelity for different
system sizes. The time dependence of the teleportation fidelity I|m(0, j)
evolved up to t = 5 for s = −0.75,−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 for the sys-
tem sizes N = 25, 26, . . . , 29 (light to dark). The quantity is calculated for the
sites j = N/2 for characterizing the linear (Euclidean) geometry (upper panels,
blue) and average between j = −1 and j = 1 for characterizing the treelike
geometry (lower panels, red). The mean values are calculated, and the errors
are estimated from 1×102 (for N = 29) up to 1.5×104 (for N = 25) trajectories.
This figure was reproduced from [187].

C.3 Finite-Size Scaling for Finding tc of Teleportation Fi-

delity

The critical time tc which divides the non-teleporting t < tc and teleporting tc < t

regimes shown in the black line in Fig. 6.5 c. is calculated from the crossing points

of the teleportation fidelity for the different system sizes. Here, in Fig. C.3, the

quantity is plotted for the values of s = −0.75,−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 for

the system sizes N = 25, 26, . . . , 29 (light to dark). The quantity is calculated

for the sites j = N/2 for characterizing the linear (Euclidean) geometry (upper

panels, blue) and average between j = −1 and j = 1 for characterizing the treelike

geometry (lower panels, red). The mean values are calculated, and the errors are

estimated from up to 1.5×104 trajectories. Crossings are not observed for s ≤ −1.0

and 1.0 ≤ s in the system sizes that we investigated.
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D Derivation of the Page-Clifford Limit

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, G. S. Bentsen, S. Weber, and A. J. Daley, “Deterministic

Fast Scrambling with Neutral Atom Arrays,” Physical Review Letters, 126, 200603 (2021). [185].

As it is shown in Ch. 4.4.5, a stabilizer state of N qubits can be represented

by an N by 2N binary matrix M . A random stabilizer state can therefore be

constructed from a random binary matrix with a constraint rankGF(2)(M) = N .

Also, the entropy of a subsystem of size |X| of a stabilizer state can be obtained by

subtracting |X| from the rank of the corresponding region. The average entropy

of a random subsystem X of a random stabilizer state, therefore can be estimated

by the rankGF(2)(MX) of an N by 2|X| random binary matrices MX .

MX can be constructed by appending N − 1 rows of random binary vectors to

a 2|X| by 1 matrix. Every time a new row is added, the rank does not increase

with the probability 2k/22|X|, where k is the current rank, and the rank increases

otherwise. Therefore, the probability of MX having the rank of exactly r is:

P (rankGF(2)(MX) = r) =
∑
t∈T

r∏
i=1

(
2i−1

22|X|

)ti−ti−1−1(
1− 2i−1

22|X|

)
, (D.1)

where T is a set of all the configurations of the row numbers where rank increases

by 1 and for all t ∈ T , t0 = 0. For large |N |, the above expression is known to be

approximated by the following expression [386]:

P
(
rankGF(2)(M|X|) = 2|X| − ϵ

)
≈ 2−ϵ(N−2|X|+ϵ) ×

∞∏
i=ϵ+1

(
1− 1

2i

)N−2|X|+ϵ∏
i=1

(
1− 1

2i

)−1

.

(D.2)

The average entropy deficit of a random subsystem of size |X| is

⟨∆S(2)(X)⟩ =

(∑
ϵ

ϵP
(
rankGF(2)(MX) = 2|A| − ϵ

))
ln 2 ≈ 22|X|−N ln 2, (D.3)

where the approximation is made by only considering ϵ = 0 and 1, and taking the

limit of 1 ≪ N − 2|X|. This result coincides with but slightly larger than the

expected entropy deficit of a Haar random state [236, 237] by a constant factor of

2 ln 2, which is of the order 1.

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.200603
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Figure E.1: The average entropy of area-law states. a. The entangle-
ment entropy of a region consists of r consecutive qubits starting from site
i, Si(r), for i = 0 and i = N/2 of the nearest-neighbor random Clifford cir-
cuit with open boundary condition for N = 128 at the number of interactions
t = 2 log2(N) = 14 layers. The bar on S̄i(r) indicates that it is an aver-
aged quantity over the different realizations of the random circuit. For this
simulation the average of up to 1000 realizations are taken. b. The average
entropy of up to 2e4 random subsystems, A, of an output state of a single tra-
jectory of the random nearest-neighbor circuit ordered by the subsystem size
|A| (green dotted line). The theory line (red solid line) is computed using
Eq. (E.1) with the entropy as function of r consecutive regions approximated

by S(r) ∼ S̃(r) = 1
2

(
S̄0(r) + S̄N/2(r)

)
. Here the average of the functions S̄0(r)

and S̄N/2(r) are taken to take account of the effect from the open boundary
condition. This figure was reproduced from [185].

E Average Entropy of a Subsystem of Area-Law

States in 1-D Quantum Systems

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, G. S. Bentsen, S. Weber, and A. J. Daley, “Deterministic

Fast Scrambling with Neutral Atom Arrays,” Physical Review Letters, 126, 200603 (2021). [185].

In this section, we derive the expression for average entropy of a subsystems A
consisting of randomly chosen qubits with the subsystem size of |A| drawn from the

N -qubit state with area-law entanglement entropy. Let the entanglement entropy

of r consecutive region from ith qubit to be expressed as Si(r). We assume the

translational symmetry of this function such that Si(r) = Sj(r) = S(r) also holds

for sites j ̸= i. Given a particular subsystem and configuration A ∈ A, one can

always find QA sets of qA,k (k = 1, 2, . . . , QA) qubits drawn from a consecutive

region in the system. For example a set A = {1, 5, 6, 7, 10} has QA = 3 with

qA,1 = 1 (from {1}), qA,2 = 3 (from {5, 6, 7}), and qA,3 = 1 (from {10}). Assuming

that the mutual information between the two sets are 0, which is true for the

vast majority of cases for the state with the area-law entanglement entropy for

|A| ≪ N/2, one can write the entanglement entropy of a given configuration as∑QA

k=1 S(qA,k). For fixed |A| and QA, there are C(QA) =
(
N−|A|+1

QA

)
possible ways

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.200603
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to draw |A| qubits from N qubits such that they have exactly QA sets of {qA,k}
consecutive regions. Finally, there are p(|A|) = QA ways to partition a subsystem

A into the cells which contains at least 1 consecutive qubits, where p(|A|) is a well

known function in number theory called partition function (not to be confused with

the partition function from the thermodynamics) [387]. From these, the expression

for the average entropy of a random subsystem of size |A| of an area-law entangled

quantum state is given as

⟨SA⟩ =
∑p(|A|)

l=1 C(QAl
)
∑QAl

k=1 S(qAl,k)∑p(|A|)
l=1

∑QAl
k=1 C(QAl

)
(E.1)

where Al (for l = 1, 2, . . . , p(|A|)) goes through all the different ways to partition

the subsystems. Shown in Fig. E.1 b. is the average entropy of random subsystems

A as a function of its size |A| from the result of a numerical simulation of random

nearest-neighbor circuit for N = 128 at t∗ = 2m = 14. The numerical result and

the derived formula show excellent agreement with the theoretical values computed

explicitly with Eq. (E.1) with S(r) = S̃(r) = 1
2

(
S̄0(r) + S̄N/2(r)

)
, where S̄0(r)

and S̄N/2(r) are estimated by averaging up to 1 × 103 realizations of the circuit

(Fig. E.1 a.).
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Figure E.2: Block-decimation procedure for the PWR2q circuit for
q = 2. The entire structure on the left is reduced down to a single ribbon-like
structure on the right via the renormalization transformation. This figure was
reproduced from [186].

E.1 Renormalization Group Solution for full PWR2

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, G. Bentsen, and A. J. Daley, “Measurement-induced phase

transitions in sparse nonlocal scramblers,” Physical Review Research, 4 013174 (2022). [186].

The PWR2 circuit with size N0 can be constructed from two sub-systems of size

N0/2. This can be done by interleaving the degrees of freedom of the two sub-

systems and coupling them together with nearest neighbor interactions.

This self-similar structure allows us to define a renormalization transformation.

The transformation consists of two steps: first, a large block as depicted in

Fig. E.2 (left), is renormalized to a ribbon-like structure in Fig. E.2 (left). Here the

renormalized is done by collapsing the bonds with different colors in Fig. E.2 (left)

to the bonds of the corresponding colors in Fig. E.2 (right). This step reduces the

size of the vertical dimension by half. In order to reduce the size of the horizontal

direction, two of the ribbon-like structure is merged into one. After these steps,

the size of the network of N/2 by T is reduced to N/4 by T/2, where N is the

number of qubits and T is the number of layers in the original circuit.

Let p̄ = 1 − p be the probability of a bond being present in the network. The

renormalized probability R(p̄) in terms of the probability which a ribbon structure

(Fig. E.2, right) is spanned (P̄ribbon) is

R(p̄) = P̄ 2
ribbon + 2P̄ribbon(1− P̄ribbon). (E.2)

Now we define the condition of the ribbon to be spanned when there exists at least

one bond coming out of each the nodes. In terms of the probability of at least a

bond being spanned p̄bond, P̄ribbon is

P̄ribbon = p̄4bond + 4p̄3bond(1− p̄bond) + 2p̄2bond(1− p̄bond)
2. (E.3)

https://doi.org/10.1103/10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.013174
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Finally, the probability of the bond being spanned, p̄bond, as a function of p̄ is

p̄bond = p̄4 + 4p̄p̄3(1− p̄) + 4p̄2(1− p̄)2. (E.4)

The equation R(p̄∗) = p̄∗ has a non-trivial fixed point solution in the real domain

of 0 < p̄∗ < 1, which is p̄∗ ≈ 0.335 . . . or equivalently p∗ ≈ 0.665 . . ..
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Figure F.1: Full finite-size scaling analysis of the percolation critical
points. a. The binder cumulant b(p) of the percolation network of PWR2q
for q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for the system sizes N = 28, 29, 210, 211 (light to dark blue).
The solid vertical lines are the estimated values of the pc,Haar and the shaded
regions are the corresponding 1-sigma errors. b. Collapsed Binder cumulant for
q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for the system sizes N = 28, 29, 210, 211 (light to dark blue). This
figure was reproduced from [186].

F Finite-Size Scaling of Measurement-Induced

Phase Transitions

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, G. Bentsen, and A. J. Daley, “Measurement-induced phase

transitions in sparse nonlocal scramblers,” Physical Review Research, 4 013174 (2022). [186].

F.1 Finite-Size Scaling for the Percolation Critical Point

for q = 1, . . . , 6

Finite-size scaling analysis for the percolation transition of the PWR2q circuit for

q = 1, 3, 5 is presented in Fig. 7.2 b. Here we show the finite-size scaling and the

crossings of the binder cumulants for all values of q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for the system

sizes N = 28, 29, 210, 211.

The error bars are estimated by taking the standard error of the 4000 realizations

of the Newman-Ziff algorithm (Ch. 7.3.1). The critical points and their errors are

estimated by computing the average intersection points of the curves with 5000

different realizations of the fluctuations added to each of the points. Fluctuations

are drawn from the appropriate distribution with the standard error as the stan-

dard deviation at each point (Fig. F.1 a.). The critical exponents and their errors

https://doi.org/10.1103/10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.013174
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Figure F.2: Full finite-size scaling analysis of the entanglement
critical points. a. The tripartite mutual information I(2)(A;B;C) of initial
z-polarized state evolved under a deterministic Clifford PWR2q circuit until
t = 8N for q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for the system sizes N = 26, . . . , 211 (light to dark
blue). The solid vertical lines are the estimated value of the pce and the shaded
region is the corresponding 1-sigma errors. b. Collapsed tripartite mutual in-
formation for q = 1, 2, . . . 6 for the system sizes N = 26, . . . , 211 (light to dark
blue). This figure was reproduced from [186].

are also estimated by collapsing the 5000 different realizations of the fluctuations

added from the same distribution (Fig. F.1 b.).

F.2 Finite-Size Scaling for the Entanglement Critical Point

for q = 1, . . . , 6

The finite-size scaling analysis of the entanglement critical points of PWR2q circuit

for q = 1, 3, 5 are presented in Fig. 7.3 b. Here we show the finite-size scaling and

the crossings of the tripartite mutual information I(2)(A;B;C) for all the values of

q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for system sizes N = 26, . . . , 211 (the system sizes that are smaller

than 2q+2 are not used in the analysis).

The error bars are estimated by taking the standard error of up to 1000 realizations

of the random projective measurement of the evolution to t = 8N . The critical

points and their errors are calculated by computing the average intersection points

of the curves with 5000 different realizations of the fluctuations added to each of

the points that are drawn from the appropriate distribution with the standard

error as the standard deviation at the point (Fig. F.2 a.). The critical exponents

and their errors are also estimated by collapsing the 5000 different realizations of

the fluctuations added to the data points from the same distribution (Fig. F.2 b.).
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Figure F.3: Full finite-size scaling analysis of the purification crit-
ical points. a. The single-qubit purification time for q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for the
system sizes N = 26, . . . , 211 (light to dark blue). The initial stat is prepared
such that there is a qubit entangled to one of the N qubits (system), then the
system qubits are scrambled with nearest neighbor random Clifford circuit up
to t = 4N . The solid vertical lines are the estimated value of the pcp and the
shaded region is the corresponding 1-sigma errors. b. Collapsed tripartite mu-
tual information for q = 1, 2, . . . , 6 for the system sizes N = 26, . . . , 211 (light to
dark blue). This figure was reproduced from [186].

F.3 Finite-Size Scaling for the Purification Critical Point

for q = 1, . . . , 6

The finite-size scaling analysis of the purification critical point of PWR2q circuit for

q = 1, 3, 5 are presented in Fig. 7.4 b. Here we show the finite-size scaling and the

crossings of the single-qubit purification time for all the values of q = 1, 2, . . . , 6

for system sizes N = 26, . . . , 211, where the system sizes that are smaller than

N < 2q+2 are not used in the analysis.

The error bars are estimated by taking the standard error of up to 1000 realizations

of random projective measurements until the state is purified. The critical points

and their errors are estimated by computing the average intersection points of the

curves with 5000 different realization of the fluctuations added to each of the points

that are drawn from the appropriate distribution with standard error (Fig. F.3 a.).

The critical exponents and their errors are also estimated by collapsing the 5000

different realizations of the fluctuations added to the data points from the same

distribution (Fig. F.3 b.).
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Figure F.4: Detailed finite-size scaling of the MIPT critical points of
PWR2q and AA circuits. a. Susceptibility, χ(p), of the complete PWR2q (left)
and AA (right) percolation networks for the system sizes N = 26, 27, . . . , 210.
Although there exists sharp peaks, the positions of the peaks depends signif-
icantly on the system size. The size of the circuits in these calculations are
taken to be N × T . The observables of the bond-percolation of the networks
are calculated with Newman-Ziff algorithm by taking the microcanonical en-
semble of 4000 trajectories. b. τ̃ /N z̃ as a function of p without the scaling
collapse for complete PWR2q (left) and AA (right) circuits for the system sizes
N = 26, 27, . . . , 210 with z̃ = 0.21± 0.01 (PWR2) and z̃ = 0.170± 0.006 (AA).
The critical point determined from the scaling collapse is marked by the black
line and the 1-sigma error is marked by the grey shade. The critical points and
their error are p̃c = 0.267±0.001 and p̃c = 0.312±0.001 respectively. This figure
was reproduced from [186].

F.4 Finite-Size Scaling for the Full PWR2 and AA circuits

The finite-size scaling of the MIPTs of the complete PWR2q circuit is difficult due

to the long-range interactions which give rise to strong boundary effects and the

loss of locality. In the percolation transition, this appears as the strong system

size dependence of the ppeak,Haar as shown in the figures Fig. 7.6 a. The positions

of the peaks are determined from the χ(p) plotted in Fig. F.4 a.

The loss of locality makes the determination of the entanglement transition im-

possible. Due to the coupling of distance N/2, even in the regime near p = 1,

the entanglement entropy of the region of size A < N/2 is almost guaranteed to

be ∼ A(1 − p) at the end of the application of 2 log2N − 1 layers of the gates.

Therefore we do not argue on the existence of the entanglement transition in the

complete PWR2q and AA circuits.

The percolation transition suffers from the similar boundary problem. However,

the transition does not ask the geometry of the circuit as it only asks the entropy

of the reference qubits that are entangled to the system at t = 0. The problem

in the determination of the critical properties of the purification transition is the

number of layers of the even (or odd) blocks which depends on the system size. In

this paper, we proposed the potential workaround, which is normalizing the time
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t by the number of layers in the even (or odd) blocks by defining t̃ = t/ log2N .

This lead to the empirical scaling law of the form in Eq. (7.10).

As shown in Fig. 7.6 d., the single-qubit purification time τ(p) collapsed surpris-

ingly well with Eq. (7.10) with the p̃c = 0.27 ± 0.01,ν̃c = 2.08 ± 0.08, and z̃c =

0.21± 0.01 (PWR2) and p̃c = 0.31± 0.01,ν̃c = 2.29± 0.05, and z̃c = 0.170± 0.006

(AA). For this simulation, τ̃(p) is estimated by taking the average over up to 500

realizations of the random projective measurements. The errors in the critical ex-

ponents and critical points are estimated by performing the scaling collapse on the

5000 different realizations of the data set with random fluctuations. The random

fluctuations are taken from the appropriate distribution with standard deviation

of the standard error at each point.
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Figure G.1: The differences between entanglement and purification
critical points and their errors. The difference between entanglement and
purification critical points of PWR2q circuit are plotted (red) for q = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
The blue line shows the error of entanglement critical points centered at the
expected value. There is no statistically significant deviation observed between
the entanglement and the purification critical points. This figure was reproduced
from [186].

G Gap Between Entanglement (pce) and Purifi-

cation (pcp) Critical Points of PWR2q

This section is reproduced from sections that were written by the author of this thesis in the

following publication: T. Hashizume, G. Bentsen, and A. J. Daley, “Measurement-induced phase

transitions in sparse nonlocal scramblers,” Physical Review Research, 4 013174 (2022). [186].

Whether there exists a gap between the entanglement and purification critical

points is a topic of an ongoing debate. Gullans and Huse [123] show that in 1+1D,

they occur at the same point in general. Here we show that such a gap is not

observed in the PWR2q circuits for the values of q = 1, 2, . . . , 6. No statistically

significant deviations between the entanglement and the purification critical points

were observed (Fig. G.1).

https://doi.org/10.1103/10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.013174
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